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THERE ARE LOTS  
OF HAND SIGNALS  
IN DIVING 

Book an appointment with a healthcare 
professional or diving doctor and check  
that your heart is up to it.

The RNLI is the charity that saves lives at sea  
Royal National Lifeboat Institution, a charity registered in England and Wales (209603) 
and Scotland (SC037736). Registered charity number 20003326 in the Republic of Ireland.

FIND OUT MORE AT RNLI.ORG/DIVESAFE 

WHEN IT COMES  
TO YOUR HEART, 
THIS SHOULDN’T  
BE ONE OF THEM 
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INCREDIBLY, DECEMBER HAS COME ROUND
again, meaning that it’s time for what we like to call
the “Christmas issue” of divEr, even though you’re
receiving it in mid-November. Still, nowadays the
high streets have already been lit-up for weeks, and
the Quality Street, bread sauce and tinsel placed in
your face in supermarket aisles.

I’ve always liked Christmas, though if it was down 
to me the festivities would be declared open no
earlier than 15 December, and the fun could then 
be enjoyably concentrated. 

However, the festive season seems doomed to sprawl
ever more untidily all over the last quarter of the
year, like a trolleyed party-guest on the sofa.

Christmas is of course the cue for many divers to 
flee the UK and celebrate the Saviour’s birth by
diving their hearts out, a great plan if you can afford
the bumped-up travel costs during the holidays.

It seems to me that we’ve brought you a fair measure
of bleak news in 2017, and I’m afraid there are far too
many deaths to report in our News pages this month, especially so late
in the year, including four in the UK. 

Most of the magazine is much more cheerful, in keeping with the
season, but at the end of an extraordinary year in which the “Leader 
of the Free World” appeared set on dismantling every environmental
initiative undertaken by his predecessors; the Great Barrier Reef
became the Barrier Reef; entire warship wrecks were removed and sold
for scrap by scavengers in Asia; and fear of terrorism left the diving
industries of several countries on the brink, I thought I’d review the
year’s news and try to extract some cheerful positives…

SURE ENOUGH, there were more great wreck-finds and exciting
marine-archaeological breakthroughs than I could detail here.

These happened all over the world, but it’s worth singling out some of
the outstanding work going on in the UK with excavations on wrecks
such as the Invincible, Rooswijk and London, to name but three. 

Ghost-gear-removal dive-teams came into their own, with many
reports of success (including in Scapa Flow in News this month) and
more recycling of reclaimed materials into clothing. Also promising
on the environmental front was Government commitment to action
on microbead products and (potentially) throwaway plastic bottles. 

As light dawns on the extent to which plastics are degraded and 
spread around the world this may be a drop in the ocean but, as with
charging for one-use plastic bags, it’s a step in the right direction.

Good news for divers is that we’ve been told that our activities don’t
seem to adversely affect sharks in the long term – in fact they live far
longer than we thought (if not hunted). We also keep getting reports
of locations where super-corals seem able to take the heat.

I thought I’d found the ultimate good-news story about resistant
coral, when scientists studying a massive global-warming event 
that killed half the species on Earth in the late Triassic
period found that life in the oceans had remained
essentially unchanged after the event.

And so it had – it’s just that it took 20 million years,
give or take a month, to return to normal. Which puts
the passing of 2017 into perspective. Season’s greetings!

STEVE 
WEINMAN, 
EDITOR
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This month’s selection from the divEr inbox…OFF GASSING

attempting to rescue an out-of-air casualty by using
his or her BC for buoyancy control before working
out a plan B. 

However, I would be much happier if realistic
rescues, particularly controlled buoyant lifts, were
performed on a variant of a Resusci Anne – perhaps
a skeleton dressed in a flooded drysuit and
otherwise kitted as a normal diver. 

Rescuers could try different scenarios; make fairly
rapid ascents and dump weights to their hearts’
content without endangering a live casualty. 

BSAC uses other divers for these drills but when
I saw a PADI school using a dummy, I thought it was
a good idea.

MIKE FOLLOWS, SUTTON COLDFIELD

divEr ran an article by John Liddiard back in April
2010 about a day spent rescue training at Vobster
Quarry with the Sub-Aqua Association using Dotty
the Mannequin as the non-suffering victim. Are any
other clubs or schools using dummies in this way?

I would like to congratulate Steve
Warren for his tribute to the genius of
Peter Scoones and divEr for
publishing the article (The Technical
Genius of Peter Scoones, October). 

When Steve Warren told me three
years ago that Peter had died, the
news came as a shock, for the man
himself and for his genius as a
cameraman, naturalist and inventor. 

Underwater image-making
wouldn’t have been what it is today
without Peter’s contributions, and I
can only compare what his death
meant for underwater imaging to a
major cataclysmic event. 

Yet I was so shocked and
saddened at the time by the little
coverage given to the news of Peter’s
death and his contributions as a
cameraman and inventor. A few posts
on Facebook and in a few blogs, and nothing more. 

It seemed insane that divers would “forget” Peter
so quickly, and younger photographers are perhaps
not familiar with his accomplishments. 

Today underwater photography equipment is so
accessible that photographers can shop with
almost the same ease that they buy toothpaste
from a supermarket. Yet in those early days if you
couldn’t invent the stuff yourself you had no
images, period. 

I really hope that eventually someone will make 
a documentary about Peter Scoones. Thank you,
divEr!

CONSTANTINOS PETRINOS, ATHENS, GREECE

Ocean Monarch call 
A few years back, divEr kindly asked its readers for
assistance with some shipwreck research for a book
I was writing (The Sinking of RMS Tayleur: the Lost
Story of the ‘Victorian Titanic‘). I wondered if I might
do so again for another shipwreck? 

My next book, which has a provisional release
date of summer 2018, is about the American
emigrant ship Ocean Monarch, which caught fire

and wrecked near Llandudno on 24 August 1848. 
Apparently the wreck currently lies in about 25m

of water at 53° 25 40N, 3° 35 27 W and isn't in a great
state, although I gather that it is still regularly dived. 

If any reader has underwater photographs of the
wreck, or surface shots from the wreck-site looking
back towards Liverpool or Llandudno, I’d be thrilled
if they’d let me look at them.

If any pictures look suitable for inclusion (rather
than just reference material)  I’ll be sure to discuss
copyright etc with the owners of the images. 
Many thanks in advance for any help you can give. 
Please email me at gillhoffs@hotmail.co.uk or
@GillHoffs on Twitter.

GILL HOFFS, WARRINGTON, CHESHIRE

Dummy runs
Steve Warren made a valid point a while ago in 
Deep Breath (Instinct Kicks in on a Rescue – But is it 
Still Applicable?, August). In an emergency situation,
we are likely to resort to “muscle memory” based 
on what we have been taught, reinforced with
unrealistic scenarios. 

For example, most of us would probably start

www.divErNEt.com8divEr

SCOONES APPRECIATION

Band of Brothers
The poem below was written by Gary Green of The
Rifles who was injured in Afghanistan, losing the
sight in his right eye. As a result he now suffers
from acute PTSD (Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder).
Gary is a Trustee and Ambassador for Deptherapy
and a PADI Ambassadiver.

The poem relates to Deptherapy's recent 10-day
Military and Forgotten Wrecks expedition to the
Red Sea (part of our build-up to Truk Lagoon and
financed by the Libor Fund). It tells of overcoming
adversity in the face of huge challenges, of
ambition leading to achievement.

It is about the spirit of those we work with and
their determination to achieve as PADI divers, and
has touched the hearts of all who have read it:

A band of brothers all in suit, 
some with fins, some no boot,

Wetsuits tailored to cover limb, 

battling currents battering him,
A band of brothers strong together, 

on land, in water, in any weather,
We stick as one side-by-side, 

in the desert or highest tide,
No missing limb could stop him dive, 

the feeling keeping him alive,
Whether swimming arms or kicking feet, 

not one man admits defeat,
They were once soldiers, now are survivors,
They are now veterans, now are divers.

If anything sums up what we do, it is this poem.
It speaks volumes for the PADI system that has
allowed these young men, some of whom have
suffered the most devastating physical and mental
injuries, to progress and dive in the challenging
conditions to which Gary refers.

RICHARD CULLEN, DEPTHERAPY, 
CROWTHORNE, BERKS

Got something diving-related you’ d care to
share? Email steve@divermag.co.uk, 

including your name and postal address 
– and please confirm that you’re writing 

exclusively to divEr
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Gary Green.

Dotty gets rescued.

Peter Scoones, camera to hand.
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THREE DIVERS HAD DIED in
Scotland in October as divEr
went to press towards the end

of the month, with a fourth fatality
occurring at an English inland site.

The first death occurred on 6
October, when a dive-boat radioed
the UK Coastguard at around 4pm to
report that one of its divers was 15
minutes overdue.

A search was launched and the
man was found some 90 minutes
later, about a mile north-east of Cava
Lighthouse, Orkney.

The diver, reported to be 64 years
old, was recovered from the sea by the
Longhope RNLI lifeboat, but
confirmed dead by a paramedic
brought by a Coastguard SAR
helicopter from Sumburgh.

Just 11 days later, a 53-year-old
diver died after diving the 45m-deep
wreck of the scuttled WW1 German
battleship Markgraf, which also lies
just north of Cava.

After the man got into difficulties,
the alarm was raised at around 9am.
He was taken ashore by Coastguard
teams from the Orkney bases of
Kirkwall and Stromness, but died on
his way to hospital.

Police Scotland were submitting a
report to the Procurator Fiscal, but
stated that there were no suspicious
circumstances.

Also in Scotland, a diver died in the
Sound of Mull on the west coast on 23
October, after reportedly losing
consciousness on a dive. Rescue
services responded when the dive-

boat crew raised the alarm, and the
man was recovered by the Tobermory
lifeboat and airlifted by Coastguard
helicopter to hospital in Oban. 

Police Scotland later stated that the
man had died and that it was
launching an investigation.

Meanwhile Wlodzimierz Jurasz, 
28, from Upminster in Essex, died 
on 8 October at the National Diving 
& Activity Centre (NDAC) inland site 
in Gloucestershire.

The incident occurred at around
3.30pm at the 80m-deep flooded
limestone quarry in Tidenham near
Chepstow.

According to Gloucestershire Police
Jurasz had ”sustained serious chest
injuries”  in the form of a gas
embolism and barometric trauma. He
was pronounced dead at the scene.

An inquest opened five days after
Jurasz’s death, and was adjourned
until March. n

DIVER NEWS
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October brings four UK deaths –
two in Scapa

Guests from the Overseas speed away from the burning vessel.

Cava lighthouse in Scapa Flow.

TREFOR PIER in Gwynedd, described
by an expert in Welsh scuba-diving as
one of the best shore-dives in North
Wales, has been demolished.

”I’m keen that divers aren’t
disappointed when they arrive at the
site to find that there simply isn’t a
pier,” Chris Holden, author of the
ebook The Essential Underwater Guide
to North Wales, told divEr .

Trefor Pier was built in 1870 and
later extended to 100m, but when no
longer used commercially it went into
decline, said Holden.

Gwynedd Council had long 
posted signs warning that the
structure was unsafe, although divers
still ventured beneath it while anglers
fished from above.

Despite long-running repairs and
petitions urging its preservation, the
cost of rebuilding was considered too
high and the demolition work began
this month – although, as Holden
pointed out, Hurricane Ophelia in
October might well have destroyed

the fragile pier at no cost to the
council.

With the shallow depth, easy
access, variety of marine-life and 
often good visibility, Trefor Pier was 
a popular choice for underwater
photographers and new divers, 
said Holden.

”The wooden pillars and horizontal
spars that formed the structure of the
pier provided holdfasts for plumose
anemones, dead men’s fingers, kelp
and bootlace-weed, while the rocks
and baulks of timber on the seabed
provided nooks and crannies for
lobsters, crabs, octopuses and eels.

”The surrounding seabed is flat
sand, so the pier created an oasis
where marine-life could thrive.”

Holden planned to dive to
investigate the state of the seabed
following the demolition, and will
revise his ebook accordingly. 

He said that anyone who owns 
it would be able to download the
amended version at no extra cost. n
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End of the pier saddens divers in North Wales
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Trefor Pier as it looked last year.

The pier had been in decline for many years…
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THE BIG QUESTION
Feeling free to pee – or not? 

Do you think younger people are becoming more 
reluctant to take up scuba-diving?

Please answer yes or no, and feel free to elaborate 

Go to divernet.com to answer…

”Be honest now – do you ever pee in your wetsuit?”That’s what we asked
you last month, and 74% of you cheerfully admitted that yes, you do.
What we find interesting, however, is that when we asked you the same
question exactly nine years ago, 90% of you were underwater urinaters. 

Does this mean that divers are becoming more fastidious? Perhaps. Also
interesting is that a number of you claim that peeing helps keep you
warm – but there is also a body of opinion that it has the opposite effect.

YES
”But only when I’m wearing the suit and on a dive.” Ken Ruiz

”I don’t often use a wetsuit but when I do I pee in it. I also take it home
and dump it in the washing machine after.” Paul Jackson

”Of course – it’s one of the main benefits of using a wetsuit over a
drysuit at times.” Denis Connolly

”Prostate enlargement makes bladder control difficult.” Julian Hull

”Just about everyone I speak to does – just rinse afterwards – what’s the
problem? Had a mental block initially.” Neil Turton

”Best way to warm up under water.” Stuart Jones

”Everybody does but I own my suit so not a problem if it’s washed
straight away.” Andrew Whittle

”Anyone who says no is a liar.” Jon Smith

”I dive in both wetsuit and drysuit and the trick is to remember which
one you’re in!” Mike McLaren

”I’m 59 years old and would last only 20 minutes if not.” Paul Cannon

”Nowt wrong with a warm brew at times.” Huw Rees

”All the time if I need one – it keeps you warm for that little bit longer
and, of course, those around you if you let it out for them to enjoy.”
Nicholas Ray

”Two types of diver – those who have peed in their wetsuits and liars.”
Patrick Wadsworth 

THE NEXT BIG QUESTION 

NO
”Just can’t do it. It’s too horrible to contemplate.” Diane Gan

”No or, more accurately, not yet!” Steve Groves

”I did frequently in the past, and mostly from dive-boats. I do mostly
shore-diving now and have more control over the timing of things.”
Larry Morin

”Apart from it being a disgusting practice, the heat from the pee is
coming directly from your core; the result is that you will actually cool
more quickly!” Tom Chilcott

”I haven’t to date, but I’d have to be absolutely desperate if I did.” John
Williams

”I rarely use a wetsuit, I’m usually in a drysuit. As a result I try to avoid
peeing while submerged and I’m not sure breaking that routine is
practical.” David Tillotson

”Never did, it always seemed to be an unpleasant habit, confirmed after
diving in the Caribbean some years ago. There were a couple of other
divers on board who did that every time – and after every dive the boat
stunk revoltingly!” Wilf T

”Thankfully I never got caught short, but I know that I’ve been close.”
Cian Hynes
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AQUA LUNG is carrying out a
”voluntary product check” of certain
examples of four of its older
regulators with the ACD yoke 
(A-clamp) system.

Affected are Titan LX models with
serial numbers starting with an E or F;
and Core, Legend and Legend LX
models with numbers starting with an
E, F, G or H (up to H043301).

The recall applies only to regulators
never previously serviced by an
authorised Aqua Lung retailer or
technician.

A component of the ACD yoke
system might not have been

tightened to the recommended
torque during manufacture, says 
Aqua Lung, which wants to ensure
that gas-flow failure could not occur
on a dive.

If your regulator is one of the
above, Aqua Lung says that you
should stop using it and take it to
your nearest authorised retailer or
dive-centre, which can correct the
defect at no charge.

For more information, contact
Aqua Lung on 01254 692200 (UK
customers), email info@aqualung.uk
or visit aqualung.com n

Aqua Lung issues regulator
safety 
notices

SHARKS AND RAYS can live up to
twice as long as previously
thought, according to the latest
research to come from Australia’s
James Cook University.

Dr Alastair Harry concludes in a
newly published paper that
counting growth rings on shark
and ray vertebrae, the method
commonly used to estimate age in
elasmobranchs, can grossly
underestimate their longevity.

Age was most often under-
estimated in larger and older
sharks and rays, because the
growth rings appeared to stop
forming, or became unreliable
indicators, beyond a certain age
and size.

Age under-estimation averaged
18 years across all species, in 
some cases being out by as much
as 34 years.

Grey nurse sharks (Carcharias
taurus, also known as sand tiger
sharks), for example, Dr Harry
found could live for up to 40
years – twice as long as had been
previously estimated.

The age of New Zealand
porbeagle sharks had generally
been under-estimated by an
average of 22 years.

Age was likely to have been
under-estimated in 30% of the 53
shark and ray populations covered
in his study, and in half of all those
validated using ”bomb” carbon-
dating, which measures carbon
accumulated from nuclear-testing
in the 1950s.

Such miscalculations could have
serious effects on shark and ray
conservation and management,
said Dr Harry.  The study is
published in Fish & Fisheries. n

Sharks live for longer
than we once thought

A grey nurse shark can live for twice as long as previously believed.
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Scanners trace three WW2 wrecks
THREE SIGNIFICANT WW2

wrecks have been discovered as
a result of sonar-scanning.

Well beyond standard scuba depths
at 200m, what are believed to be the
remains of the first ship sunk during
WW2 have been found by wreck-
hunter David Mearns, on Rockall Bank
off Ireland’s west coast.

The 160m transatlantic liner Athenia
was torpedoed by a U-boat with the
loss of 100 lives within hours of Britain
declaring war on 3 September, 1939. 

Germany, fearing that the loss of
American lives would draw the USA
into the war, accused Britain of sinking
the liner itself for that purpose.

Another deep WW2 wreck has been
found in the North Sea 150 miles east
of Edinburgh. The submarine HMS
Narwhal was sent from

Blyth to lay mines off German-
occupied Norway, but on 22 July, 1940
she was sunk by Luftwaffe bombers,
with the loss of 59 crew.

The wreck was found at 90m by a
Polish dive-team that had been
scanning for the Polish submarine
Orzel, which went missing some two
months before the Narwhal sinking.

The Orzel evaded the team, but they
did locate four other wrecks, including
what is believed to be the 88m-long
Narwhal. Its dimensions and bomb
damage to the hull between conning-
tower and stern matched German
records.

Another long-time WW2
mystery was the fate of
Australian merchant vessel
Macumba, sunk by two

Japanese seaplanes on 6 August,
1943. The wreck is now reported to
have been found at 40m in the
Arafura Sea off Australia’s Northern
Territory. 

The state government and
Commonwealth Scientific &

Industrial Research Organisation

had been carrying out a joint
investigation.

The 2540-ton ship was carrying
supplies from Sydney north to Darwin
but sank following a direct hit on her
engine-room that killed three crew.
The captain and 36 others survived.

The wreck was said to be upright
and relatively intact. With one body
unrecovered the site is a war grave,
and is likely to be declared a historic
shipwreck for protection under
Commonwealth law. n

AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL dive-team
believes it is closing in on precious bronze
statues, the presence of which has been
suspected on an ancient Greek shipwreck
since it was first found in the Aegean Sea
nearly 120 years ago.

The 2100-year-old Antikythera Wreck
was named after the small island near
where it was found by sponge fishermen
in 1900.

It is best-known for revealing the
mysterious mechanism dubbed the
world’s oldest computer, but early dives
also revealed fragments broken away
from lifesize human statues, including one
dubbed the ”Antikythera Youth”, which was
reconstructed in the 1950s.

Analysis suggested that other fragments had
broken away from at least six complete statues.

Excavating the wreck at a depth of 50m for two

weeks in September, the dive-team was led by
Alexandros Sotiriou for the Greek Ephorate of
Underwater Antiquities and Lund University.

New discoveries included a sarcophagus lid, a
bronze disc of unknown purpose inscribed with the

image of a bull and, most significantly, a
life-sized human arm from what would
be a seventh bronze statue.

The divers also found human bones
and timber planking.

The artefacts and others were found in
a previously unexplored section of the
site, concealed under boulders that had
shifted with seismic movement over
time. Metal-detecting equipment
suggested that the bronze statues could
be concealed in the area. 

Fewer than 200 bronze statues from
ancient Greece have survived, because
over the years many were melted down

for the value of the alloy.
The next in the series of diving expeditions that

have been carried out since 2014 is scheduled for
next May, and will include exploring the vessel’s
cargo hold. n

BROKEN ARM COULD POINT DIVERS TOWARDS MORE BRONZES

The Athenia, now 200m deep.
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The Antikythera Youth bronze
statue – divers hope to find more.
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MANY SCUBA-DIVERS feel strongly
that killer whales should not be held
in captivity, but new evidence of
damage to orca teeth has reinforced
calls to end the practice.

Orcas have some 48 large teeth,
and a sore tooth is thought to be no
less painful or debilitating in a killer
whale than it is for a human.

The new research into 29 captive
orcas held by a single company in US
and Spanish facilities has found that
tooth damage causes major problems
for the animals from an early age.

”Every whale had some form of
damage to its teeth,” said ex-orca
trainer Dr John Jett, now a professor
and first author of the paper, a
collaboration between US and New
Zealand-based scientists.

”We found that more than 65%
possessed moderate-to-extreme
tooth wear in their lower jaws, mostly
as a result of chewing concrete and
steel tank surfaces.”

The researchers also found that
more than 61% of the orcas had
”been to the dentist” to have their
teeth drilled, with the soft tissue
inside extracted in a procedure called
a modified pulpotomy.

In humans the hole would be filled
or capped but in orcas it is left open
for the rest of their lives, and daily
flushing with chemicals is then
required to prevent infection.

”Teeth damage is the most tragic
consequence of captivity, as it not
only causes morbidity and mortality
in captive orcas, but often leads to
chronic antibiotic therapy
compromising the whale’s immune
system,” said co-author Dr Jeff Ventre,
another former trainer who had
drilled orca teeth in the past and
witnessed whales ”breaking their
teeth on steel gates while jaw-
popping”.

Most individual orcas could be
identified by their tooth fractures and
wear alone.

Ventre added that the daily teeth-
flushing left the compromised orcas
”poor candidates for full release”,
should that possibility ever arise.

”We know that confining them in
tanks is bad for the animals, and this
research now gives us some hard
numbers to illustrate just how their
health and welfare is compromised,”
said co-author Dr Ingrid Visser, an
Orca Research Trust scientist who has
studied orcas in the wild for more
than three decades and advocates
ending all orca captivity.

”Given how big the root of an orca’s
tooth is and that orca have a nervous
system similar to ours, these injuries
must be extremely painful,” said Dr
Visser. ”You just don’t see this type or
level of damage in the wild.”

Tooth Damage in Captive Orcas
(Orcinus orca) is published in the
Archives of Oral Biology. n

Tooth damage bites for captive orcas
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DIVE RESORTS WITHIN a 7.5-mile
radius of Bali’s landmark Mount
Agung were evacuated in late
September, amid fears that the giant
active volcano was about to erupt –
and as  divErwas going to press 
a month later, just as seismic activity
had appeared to be settling down, 
the volcano was shaken by a
magnitude 6.7 earthquake. 

It was the most powerful quake to
hit Mt Agung since the volcano alert
was raised to the maximum level a
month before.

Tulamben on the Indonesian

island’s north-east coast is a popular
area for diving, and includes the
famed Liberty shipwreck.

Siddhartha Ocean Front Resort &
Spa told divEr that it had evacuated
all its guests overnight on 22/23
September, when the National
Disaster Management Authority first
raised the alert to its highest level of 4.

Hundreds of tremors were
recorded but ”so far the volcano is
only emitting water vapour and
rumbling – let’s hope for the best,”
said Stefanie Völkers of Werner Lau
Hotels & Diving Centres, which runs

the Siddhartha resort.
More than 180,000 inhabitants and

tourists were estimated to have been
evacuated, with many Balinese people
living in temporary shelters, and
power was cut to the evacuated areas. 

At Siddhartha staff equipped with
dust-glasses and respirators have
continued to work on a voluntary
basis to keep the resort maintained.

Werner Lau’s other resorts further
west were unaffected.

Mt Agung last erupted in 1963, but
as there was little warning at that time
more than 1000 people died. n

Diving still on hold as Bali volcano rumbles

Captive orca teeth chipped, broken and worn to the gums.
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A CONTAMINATED air-compressor believed to 
have caused the death of the director of Fisheries
Queensland in Australia on a dive in August 2016
had been incorrectly maintained, an inquest heard
in October.

Experienced diver Andrew Thwaites, 44, was
found dead by police divers the day after he had
failed to resurface from a dive at Cherubs Cave, off
Moreton Island.

Brisbane Coroner’s Court heard that Mr Thwaites’
cylinder contained 2366 parts per million (ppm) of
carbon monoxide compared to the Queensland
statutory limit of 5ppm, according to a report of the
proceedings in the Sydney Morning Herald. It also
contained unusually high levels of carbon dioxide.

Thwaites had signalled to his partner Kelly-Anne
Masterman that he had stomach problems, and
they had started to make a slow ascent, but he
failed to follow her to the correct line and was
thought possibly to have made a rapid ascent. 

A medical expert testified that it was likely that
nothing could have been done to save Thwaites
once he started inhaling water because of the
damage already done by the CO gas.

Thwaites was said to have filled the tank the
previous month from the compressor at the private
social club of the Underwater Research Group of
Queensland. 

Checks allegedly revealed that the cylinders of
other members filled from the same compressor
also contained elevated levels of the CO and also
CO2.

Compressor expert Bill Hunt testified that the
compressor was not properly maintained and
showed poor workmanship, and that ventilation in
the room where it was kept was inadequate.

The inquest was told that six people were
nominated as operators and could teach members
how to use the compressor on their own. 

The ”dive captain” was said to be responsible for

maintaining the compressor but according to one
operator it was usually carried out by the member
with the most experience. 

Three operators testified they were not aware of
the compressor’s air quality being tested since
before its last full service in 2011.

The club had no maintenance manual, the
inquest heard, and some checks that should have
been daily were carried out monthly, and parts that
should have been replaced monthly being changed
on an annual basis. 

Broken gaskets were said to have been replaced
with home-made seals and the compressor was
sometimes run for longer than the maximum
recommended time.

The compressor was said to have permanently
broke down on 8 August 2016 – two days before
Thwaites’ death. 

Coroner Christine Clements was expected to
hand down her findings at a later date. n

THE BULGARIAN DIVER who died in Greece, as
reported in last month’s divErNews was an
instructor-trainer attempting to set a new world
depth record for women by diving to 231m.

Teodora Balabanova, 45, died on the dive at
Toroneos Bay, Halkidiki, and her husband Mihail, 47,
was  airlifted to hospital in Thessaloniki, where he
was last reported as being in a critical condition.

The couple
founded and
ran the Atlantis
Diving Centre
in Nikiti and
had been
diving
together for 
17 years,
according to 
a report by
Bulgarian
National
Television.

The two
divers were
said to have
spent a long
time planning
the record
attempt, 
diving to the
maximum
depth as a pair,

and expecting to resurface after 5.5 hours of
decompression.

Teodora was reported to have become
disorientated at depth and had to be pulled to the
surface by support divers, with Mihail carrying out
three hours of decompression before surfacing.

The Guinness World Record for deepest female
scuba-dive was set at 221m by South African diver
Verna van Schaik in Boesmansgat Cave in 2004. n

Depth-record bid
ended in tragedy

CO in tank nearly 500 times acceptable level, inquest told

Teodora Balabanova.
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ANEW 3D virtual-reality
website dedicated to the Red
Sea’s iconic Thistlegorm went

live on 6 October – 76 years to the day
since the merchant steamship sank.

The project is based on what is said
to be one of the biggest
photogrammetric surveys ever
carried out on a shipwreck. An area of
some three hectares was recorded
through 24,307 high-resolution
photos taken on 12 dives that took

less than 14 hours under water.
As well as the outer shell, the

internal decks, cabins and cargo were
also recorded. Underwater
photogrammetry allowed the 32m-
deep wreck to be reconstructed in
photo-realistic detail and 3D models
to be created.

Sunk by a German bomber in 1941,
the Thistlegorm has long been British
divers’ favourite overseas wreck-site.
The vessel was carrying supplies to

support the Allied war effort in Egypt,
including locomotives, aircraft
components, trucks and motorcycles.

While the Thistlegorm Project may
help divers to plan their dives and
authorities to manage the wreck, it is
intended primarily to open up the
underwater experience to non-divers. 

It is part of the Presence in the Past
maritime archaeology study, a
Newton Fund project directed by Dr
Jon Henderson of the University of
Nottingham’s School of Archaeology
in partnership with Al Shams (Cairo)
and Alexandria Universities in Egypt.

The project was one of the first to
use 360° video, says Dr Henderson.

”This was one of the most exciting
things, because with 360° video we
can now do guided tours around the
wreck, so you can actually experience
what it’s like to dive it.”

But Dr Henderson also took the
opportunity to highlight the need to
protect the Thistlegorm – from divers
and dive-boats. ”As it’s a really
popular dive-site, there is a problem
with the amount of divers on the site
at the moment, because it’s not
policed or managed.

”Aside from looting, the main issue
we have is that a lot of the dive-boats
that go out there are actually
mooring onto the wreck itself
because there is nowhere else to go.

”Dive-boats weighing 50 and 60

tonnes are tying ropes directly onto
the vessel. This isn’t such a problem
for the parts of the vessel that are
quite strong, but equally we have
seen some boats tying on to more
fragile areas, including the guns, the
bridge and the railings – which can
cause damage. So we need to protect
these sites.

”Carrying out a baseline survey
such as this of exactly what’s there is
the first step in doing that. We can
then chart changes over time and
look at what we need to protect. We
can look at areas that would be better
to moor on and come up with a
management for the site.

”This is an important part of
Britain’s and Egypt’s shared heritage
and a monument to the herculean
efforts of the Merchant Navy during
the Second World War. 

”Nine men died on the ss
Thistlegorm, five Royal Navy gunners
and four merchant sailors, just a small
part of the 35,000 out of 135,000
Merchant Navy sailors that gave their
lives during the war.

”In the Merchant Navy one in four
men did not come back – that’s the
highest proportion of all the fighting
forces. We owe to the memory of
these brave men to record and
preserve their legacy.”

Take the VR tour at
thethistlegormproject.com n

New way to view the Thistlegorm
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… from the bow.

3D survey from above…

3D rendering from the stern. The survey team at the site.

3D survey of the Thistlegorm in profile.
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Big ghost gear
haul from Scapa
Flow wrecks

INSTRUCTOR’S PROP DEATH WAS ACCIDENT

ONE HUNDRED KILOGRAMS
of fishing-net and line, more
than 30 pots and creels and

other lost fishing-gear were removed
from Scapa Flow’s deeper wrecks in
October by the charity Ghost Fishing
UK, carrying out its third annual dive-
week in Orkney.

Using the dive-boat Halton, the
team of technical divers focused on
the WW1 German warship wrecks at
depths down to 45m, rendering them
safer both for visiting divers and
marine-life.

For the first time the organisation

was also able to use the event to train
new volunteers, with a second team
diving from an additional charter-
boat, Sunrise.

These divers had been invited from
across the UK, with the aim of creating
units around the country experienced
enough to carry out underwater
clean-up operations.

Already mixed-gas-qualified, the
trainee divers needed to learn how to
remove ghost-gear safely, to identify
and where possible free trapped
marine life and to document their
work.

Altogether 18 volunteers worked
together for a week, diving twice a
day. They were guided by the website
of the Big Scapa Cleanup project,
which collects data on the location
and nature of ghost-gear at the
wreck-sites provided by visiting
divers. The information allowed the
work to be tightly focused –
important on deeper dives with
limited bottom-times.

”Using amateur divers to remove
ghost fishing-gear is a unique
approach to the problem,” said Rich
Walker, Chairman of Ghost Fishing UK.

”Divers are the only group of
people that are able to see what
happens beneath the surface of our
seas, yet the effects of ghost fishing-
gear affect marine animals, the fishing
industry and ultimately society as a
whole.

”If divers do not remove this ghost
gear, then I worry that nobody else
has the information or capabilities to
remove it from the seas.”

The ghost-gear collected is being

shipped to Denmark for recycling by
project partner Plastix.

The Scapa Flow project was funded
by World Animal Protection and the
Fat Face Foundation as part of the

international Global Ghost Gear
Initiative (GGGI). 

Fat Face, which sells swimwear
made from recycled fishing-nets,
funded the additional dive-boat. n

The Ghost Fishing UK team.

A BRITISH CORONER has recorded a verdict of
accidental death four-and-a-half years after a
newly qualified British scuba-diving instructor
was struck by a motorboat propeller while
snorkelling off Pulau Perhentian in Malaysia.

Madaline Cole, 25, from Bodenham in
Herefordshire, sustained serious leg and torso
injuries in the incident. 

The boat-driver recovered Cole and her
Australian friend Simon Rogers, who had
suffered minor injuries, and drove them to a

nearby hospital. The journey took 10 minutes
but no doctors were on duty when they 
arrived, the inquest at Herefordshire Coroner’s
Court heard.

According to Malaysian police the two had
been snorkelling outside a buoyed safe area, and
so should have been displaying a safety marker
buoy. 

Their investigation had concluded that the
death was an accident.

”I feel justice hasn’t been done and I don’t

accept it was an accident,” the victim’s mother
Jill Cole told the Sun after hearing the verdict. 

”Two other people have been killed in that
bay in a similar way.” n

Eighteen volunteer-divers worked at Scapa for a week.

Another goodie bag to fill.
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NEW ANGLES ON THE KITTIWAKE

GRAND CAYMAN’S popular
shipwreck the USS Kittiwake is no
longer upright. The 76m former 
US Navy submarine rescue vessel,
purposely sunk off Seven Mile Beach
in 2011, was tilted onto its port side
with its rail in the sand by swells
caused by a passing hurricane in 
early October.

The wreck, which featured upright
on divEr ’s November cover in a
photograph by Henley Spiers, has
now taken on a new aspect for divers.
The damage was caused by backwash
from Hurricane Nate, even though the
eye of the storm was some 300 miles
from the Cayman Islands.

The force of the swells snapped the
Kittiwake’s anchor-chains and left it
wedged against reef near the Sand
Chute dive-site. A 15sq m section of
reef was damaged as the wreck
moved.  

The wreck-site was closed while the
Cayman Islands Tourism Association,
which manages the site,
commissioned local centre Divetech
to examine it, but the all-clear for

diving and snorkelling to resume was
soon given. Divetech said that the
wreck is still intact, 3m deeper and
can still be penetrated as before.

The Cayman Islands’ Department 
of the Environment said that the reef
damage, though minimal, showed
why it “consistently recommended
against the placement of artificial
wrecks and other objects on the
seabed around the Cayman Islands, as
our extremely narrow marine shelf
makes it very difficult to place these

structures at any safe distance
from living reef.

”Although no longer touching the
reef, the ship currently lies very close
to it and future contact with the reef
can be expected with other large
storm events.”

Previous storms had already shifted
the wreck, which attracts some and
20,000 divers and snorkellers a year,
some 15m from the position in which
it had been sunk six years ago. 

“With all its new angles, the wreck
has become an even more interesting
place to swim around and navigate,”
said Divetech owner Jo Mikutowicz.
“It’s still teeming with marine life;
schools of horse-eyed jack, turtles,
green moray eels and tons of fish. 

“There are some exits that are now
not accessible because they’re facing
the sand, but there are now new holes
that have been created.” 

“I think she’ll be more photogenic
in this new position, especially in the
afternoon light,” says divEr‘s Be The
Champ! contributor, Alex Mustard. 

“She will feel less artificial and she
should be a more exciting dive.” n

TECHNICAL DIVING can be an
expensive business, and for many
years forward-thinking
exponents have been concerned
that a looming worldwide
shortage of helium would force
prices of the vital inert gas to
astronomical levels.

Now it seems that they will be
spared that fate, as re-analysis of
”life-saving” helium deposits
discovered in Tanzania last year
suggests that there could be
almost twice as much gas present
there as the initially estimated
1.5 billion cubic metres – and
with new possibilities of more to
be found elsewhere.

Helium is the second most
abundant element in the known
universe, yet has always been
considered relatively rare on
Earth, where the main deposits
were found in the USA.

The light gas is used to cool
MRI scanners, in gas
chromatography and mass
spectroscopy and as a rocket fuel
– apart from its application in
mixed-gas diving and party
balloons.

A team of geologists from
Oxford University found the
Tanzanian deposit after realising
that volcanic activity was
releasing helium trapped deep
underground into shallower
pockets near the planet’s surface.

In their initial estimates of the
scale of their discovery, they had
however allowed air into the
sample and so underestimated
the density of the helium
reserves.

This has now been measured
using new apparatus – and,
according to a report in Live
Science, the new estimates are
still thought likely to be
conservative. n

Pictured and right: On its side but not
necessarily the worse for it – the Kittiwake.

Cayman waters are clear enough to allow a shot like this.

DIVETECH

Tekkies can
breathe
(HE) again
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Esmeralda wreck find
is an early astrolabe

Two days, two
deaths on Gozo
TWO VISITING DIVERS died on
consecutive days on the Maltese
island of Gozo in late October.

On the 24th, a 73-year-old Danish
man who had been diving at a site
in the Ghajnsielem municipality in
the south-east of the island was
reported missing.

Emergency services called to 
Xatt l-Ahmar were told that the
man had encountered difficulties
on his dive, according to police.

After a seven-hour search by
Armed Forces and Civil Protection
Department personnel, the diver's
body was recovered near Armier 
on Malta.

The following afternoon, also in
Ghajnsielem, a 64-year-old German
woman died after getting into
difficulties while diving in Fessej
Bay. She was pronounced dead
after being brought ashore, said 
the police, who were investigating
both deaths. n

ABRONZE DISC discovered in a shipwreck off
Al Hallaniyah island in Oman has proved to
be an astrolabe, one of the earliest known

examples of this marine-navigation device.
Believed to date from 1495-1500, the artefact was

recovered from the wreck of the Esmeralda, which
sank in a storm in 1503.

The ship was part of a 20-vessel fleet bound for
India under Portuguese explorer Vasco da Gama.
Thought to have been commanded by his uncle
Vicente Sodre, the vessel was the earliest from
Europe’s Age of Discovery ever to be found.

When divers from UK-based Blue Water Recovery
recovered the 17.5cm-diameter disc among many
other artefacts from the shallow wreck in 2014 they
believed that it could be an astrolabe, but were
unable to make out any navigational markings on it.

It was engraved with the Portuguese coat of arms
and the emblem of King Don Manuel I, who reigned
from 1495-1521.

Professor Mark Williams from WMG, University of
Warwick, has now applied the latest laser-scanning
techniques to establish the object as a late 15th-
century astrolabe. 

His analysis revealed etched marks at 5-degree
intervals around the edge of the object, and
enabled a high-resolution 3D model to be
produced.

The marks would have allowed mariners to
calculate latitude by measuring the  angle above
the horizon of the sun or a star.

“Usually we are working on
engineering-related
challenges, so to be
able to take our
expertise and
transfer that to
something
totally
different and
so historically
significant was a
really interesting
opportunity,” said 
Prof Williams.

David Mearns of  Blue Water Recovery, who led
the excavation, commented: “It's a great privilege to
find something so rare, something so historically
important, something that will be studied by the
archaeological community and fills in a gap. It was
like nothing else we had seen.”

Initial claims by the University of Warwick that the
object was the earliest-known astrolabe have been
questioned by the Smithsonian National Museum of
American History.

“It’s certainly one of the earliest examples of this
particular marine navigational tool,” said the
museum’s Catherine Eagleton. “There’s another one
from probably around the same date… what’s
interesting about this instrument isn’t only the date
it was made, but the underwater archaeological
context in which it was found.” n

Above: Scan of the astrolabe, 
revealing the etched marks.

Left: The rear of the disc shows
the Portuguese coat-of arms and
the king’s personal emblem.

Pictured: Working on the 
scans at Warwick University.
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AS THE ENVIRONMENTAL
Doomsday clock ticks
closer to midnight,
scientists are still
sometimes willing to offer
divers crumbs of comfort. 

The latest example,
published in the journal
Palaeontology, suggests
that submarine eco-
systems could be the most
resilient of all in the face 
of devastating climate-
change.

An international research
team led by palaeobiologist Dr Alex
Dunhill from Leeds University has
analysed fossil records from a mass
extinction that occurred in the Late
Triassic period, more than 200 million
years ago. It was caused by volcanic
eruptions producing greenhouse
gases that resulted in global
warming, and it was after this
cataclysmic event that dinosaurs
became the dominant species.

The scientists found that although
at least half the species on Earth
were killed off, with those species
with heavily calcified skeletons the
hardest hit, enough diverse life
survived under water to keep the
eco-systems ticking over. 

As a result, marine life did not
change fundamentally from how it
had been before the extinction.

The fossil analysis covered some

70 million years between
the Middle Triassic and
Middle Jurassic periods,
before and after the
extinction, with ocean-
dwellers classified in
terms of habitat, mobility
and diet. 

Although life was
maintained in every
category studied,
tropical coral reefs were
particularly badly
affected – yet they kept
on functioning in

pockets around the world. 
The sting in the tail is that it took

some 20 million years for these coral
eco-systems to fully recover. 

While such a time-frame might
provide little comfort for today’s
divers, the researchers hope that the
research could provide a blueprint of
the possible sequence of destructive
global events, and offer possible
solutions for preventing them. n

IF ANYTHING SURVIVES, IT WILL BE MARINE LIFE

The nautilus survived the late Triassic mass-extinction event.M
A

N
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E
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Ducking & diving
Underwater photography is still booming,
but I bet Linda Hoey wishes she had never
seen an underwater camera. 

Over the past 21 years she has claimed
£65,224 in Disability Living Allowance and
was exempted from £15,690 of motorway
toll charges because she was suffering
from arthritis and back problems that
meant she was able to walk only 4m 
even with help. 

According to her, she wouldn’t have
been able to leave her house if it hadn’t
been for the assistance of her husband. 

Except that investigators discovered a
personalised calendar with images of her
scuba-diving, among other activities, and
she’s now considering a suspended
sentence of 18 months in prison.

It’s the last time I complain to anybody
about the weight of the kit making my
back ache, that’s all I’m saying.

We’re raining!
Have you ever noticed that it doesn’t

matter how many fish there are in the

shoal, not a single one of the little

beggars will ever touch you? 

Unless you go to Mexico, of course,

where officials reported recently that

small fish fell from the sky during a

light rainstorm. 

I bet that took people by surprise,

but I also bet they weren’t as sur-

prised as the fish.

Tanks live on
I recently saw an online article
highlighting possible uses for an old diving
cylinder. These included conversion to a
lamp, using four cylinders as table legs, and
making a wine-cooler or barbecue.

And do you know what went through
my mind? Most of the divers I know use
their old diving cylinders for diving with.

I know, it’s a bit obvious.

Whoooooh!
If you want a bit of a shiver, there’s

always that haunting pic of two

scuba-divers with a skeleton looming

over them. Diver Darren Harris says he

didn’t notice the spooky apparition

during the dive, and it was only when

he saw the pictures later that the full

horror revealed itself. 

He then went on to say that if he

had seen the skeleton looming from

the deep at the time he would have

been too scared to do anything,

including come home from Egypt.

True, the skeleton is nowt but the

exhaled bubbles of Darren and his

buddy, but let’s not let reality intrude

and spoil a good tabloid story.

So what?
Devon Live recently headlined a news piece
by informing their readers that a man had
died at the same dive-centre as a Devon
woman had died in 2014, a headline that

was totally accurate, but without being in
any way relevant to the story. 

Read the story and you would soon
understand that had the same issues come
together on any dive a fatality would likely
have been the result, but that wouldn’t
have made such an attention-grabbing
headline, and the problems would
probably have meant nothing to a non-
diver anyway.

Every month I see story after story
sensationalising diving tragedies or 
over-hyping shark encounters or just 
plain making scuba-diving, the sport I 
love, sound like playing Russian roulette 
in a minefield.

Just once, please, can I have an
intelligently written piece of reporting 
that accurately reflects the reality of scuba
as we all know it? 

Rant over.

Queues ahead
Still, I have to agree with the headline

for an article run by the Times of India,

which said that “Everyone Should

Scuba-Dive to See First-Hand Why We

Need to Save our Oceans”.

The only issue I can possibly take

with that headline is the inevitable

problems it would cause when you

tried to book a space on a dive-boat.

Thigh-high
Did you know that scuba style is a
recognised fashion trend? Well, it is. You
can get scuba midi-dresses, scuba tops,
scuba skirts and more. 

I don’t quite get the connection
between the various items of apparel 
and scuba. None of
them is even made 
of neoprene, but I’m
now willing to make
an exception to my
lack of interest,
because it seems
that you can get
scuba thigh-boots.

The ad didn’t say
if they could be worn
over a drysuit or had
retaining bumps to
keep your fin-straps
in place, but it did
occur to me that you
could shove your
DSMB and reel 
down the tops of
the legs and do
away with
pockets. 

Liveaboards are the best way to
dive. You go diving, eat, go diving,
eat, and repeat until it’s time to go
home, varying the routine only
with frequent naps, a decent
night’s kip to set you up for the
following day and the occasional
deco beer to speed the excess
nitrogen out of your system. Well,
that’s how I do it.

The thing is, however, that some
dive-computers don’t like so much
repetitive diving, and react by
going stroppy, demanding longer
and longer stops and generally

behaving like a hormonal
teenager. What to do?

Well, proper divers carry two
computers, right? A primary and 
a backup? 

One guest on my last liveaboard
definitely had two computers, both
set to add some extra conservatism
for the sake of safety. 

Which was all well and good, but
by the end of the second day they
were calling for a deep stop and
three minutes at 5m in the shower,
and were deeply pessimistic about
the whole idea of going diving.

But a solution was at hand.
Using one computer for the first
and third dives of the day and the
other for the second and fourth
meant that our diver kept the
computers happy and was still able
to dive deeper and longer than
anyone else aboard.

And somehow it didn’t all end
badly. It was only in the departure
lounge at the airport that the
strategy came to light. 

As they say about proper deep
air dives, they’re really quite safe,
until you make the one that isn’t.

MISSING THE POINT OF COMPUTERS

Fancy an Aston Martin? Yup, me
too. A Vanquish, for preference.
But if you don’t, how about one of
its new £4-million three-person
submarines? 

They’re only going to make a
dozen of the 500m-capable craft,
so you won’t need to worry about
everybody having one, and at 

just four mill they sound like a
bargain to me.

The thing is, being a cautious
sort, I always try any new kit in
controlled conditions.

So I wonder how long it will be
before proud new owners are
taking their toys for a shakedown
splash in Stoney?

19 divErwww.divErNEt.com
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THANKS FOR COMING!

The Dive Show 
of the Year took
place at the NEC 
in Birmingham 
in late October,
and it had a new
look, occupying
for the first time
one very large hall instead of two small ones.
From the moment the crowds of visitors
started to gather outside on the Saturday
morning, it was clear that a whole lot of divers
were hungry for entertainment… Anticipation… …release!

Try-Dive time

Showstealer: Blue Planet II previewBusy watersBack to the future

Rum punch Believe it or not, the aisles were wider than usual!
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TekPool

Grand Prize Draw

Stand style

Serious shoppingNew Product Showcase

Paul Rose makes landfall

Computer giveaway

TekDeck guru summit

Captivated audiencesSafety firstBSoUP Prints Competition

Subscribing to divEr!

SHOW REPORT

Above: Ben Stokes of Show sponsor Dive Safari
Asia selects the name of the winner of a £7000,
24-dive, triple-hotspot Indonesian dive tour for
two – and all that for attending Dive 2017! 

The winner turned out to be Sophie Rikaarts
from Shaftesbury, who has yet to
qualify as a diver, though with her
husband Elco a dive professional
that shouldn’t be a problem. 

“I really do want to dive with
sharks!” she says. What a start to 
a diving career this should be!
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MANY YEARS AGO, in a galaxy
far far away, when we could not
instantly access information 

at our fingertips any time of the day or
night, I read an article about diving in 
the Baltic.

A few years (coughs, 20…) later, I find
myself leading a group of nine people
from the UK to dive some of the wrecks
in and around the Åland Islands. 

Åland spreads out from the east coast
of Finland towards Sweden’s west coast,
bridging the gap between the Baltic Sea
and the Gulf of Bothnia. It’s an
autonomous part of Finland, but Swedish
is the local language, and it would be fair
to say that the region has some history.

The Baltic Sea holds massive appeal 
for the avid wreck-diver. Its still, dark,
brackish and anoxic depths offer an
almost perfect environment for the
preservation of sunken vessels. 

Our diving in Åland would be on a mix
of wartime wrecks and sailing ships from
a time when the islands were the

windjammer (sailing barque) capital of
the world.

During the week our main dives of the
day would be in the 25-65m depth range.
We had all elected to dive closed-circuit
rebreathers for the week, but the dive-
centre is very well set up for open-circuit
diving, and the dives could easily be done
blowing bubbles.

Having arrived late on Saturday night,
Sunday morning was all about breakfast
and kit-prep. We would dive just the once
in the afternoon.

The Plus is one of Åland’s famous
windjammers, a three-masted sailing
barque built in 1885 and wrecked in 1933. 

Ship-owners in Åland clung to the days
of sail longer than most, buying up cheap

A-LIST
ÅLAND

Finland's smallest region boasts an
underwater wreck museum
guaranteed to fascinate divers
because of the level of preservation
afforded by local conditions.

Technical diver KIERAN HATTON fills his boots
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sailing ships as the age of steam took over,
and sailing them on the famous grain
routes from South Australia back to the
UK’s Lizard Point. This continued until
just after WW2! 

Divers familiar with Salcombe might
recognise the name Herzogin Cecilie – 
this wreck was an Åland ship, and the 
salvaged accommodation now forms the
centrepiece to the maritime museum in
Mariehamn, Åland.

Plus had been trying to return to
Mariehamn in time for Christmas, but
with no pilots available the master elected
to make the final passage unaided, and
wrecked when almost home. The vessel
makes a convenient local dive, and a
sheltered one if the weather is inclement.
We dived it on the first and last days.

Arriving at the stern in 20m, the first
thing that strikes you is the timber – lots
of it! I made my way quickly to the bow

Left: Diver with the bell on
the Balder.

Above: The dive RIB.

Clockwise from right: The
Balder’s helm;  forward mast
rigging and balustrade on
the Plus; ornate carving on
bowsprit of the same wreck.

☛
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at 35m, looking for the ornamental
decoration on the bowsprit. 

This was to be the theme for the
week’s diving for me, detail. Lots and
lots of detail – the level of
preservation is out of this world. 

Plus’s three masts represented 
a hazard to navigation, so were
blown off several metres above deck
level, though as we swam along the
deck they were, to all intents and
purposes, still present and correct,
with much of the rigging in place. 

Planks may have popped out 
of place, but some still have the
dovetail joints that make them look
as if they could be pushed back in.
Tools are in place in the workshop;
I’m even convinced that there was
still paint on the walls.

THE WEATHER DICTATED that
we needed to head back to the

Plus on the last morning before an
afternoon of kit-drying. I had struggled 
to envisage what I was going to do after
having such a great dive on it on day one,
but after a week of diving and now having
my Baltic eye in, it turned out to be even
better second time around.

The phrase “It’s Baltic over there…”
doesn’t exactly instil a warm feeling, but
we were all pleasantly surprised by the
conditions we found. 

We had gone fully prepared for very
cold conditions, but visiting in August
really helped with water temperatures. 

The surface to approximately 12m was
14°C, then from 35-40m it was 8°C, and
4-5°C below 40m. So warmer water than
expected for deco was a massive positive,
but the trade-off was that the water was
greener than it might have been, and the
vis more like that we’re used to at home. 

Arriving at the bottom of the shotline
in 50m to dive the Balder, I knew that
coming to the Baltic had been a good
idea. The shot was tied off to the fallen 
aft mast, and immediately visible was
the balustrade that separated the cargo

Anti-clockwise from
above: Helm on the Notung;
the same wreck’s telegraph
head; the signal-room; the
bridge bell; second compass
on the roof of the signal-
room.

☛
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area from the crew area, with the steps
into the cabin below in place.

The aft deck is the signature area of the
Balder, with the main helm still upright
and intact, and the bell sitting on deck
nearby. Most of my dive was consumed
here with my camera, leaving only a little
time for a quick swim around the forward
accommodation area, where there are still
chairs, trestles, bottles and the remains of
the navigation lamps. 

Time was up all too quickly; though
not as quickly as heading back for port at
54 knots, the fastest I’ve ever been in a
dive-boat. It was a great day!

The wrecks benefit from the very still,
almost fresh anoxic water. Creatures that
would normally destroy wood, and
oxygen that would encourage rusting, are
in short supply. Where the savage Atlantic
can roll the boilers of a once-grand ocean
liner around the seabed, these wrecks are
left in peace.

The other danger to wrecks is, of
course, from divers. All Åland wrecks are
“look only” – there is no removal of
artefacts, and this is not a new policy. 

Compared to, say, Portland, diver
numbers are very low, and the wrecks
have been no-take for as long as anyone
can remember. The government is keen to
protect its heritage and its tourism.

Notung was a first for me – I’ve never
dived anything sunk by Russian action
before. She was making her way from
Turku during WW1 when she was
surprised by Russian bombers. They
attacked with bombs and torpedoes, one
of which struck her stern and sank her. 

The crew took off in lifeboats and came

under  machine-gun fire, but legend has 
it that they escaped across the ice and
snow, hiding beneath white sheets 
when necessary. 

The wind was in a bad direction from
our home port, so skippers Mattias and
Fredrik suggested hauling the boats out
and launching them on the other side of
the island, where we would be able to dive
in more sheltered conditions. Winner!

It would be fair to say that the Notung
blew my mind. This steamship, built in
1882, is similar to hundreds sunk around
the UK – except that the wreck looks as
intact as the day the vessel sank. 

It sits in an area of poor visibility –
I would estimate it at 1-5m, depending on
the part of the ship – and is very dark. 

Time spent swimming around the
wrecks of Truk proved invaluable here,
and I was able to get my bearings quickly
and head for the bridge. 

Which is like a museum, with compass,
helm and rudder-indicator in place, the
bridge bell fallen to the deck and the
telegraph (complete with face) to the side. 

Moving aft from the bridge with some
difficulty, we could see the upright funnel
and the steam-whistle in place. 

Immediately in front of the funnel is
the signal-room, another compass and the
aerial on the roof, and to look into the
signal-room you just open the door. 

Blow my mind? I’ve had to pour a
calming gin as I type this!

ISPENT AN HOUR on the Notung with 
a maximum depth of 45m, but it is just

not enough, I didn’t even scratch the
surface. I’m told that on very rare
occasions the visibility clears to 10m, so it
would be well worth repeating the dive in
the hope of experiencing that.

I’m quite lucky with the diving I get to
do, and I tend to worry if I’m told we’re
off to a wreck that’s only 50m long, and
I did think “hang on” at that point. 

Weather had dictated the direction in
which we needed to go and it was a late
start, but what a gem!

Hindenburg was an icebreaker tug (it
gets quite cold in these parts) and she also
undertook mine-protection work.
Naturally, it was a mine that sank her.

We had been told to look out for the
“helm glowing at us”, which sounded like
an invitation to me. Sure enough, the
superstructure is still very intact, and as 
a centrepiece the helm is indeed glowing –
the lack of marine growth means that the
brass still looks as if it’s been polished. 

Sitting nearby is a clock, a definite first
for me under water. The Hindenburg also
boasts three telegraphs, a lamp-locker,
steam-whistle and foghorn. 

The steps down to the aft cabin still
have the wood panels in place, lit by the
in-place portholes – fantastic! I could go

Clockwise from above:
Rudder indicator on the
helm of the Hindenburg;
clock; foghorn;diver with the
helm; helm in place on the
bridge.
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on, but I don’t have the word allowance.
Another sailing barque sunk due to

navigational error, the Hindenburg rests
not far from the Balder. 

Sverre is a bit deeper at 58-70m, sitting
in crystal-clear but black water. The shot
landed in the hold area (Sverre was
carrying scrap-metal items) and the sides
of the ship have fallen outwards there. 

We were briefed that there were two
bells on this wreck, one at the stern and
one at the bow, but heading for the stern 
I never really got my bearings and
couldn’t find the bell. With time
disappearing fast, I headed forward. 

WHILE THE MIDSHIPS section is
quite broken, the bow is perfectly

intact. The forward bell sits on the anchor-
winch, where it has fallen from its mount. 

The bowsprit points proudly out, and
the name is still carved into the ship’s side
(though some of us, ahem, missed that).
The forward cabin is there but collapsed. 

The longer deco gave us time to absorb
the sights we had seen before the frantic

and enthusiastic discussions of what we
had seen began back on the surface.

Y Finn Air flies from either London
Heathrow or Manchester to Helsinki and
then onwards to Mariehamn, Åland. 

The regional flight pushes the price of
the travel up, and return flights were in the
region of £500-550 depending on when
booked, and quantity of baggage. Kevin
broke his return journey to visit Helsinki. 

The Baltic Scuba dive-centre provided
cylinders and Sofnolime and arranged
accommodation in nearby chalets,
balticscuba.com (you'll need Google
Translate!). 

A realistic door-to-door budget for this
trip diving rebreathers is £2000-2500 – an
A-list trip costwise, but it is A-list diving!

Above from top: Crockery
on the Sverre; wooden pulley
on the same wreck.

Right: Steps to the aft
accommodation on the
Hindenburg.

Below, from left: Mast-
cleats on the Plus; similar
mast-cleats on the Herzogin
Cecilie in Mariehamn
maritime museum.

PLUS
Iron-hulled sailing barque
BUILT:1885, Blohm & Voss,

Hamburg, Germany
SIZE: 1251 tons (GRT), 69 x 11m
LOST: 13 December 1933

BALDER 
Timber-hulled sailing barque
BUILT: 1922, Lemland, Åland,

Finland
SIZE: 45 x 11m
LOST: 10 October, 1928

NOTUNG
Steel steamship
BUILT:1882, Sir Raylton Dixon &

Co, Middlesbrough, UK
SIZE: 1278 tons, 76 x 8m
LOST: 24 January, 1941

HINDENBURG
Steel steam-powered icebreaker
BUILT:1916, Oder Werke, Stettin,

Germany (now Szczecin,
Poland)

SIZE: 670 tons, 51 x 13m
LOST: 9 March, 1918

SVERRE
Composite-hulled steam sailing

ship (engine removed before
sinking)

BUILT:1872, Uusikaupunki,
Finland

SIZE: 48 x 8m
LOST: 7 November, 1941
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Made to 
Measure 
Available

CALL US ON 01274 379480
WWW.DRYSUITS.CO.UK         SALES@DRYSUITS.CO.UK

“The Britannic II drysuit has accompanied me on 

numerous dives now, and it has never once let me 

down. It is comfortable, easy to get on and off, looks 

fantastic and is built to last. Otter’s customer service is 

renowned, and their build quality is off-the-chart. This 

genuinely could represent the last drysuit you ever 

buy, it is that good.”

Mark Richard Evans
Editor-in-Chief, Scuba Diver Magazine

“ THE LAST DRYSUIT YOU
WILL EVER BUY ”

Winter Deals 

Mosta Road, St. Paul’s Bay, SPB 3114 Malta
T: +356 21 571 111 or 21 572 558 

E: dive@maltaqua.com

R e c re a t i o n a l  &  Te c h n i c a l  D i v i n g

February & March

 Airport transfers

 Apartment accommodation

 6 guided shore dives
(wreck, reef or cavern)

  Tank and weight hire

 Road transport to dive sites 

  4 night Dive & Stay  £230 p.p. 
 7 night Dive & Stay £300 p.p.
(Based on 2 sharing a room)

Gear hire package 

(Wetsuit, BCD, DV & Fins) 
for just  £20 per person per day

Photo: Russ Easton 

 Photo: Pete Bullen 

Travel light
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SCUBA-DIVING HOLDS so many
pleasurable moments, even outside
of the dive itself. I’m thinking of the

excitement and anticipation on the way to
the dive-site; warming up in the sun
during the surface interval; the excited
banter of divers gently mocking each
other as they gear up; and the thrill at
reviewing your photos and finding a
keeper! 

I’ve also always delighted in grabbing
the nearest fish-identification book to
find what we've seen so far, and making
bold plans to seek out the most exotic-
looking species on the next dive! 

The thing is, there’s usually only one
copy of the book around, and, if I selfishly
keep it to myself, I run the of risk of
becoming the subject of one of Simon
Pridmore’s scuba-etiquette columns!

Bringing my own copy is a potential

solution, but with the draconian weight
limits on flights I’m loth to sacrifice dive-
and camera-gear for an ID book. 

The solution in today’s day and age
should be a good fish ID app that can
easily be accessed the world over. The
question is, which one to get?

SCORING THE 7 APPS
I have reviewed each contender in the
following selection based on five 
criteria, each scored out of five for 
a possible 25 points.

Coverage: In an ideal world, I’d like
one app that covers all possible dive-
locations and all the fish species
therein. In fact, while I’m being greedy,
I’d take all marine species, full stop. If I
had to sacrifice one aspect, I’d rather
have a comprehensive species list for

one given location than a small
selection of fish from a large number
of locations. Most importantly, if I'm
looking for a mystery fish, what are my
chances of finding an exact match
using that particular app?

Content: How much information
does the app provide on a given fish
species? I would like to know the key
characteristics to help with
identification. Information regarding
distribution and habitat would also be
nice. The cherry on top would be
insight into behaviour and engaging
facts about the fish. Does the app
provide any information above and
beyond the above?

Interface: Is the app easy to use, or
does it leave me feeling like a dinosaur

In the first of a
new occasional
series, HENLEY
SPIERS samples
and scores dive-

related apps on the market

FINDING THE BEST
FISH ID APP

☛
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nine ocean areas.
Y Includes marine animals in general, not

just fish.
Y App interface is slick and simple to use.
Y Descriptions are original writing by the

developers that is relatable and
contains useful information to divers
such as habitat and feeding habits.

Y Good quality photos for the vast
majority of species.

I don’t like:
Y With only 915 species and global

coverage, there are too many gaps to 
be assured that you will find your
mystery fish.

Y Relies on an intermediate level of
marine taxonomy knowledge to find
what you’re looking for.

Y The search function only provides the
ability to filter by region.

Y No photos available until you get to
species level - an example image for
each family would make it more user
friendly, or at least a brief description
of the order/family.

Y The knowledge section, whilst
potentially interesting, is available only
in German.

Y Price seems a little too high when
compared to some of the other apps
available.

Coverage: 2
Content: 3
Interface: 3
Image Quality: 4
Value: 2
TOTAL: 14

Verdict
Clearly targeted more at the German
market, I enjoyed the animal descriptions
and photos but this app needs to add
more species before it can be relied upon
as a comprehensive fish ID source and
justify its price-point.

Dive Planit
Free (iOS)

I like:
Y The concept of a dive-logging app with

a fish ID functionality that can feed
into those logs is brilliant.

Y It’s free!
Y You can add your own photos to dive-

logs as well as those held on the app.

I don’t like:
Y Only around 500 species available 

and worldwide coverage means there
are huge gaps in the database. For
instance, there are only two blennies
listed.

Y The photos are a mixed bag, often
without proper colour rendering and

Wikipedia and pretty dry – unlike the
original content, which can be found
in the Conservation and Education
sections of the app. 

Y You can’t filter by region and species at
the same time.

Y The photos in Similar Looking
Families are tiny.

Y When I scroll down and select a
species, when coming back out from
that species it sends me all the way
back up to the top of the list. I’d rather
come back out to where I was last.

Coverage: 4
Content: 3
Interface: 2
Image Quality: 3
Value: 3
TOTAL: 15

Verdict
There are a couple of really neat ideas in
this app, some of which can be accessed
through the free version. 

It provides a decent solution for the
beginner-to-intermediate-level fish ID
enthusiast, but the lack of species will
frustrate if you’re looking to have the full
menu of local fish to hand.

FischFinder 
£6.99 (iOS)

I like:
Y Provides global coverage, split into

www.divErNEt.com30divEr

having its first go on an iPad? Does it
look and feel good? Beyond the fish
facts, is it pleasurable to use?

Image Quality: “It’s an ID shot”
are words to make most underwater
photographers cringe but, in the right
circumstances, a good fish ID shot is a
thing to be relished! I’m looking for
profile photos that show the full length
and body of the fish, a realistic
representation of its colour, with
enough clarity to allow me to
distinguish the subtle differences
between species, and ideally showing
the fish in its normal habitat.

Value: Quite simply, how does the
price measure up with the content?

Reef Life Pro 
Free, £4.99 full app (iOS/Android)

I like:
Y Worldwide coverage
with the globe split
into 31 regions that
you can filter.
Y The Find Species
Near Me function is 
a nice feature.
Y Not just fish – you
get all marine species!
Y The Education
section contains
valuable bonus
material such as
information on
anatomy, families

and, my favourite,
Similar-Looking
Families. This
gives you clearly
explained
differences
between, for
example, blennies
and gobies.
Y You get bonus
material in the
Conservation
section too.
Y With
approximately 2200,
this app has one of
the highest species
totals.

I don’t like:
Y 2200 species is a high number but not

quite so comprehensive when aiming
for global coverage with some 28,000
possible fish. You might not find your
mystery fish with this app.

Y The app crashes when I click the table
button at top right more than once.

Y Information on species is mostly from
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without the option of zooming in
for a closer look.

Y Limited information in the fish
descriptions, eg: “This wrasse has a red
and green body.” 

YApp design is not optimised for iPads
as well as phones.

Coverage: 2
Content: 2
Interface: 3
Image Quality: 2
Value: 3
TOTAL: 12

Verdict
Yes, it’s more of a dive-logging app but it
does advertise its capability as a fish ID
resource too. A great concept, but sadly
the poor content, coverage and photos
makes it practically unusable as a fish ID
resource.

WhatFish
Free, approx £3 full version (iOS)

I like:
Y The ability to add multiple filters in

terms of both geography and fish
characteristics is excellent. This
includes some unique filter categories
such as by social behaviour and

according to the shape of the fin.
Y The app incorporates a logbook

function whereby you can add the fish
sighted directly from the fish ID list –
very nice!

Y Once you’ve found a fish, you can
quickly click between its species and
family descriptions.

Y The app provides more than just fish,
with creatures, mammals and even
seabirds too.!

I don’t like:
Y Going for worldwide coverage with

only 1324 species means I’m not
convinced that I will always find the
fish I’m looking for.

Y The photos are mixed. Some are too
artistic for proper fish identification,
and others are taken without strobes
and lack colour.

Coverage: 3
Content: 3
Interface: 5
Image Quality: 2
Value: 3
TOTAL: 16

Verdict
The best app I’ve seen in terms of
combining a logbook and a fish ID
resource, and you can get it for free if
you’re willing to put up with ads. You get
online access with the paid-for version. 

However, the photos and species
listings need a lot more work before this
app can be relied upon to identify that
unfamiliar fish.

Shore Fishes 
of the Greater
Caribbean
Identification
Guide Free (iOS/Android) 

I like:
YAlthough limited to the Greater

Caribbean, with 1693 species this app

APP REVIEW
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provides
strong
coverage
within that
specific region.
So the chances
of finding your
mystery fish are
high if that’s the
area of interest.
Y The photos
are very good,
usually with
multiple strong
images for each
species.

Y It’s free!
YWith differentiation between species

being tricky at times, I absolutely love
the “similar” button, which allows
quick access to species that bear a close
resemblance.

Y This app has
an easy-to-
use search
function
with
multiple
filters, which
allows you to
drill down to
a shortlist of
possible
species.

I don’t like:
Y The

descriptions of
each species
are detailed but
purely
scientific – for
most divers
(myself
included) it is
too dry and
would be
brought to life
with more
interesting
facts in
layman’s
terms.

Y It would be
useful to have
a way of
browsing
similar families of species, for instance
to have all of the shark families
available to browse as one.

Y There is no coverage outside the
Greater Caribbean.

Coverage: 3
Content: 3
Interface: 4
Image Quality: 5
Value: 5
TOTAL: 20 ☛
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species.
Y No book in the

range covers the
Red Sea, which
may disappoint
many UK divers.

YAlthough I feel
that the price is
fair considering
the work that
went into this
resource, it is
considerably more
expensive than the
other apps here.

Coverage: 4
Content: 5
Interface: 3
Image Quality: 5
Value: 3
TOTAL: 20

Verdict
Yes it’s not an app but
these books are the
godfathers of marine life identification
and merit a place on this list. If you’re
serious about fish ID (and by now you
will have realised that I am) this is the
best you can get. 

However, it comes at a price and there
are no frills beyond what can be found in
the original books.

Fish Identification
Florida Bahamas
Caribbean
iBook version, approx £30 (iOS)

I like:
YAll the same benefits as the market-

leading books, other than the global
coverage.

Y The interface is a joy to use,
particularly on an iPad, with clever
hyperlinks galore allowing you to
quickly scour through the 712 pages. 

Y The Family Gallery for each type of fish
is a addition to the books and, when
trying to identify a species, allows you
to see all the species quickly within a
family side by side and click on the
photos or text for a closer look. Love it!

I don’t like:
Y Once again, the price point sits at the

top of the options on offer.
Y Because of size restrictions on the App

Store, Reef Fish of Florida Bahamas
Caribbean is the only book in the
series available in this format.

Y It covers only fish – if you want
creatures and coral you’ll have to get
one of the PDF ebooks separately. 

Y There is no search utility with filters to

Verdict
Thanks are due to the team at the
Smithsonian for putting together this
excellent free resource. If you’re heading
to the Caribbean this is a no-brainer
download – it’s just a shame that it
doesn’t have any coverage for the rest of
the world.

New
World
Marine
Life 
Field
Guides
ebook PDFs,
approx £26 each
(iOS/Android/
Windows)

I like:
Y The groupings
of similar families
by chapter is
ingenious, and
helps you get to
the fish you’re
looking for faster.
Y Comprehensive
information on
every fish, from
diagrams noting
key characteristics
right through to
reaction to divers.
Y The best fish ID
photos in the
business.
Y Gives you
comprehensive
coverage of the fish
species in one
region – if you can’t
identify your mystery

fish from this, you may well have
discovered a new species!

Y Between the nine available books by
experts such as Paul Humann, Ned
DeLoach, Gerald Allen and Roger
Steene you can get broad global
coverage for creatures, corals and fish.

I don’t like:
Y Following purchase, these apps require

the additional hassle of creating an
Adobe user account and downloading
a separate reader app to view.

Y The original books simply appear in an
e-reader format, with no clever
hyperlinks or formatting to make
using them any easier or more
engaging.

Y There is no search tool that uses filters
to help you narrow down possible

APP REVIEW
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narrow down to a shortlist of possible
mystery fish.

Coverage: 3
Content: 5
Interface: 5
Image Quality: 5
Value: 3
TOTAL: 21

Verdict
This series is the benchmark when it
comes to fish ID books, and with this
eBook you have a product that is even
better than a hard copy. It comes at the
highest price, but it’s the best you can get. 

Now we just need more eBooks to
cover other regions and creatures!

APP REVIEWS IN 2018
That brings us to an end of this little foray
into fish identification apps and such.
There is something out there to suit
everyone, from the beginner to the
serious ID sleuth.

I hope this marine-life ID review will
help you to choose the right app for your
next dive trip. Download from the App
Store (apple.com), Google Play Store
(play.google.com) or Microsoft Store
(microsoft.com) as appropriate for 
your devices.

We plan to bring you more themed app
reviews in the New Year, so if you have
any dive-related app you’d recommend, 
or if you have developed one and are keen
to let other divers know that it exists,
email its name and purpose to the
divEr office at steve@divermag.co.uk –
and we’ll give it due consideration. 
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QUEEN OF
HEARTS

Crocs smiling for the camera, ever-present
sharks, big friendly grouper, pristine corals, rare
goldfish and starry nights should be more than
enough for any diver. PETER DE MAAGT reports
from Caribbean pearl the Jardines de la Reina.

Photography by Peter and THERESA GUISE.

Pictured:  American
saltwater crocodiles are
among the stars of
Jardines de la Reina.

Inset: The crocodile
smiles for the camera. 
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crocodile that lives in the Cuban
mangroves of Jardines de la Reina. As it
happens, Niño is an American saltwater
crocodile, the type reported to be less
aggressive than its relatives in Africa 
and Australia. 

But once you slide into the water, and
Niño opens his large mouth to show his
huge teeth, you can only hope that this
particular Niño got the memo. 

We are in the water, but our guides
haven’t entered with us. Is there a reason
for that? 

It’s only after the initial adrenaline
rush and the first few close passes that
you realise that this crocodile is pretty
chill, and you can enjoy the moment. 

We snorkel with the crocodile in
shallow water. The bottom is covered
with seagrass against a backdrop of
mangrove – not a bad place to lose one’s

crocodile-snorkel virginity. 
Photography is a bit of a challenge,

because the silt and seagrass bottom is
easily disturbed by those fin-kicking
carelessly. It needs only one kick to stir it
up and block visibility. 

But Niño doesn’t seem to care about
reduced vis, and swims happily back and
forth from shallow to deeper water.
Thankfully, he swims close enough to
touch our dome-ports, so clean images
are still possible.

You can enjoy watching crocodiles
from the comfort of your couch on TV
documentaries, but nothing beats the
real-deal experience of seeing them face
to face. All the divers emerge from the
mangroves with their limbs perfectly
intact, an added benefit. 

Apparently these dives all started
because fishermen used to clean their

CUBA DIVER

☛

NIÑOOOOO…! NIÑOOOOOOO!“
The sun is high in the sky, and
in the mangroves there is hardly
any wind. The temperature
gives rise to a shimmering
heat-haze, blurring everything
and affecting our ability to

resolve objects. The engine of
the boat has been switched off,

and we can’t even hear any birdsong. 
“Niñooooo…! Niñooooo…!” We 

look at each other, and both think it
pretty strange that we should be in the
middle of nowhere shouting “Niño!”
Can crocodiles actually be summoned
by calling? 

Just as we conclude that Niño isn’t
home, we spot tiny piercing eyes
breaking the surface. Our search for
Niño has succeeded! 

Niño is the nickname for every

“
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fish close to the mangroves where the
crocodiles live. 

Now the sound of the boat-engines is
usually enough to attract their attention,
but they still expect a treat, and as soon as
our guide throws a large piece of chicken,
Niño thankfully grabs it and disappears to
the safety of the mangroves. 

Time flies when you’re having fun, and
we are summoned back into the boat. 

JARDINES DE LA REINA, the Gardens
of the Queen, was given its name by

Christopher Columbus on his second
voyage to the Americas, to honour Queen
Isabella of Spain. His logbook from May
1494 states: “The nearer we kept to the
coast of Cuba the higher and pleasanter
these small islands appeared, and it being
difficult and useless to give names to every
one, the admiral called them all in general
‘Jardines de la Reina’.”

Columbus was aware that the king
tended to be jealous, so later on in his
journey he also named a reef off the
northern coast of Cuba “Jardines Del
Rey”. But the real beauty lies within the
Jardines de la Reina, a complex network
of untouched marine eco-systems that
scientists consider to be the original
status of a reef, as the Spanish
conquistadors originally found it.

Above left: Jardines de la
Reina has a very healthy reef
eco-system. 

Above right: Turtles and
sharks live in harmony on
the reefs. 

Above: Old-timers or “Yank
Tanks” from the 1950s are
part of the Cuban street
scene as much as rum or
cigars. 

Cuba’s many years of economic
embargo and political isolation have left
the place untouched, and its nature
pristine. Tony, the representative of
Oceans for Youth Foundation, told us that
until recently no more than about 600

divers a year had enjoyed the privilege of
diving amid the Jardines’ natural beauty
and abundance of wildlife. This is a place
that humans have yet to ruin. 

The remoteness of the reefs also
helped. To give you an idea, after
departing from your hotel in Havana it

CUBA DIVER

takes a six-hour bus-trip to arrive in
Jucaro, followed by another six hours 
by boat to reach this hidden paradise 
for divers. 

IT IS COMMONLY BELIEVED that the
reefs were a favourite spearfishing and

scuba-diving spot for Fidel Castro,
although Tony questioned this. Whatever
the leader’s preference, the reefs were
declared a marine reserve in 1996. 

Crocodiles are not the only highlight
when you visit this crown jewel of Cuba.
You don’t have to be a rocket scientist to
figure out that a healthy population of
sharks wanders these reefs. 

On every dive we would see from two
to five Caribbean reef sharks, and would
usually enjoy a close encounter. 

It was also striking to see how relaxed
they were – usually they would make a 
big loop and return to check you out once
again. They varied from youngsters to
those of pretty impressive proportions. 

But the cherries on the cake were the
silky sharks. In the past, silkies roamed
vast stretches of the oceans, but their ☛

37 divEr

Below: The tiny secretary
blenny oozes attitude. 

JARDINES AGGRESSOR
The 35m Jardines Aggressor can take 20 passengers in two deluxe and eight
master cabins. Boarding is usually on a Saturday afternoon and disembarkation
the following Saturday at 4am. The cabins are very small, with minimal storage
space. Upstairs there is a dining-room, outdoor seating area and Jacuzzi, and 
on the top level a sun-deck, perfect for star-gazing at night. 

It offers three day-
dives and a dusk-dive
daily, using two
comfortable tenders
which head off to
different dive-sites to
minimise the number
of divers per dive-site. 

Equipment stays on
the tender throughout
your stay, with tanks
refilled via a long
hose. 
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populations have declined dramatically,
by 70%, because of the demand for shark
fins. So we were thrilled that several of
our dives were organised to include silky
sharks. 

ON THE FIRST SUCH DIVE, the
briefing indicated that we would go

down to the reef at 25m to see reef sharks,
then return to shallow waters to spend
remaining time with the silkies. We
briefly exchanged looks and came to a
mutual agreement – our dive on the reef
would be short and the safety stop very
long! 

Who would not want to optimise time
with the silkies? We touched the reef, then
signalled to the dive-guide that we would
start ascending. The silkies were already
there, enthusiastically swimming around
to welcome us. Most of them averaged 1-
1.5m, though a few big ones also put in an
appearance. 

These graceful, streamlined sharks get
their name from the smooth and silky
texture of their skin. A few small silkies

darted onto the scene and started to play
with these strange aliens with cameras.
They seemed unafraid and highly curious
about our presence, but soon gave way if
a bigger shark appeared. Clearly there’s a
hierarchy among them, and size matters.

Luckily our tour leader had planned
both a morning and an afternoon dive
with these beauties, and the difference in
behaviour second time round was
noticeable. The afternoon dive started
slowly, but the action picked up when our
captain tossed a few scraps into the water.
It wasn’t really a feeding frenzy; the
sharks simply tried to get their share of
the cake. Certainly, this rates as one the
“sharkiest” destinations we have dived for
some time.

If sharks and crocodiles are not
enough, the Jardines present another
trump card: giant and super-friendly
grouper. Some simply follow you during
the dive, interested by their reflection in
your dome-port. 

Grouper as a species have suffered

Above: The setting sun
provides unique lighting to
enhance the grace of these
silky sharks. 

Below left: Super-friendly
giant grouper are one of the
area’s trump cards.

Below: Land on one of the
islands and you are greeted
by a large group of hungry
iguanas. 

Bottom: The jutia – part
rat, chipmunk and beaver.

from human interference, because they
tend to migrate to a few specific locations
to spawn. All over the world fisherman
had figured this out, and  targeted these
sites. Furthermore, it takes several years
for grouper to reach sexual maturity.

Luckily, in Cuba, the spawning sites are
in the marine reserve, so the impact of
humans is negligible and a healthy
population can be found in the Jardines
de la Reina. 

They have this peaceful demeanour
and, despite their large size, come across
like pets, each with its own personality.
They are bold and curious and it is
difficult not to be amused by them when
they try to wriggle between your legs. 

Nearly every site had a resident
grouper or two, mainly black and Nassau
though a few times we came across a
Goliath grouper.

BETWEEN DIVES WE PLANNED to go
ashore on a small island to admire a

wild jutia. As soon as we approached the
white-sand beach we were greeted by a
large group of iguanas hoping to be fed,
and in their wake came the jutias.

The jutia is some sort of a cross
between a rat, chipmunk and beaver, and
has the average dimensions of all these.
They knew the drill, and approached us
with no sign of fear in hope of a slice of
fruit. Apparently they are considered a
culinary delicacy in Cuba. but these jutia
are too much of a tourist attraction to

38divEr
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disappear into a cooking-pot. 
Before we realised it, we had moved on

to another highlight of the trip. Most of
us will have admired fairy basslets, and
attempted to photograph this vibrant
blue-purple-yellow fish. But Cuba has
something special in store. Scientifically
described as a new species only as recently
as 2010, the golden fairy basslet was
initially believed to be endemic to Cuba,
but recently its range has been extended. 

The fish has a golden body and fins,
except for the front of the dorsal and the
ventral fins, which are deep blue. 

Naturally, we joined in the treasure
hunt and, having failed to spot it on a few
dives, were glad when our friendly dive-
guide backtracked to find us, tapping
enthusiastically on his tank to attract 
our attention. 

At a depth of 15m we could see the fish
we sought dancing between a group of
normal fairy basslets. The little beggar
needed some time to get used to us, and
was prone to retreat into his tiny hole, 
but as soon as we backed away from the
reef he would show himself, and the fun
started all over again. We spent an entire
dive shooting this beauty.

THE REEFS ARE HOME TO a very high
biodiversity of marine life. Several

consisted of a reef flat and a slowly
descending reef followed by steep vertical
walls dropping to 100m in depth, but we
also dived deepwater pinnacles. 

Mostly the reef consisted of pristine
hard corals with very large tube and vase
sponges. It was a delight to see these
brightly coloured sponges against the
blue backdrop. Many hundreds of
brightly coloured reef-fish hung around,
and tarpon lingered in little caves and
underhangs, staring as they waited
motionless but ready to move a few
metres should a diver come close. 

It was a pleasant surprise to see that the
reefs were not affected by bleaching, and
there was no evidence of dynamite-fishing
or changes in ocean chemistry caused by

Above left: The golden fairy
basslet was initially believed
to be endemic to Cuba. It is a
rare find among the
common purple fairy
basslets (above). 

Right, top to bottom: Big
tarpon linger in caves and
underhangs; yellow-line
gobies hide in many of the
yellow tube sponges;
octopuses are plentiful,
especially on night-dives; a
crab stretches its legs
while emerging from its
sponge home. 

CUBA DIVER

FACTFILE
GETTING THERE8Most people fly to
Havana and liveaboard operators organise
transfers to the departure port. Divers travelling
to Jardines de la Reina go via the port of Jucaro.

DIVING & ACCOMMODATION8 Jardines Aggressor,
aggressor.com

WHEN TO GO8The area is sheltered, and unless
there is a storm, the seas tend to be calm. Water
temperatures average 30°C in summer, 25°C winter. 

MONEY8 Cuban Convertible peso (CUC), but
Cubans tend to use the Cuban peso (CUP). On the
liveaboard you can use sterling, euros or US dollars

PRICES8A nine-day trip (with two days in Havana
and 5.5 days’ diving) can be booked with Scuba
Travel for US $6180 per cabin), scubatravel.com

VISITOR INFORMATION8travel2cuba.co.uk

human activities. This explains the
pristine coral in its full bright colours,
and the explosion of marine life. 

Several of our briefings indicated that
the next dive would be a drift-dive, but
the reality was that at the end of each one
we would return safely to the shotline and
do our safety stop beneath the tender; an
understatement of a “gentle drift-dive”. 

We did only one night-dive. It proved
impossible to switch on a torch without
being eaten alive by thousands of little
squirmy worms, which wanted only to
check out our ears, and stinging jellyfish. 

But on a positive note, surfacing
offered a magnificent starry view, with
the Milky Way prominently visible in the
complete absence of light-pollution.

If you decide to visit Jardines de la
Reina, you have to realise that you will be
one of a happy few. There is no human
settlement nearby, no commercial
shipping, no phone and no Internet. But
you will be rewarded with reefs that are
relatively untouched by humans, and that
are managed sustainably. 

This is surely the place to go if you are
a shark- or crocodile-lover; 
it will certainly live up to your
expectations.
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BE THE
CHAMP!

STARTER TIP
Give yourself a few dives to get your
bearings on this large and
complicated wreck before getting
serious about shooting in the holds.
And even then, don’t be too greedy
and try to photograph everything in
one dive. 

Much better to focus on a couple
of vehicles and shoot them well,
rather than race around snapping
as much as possible.

‘The vehicles are what differentiates this wreck, so this is   
where we should focus our attention and our lenses’

photography. I believe that this is more
important than ever before, with
cameras so capable and photography
standards so high. 

We ran the audience through our
process showing how ideas develop:
from early failures, through images that
show real promise of something new,
and finally to the finished pictures we
normally show. 

I think people enjoyed this peek at 
the cutting-room floor and went away
prepared to take on more trial and

errors, rather than sticking to the tried
and trusted.

One of the examples I spoke about was
my backlit BSA motorbike from the
Thistlegorm, which you will see on these
pages next month. 

To freshen up Be The Champ! we’re
introducing an alternating format: one
month it will be the column as you see it
here, the next month a more image-led
piece and a chance to enjoy underwater
imagery printed big across two pages. 

AS HAS BEEN DOCUMENTED before in
the pages of divEr, I have an unhealthy
Thistlegorm addiction. In fact the day
after the Show, I was in Lincolnshire
photographing the only surviving
versions of the vehicle on the right. 

The truck in question is an Albion
AM463. These were used during the war
by the RAF as an aircraft-refueller (one of
the old fuel hoses is still hanging down
across the windscreen in the photo). 

Sadly, none of the surviving four are
refuellers, but it is still amazing to see this
impressive 3m-tall truck in the flesh. 

The Thistlegorm is one of my favourite
photographic dives, partly because there
is so much to shoot and partly because it
is a stern photographic challenge. 

The vehicles are what differentiates this
wreck, so this is where we should focus
our attention and lenses. 

The challenge is that the vehicles are in
the holds, which are dark and filled with
silt that is easily disturbed by a careless
photographer. 

The good news is that if we use the
correct approach, we are rewarded with 
a quality of images that really stand out. 

With more than 60 trucks and lorries
and over 100 motorbikes in the holds,
subject selection is essential. 

The size, position and condition of the
vehicle are important considerations.
However, before that we must get in the
right position. 

We usually enter the holds through the
large openings in the middle of the ship,
and from here we see vehicles all around.
It’s a mistake to start shooting them. 

Instead, we should swim over the

Below: Look for vehicles in
the best condition, such as
these BSA M20 bikes which
still have their headlights. 

Taken with a Nikon D700
and Nikon 16-35mm @
18mm. Subal housing.
Subtronic strobes. 1/13th @
f/13, ISO 640.

JUST BACK FROM DIVE 2017 at
the NEC – a weekend packed with
old friends, new gear and enticing

travel opportunities. It was also an
occasion on which many of us keenly felt
the loss of Nigel Wade, although I’m
certain that Saeed Rashid’s ribbing
tribute was precisely what Nigel would
have wanted. 

With much to see and so much going
on, we all come away with different
experiences and favourites from the
Show. The best talk I caught was Dr
Richard Smith’s How To Capture Reef
Life ‘Au Natural’, extolling the virtues
and benefits of photographing marine
life on its terms. 

Richard’s argument was that those
photographers who attempt to stage
marine-life shots, don’t just risk
harming the creatures, but also eradicate
any chance of observing fascinating 
and photogenic natural behaviours, 
a point that Richard lavishly reinforced
with his images. 

My main presentation at the Show
involved teaming up with Martin Edge
to tackle the important subject of ideas
and experimentation in underwater

☛

With his 2014 divEr article 
I-SPY the Thistlegorm, in a Whole
New Light, ALEX MUSTARD
transformed the way in which
divers viewed the iconic  WW2
Red Sea wreck. But how best to
photograph that vehicle cargo?
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Pictured: The vehicles of
the Thistlegorm, such as
the Albion AM463 aircraft-
refueller, offer a unique
underwater photography
challenge and opportunity. 

Taken with a Nikon D4 and
Sigma 15mm. Subal
housing. Seacam strobes.
1/25th @ f/11, ISO 800.
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vehicles into the darkness of the hold
near to the ship’s hull and turn around. 

Now we can start searching for
vehicles that face in. When we find one
that takes our fancy, we discover that
rather than shooting into the darkness,
we are now shooting into the light. The
blue background makes the image feel
three-dimensional, and communicates
the feeling of being under water. 

However, when we are deep inside the
holds, the light levels are very low and
we usually need to use a long exposure
to get this blue to come through. 

This is especially true on the early-
morning or late-afternoon dives that
most liveaboards make on the wreck. 

Fortunately, we don’t need to worry

www.divErNEt.com

about the subject blurring because
inside the hold it is darker still, so there
is no light to cause blur, and our
instantaneous strobes will freeze the
detail in the foreground. The longest
exposure I have shot on the wreck when
using this technique is 8 seconds. 

THE DARKNESS THROWS UP some
other specific challenges, too. First we
need to focus the lens, and we don’t
want to use a torch because the light 
will show up in the shot, and cause blur
when using long exposures. 

Instead we should carefully focus our
wide-angle lens before going into the
holds and then switch to manual focus
so it stays fixed at the correct setting. 

Strobe-positioning is also critical
when trying to illuminate the vehicles in
the dark. When we shoot wide-angle on
a reef, if we fail to light part of the scene
properly with our strobes it is still there,
only blue. In the darkness of the holds, if
we fail to light part of the scene, we don’t
see it at all – it’s just black.

I typically use rabbit-ears strobe
positions inside the wreck, with my
strobes lifted up above the housing,
making the set-up look a little like Bugs
Bunny. This allows the strobes to create
a pool of light in front of the camera,
giving good coverage and an even
exposure from close to the lens to deep

Below: Including fish in the
frame adds energy and life
to this photo of a Fordson
WOT3. 

Taken with a Nikon D5 and
Nikon 8-15mm @ 15mm.
Subal housing. Seacam
strobes. 1/8th @ f/14, ISO
800.
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ADVANCED TIP
The deeper and darker you go into
the holds, the better condition the
vehicles tend to be in. Also, most
vehicles were loaded right up
against bulkheads or each other. 

This means that you often can’t
actually look through the camera
to find the best angle, and have to
shoot from the hip. Two of the
three images in this month’s
column were taken in this way. 

MID-WATER TIP
Learn what you are looking at to
diversify your portfolio. The best
starting place is my article from
divErOctober 2014, which lists
and describes all the vehicles. 

There are 12 different types of
vehicle in the two holds, completely
different ones on each level and
loads of other artefacts. 

Also, for each vehicle type there
is always one that is in better
condition and in a better position
than the others. 

into the picture. 
When descending, I typically stop on

top of the bridge on the way down and
set both my focus and strobe positions
before heading into the dark confines of
the holds. 

The final piece of the puzzle is fish.
They are important to include in the
compositions because they add colour,
life and increase the message that the
photos are under water. Without them,
some Thistlegorm shots can look like a
rusting vehicle on land. 

The fish are always around, but we
need to remember to time our shots for
when they are in good positions. 

The most common species on the
wreck are soldierfish – an appropriate
complement for military vehicles. 
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YES, IT’S BEEN 20 YEARS since the first

divEr Awards were given out at

BAFTA in London. Little did we know

back in the last century quite how prestigious

these annual accolades for the cream of the

diving trade were to become.

Recipients of  divEr Awards  appreciate

that the trophies confer a distinct advantage

when carrying on their businesses. 

We calculated back in 1997, 

and still reckon today, that this is very much

in divers’ interests. Extra incentives for

suppliers to maintain the highest standards

in their products and services can only keep

us happier and safer.

And it’s all down to you, the  readers who

take the time to cast your votes and help us to

recognise the people who have made our

diving special over the previous 12 months.

If it seems like only the other day that you

were reading about the winners of the 2016

Awards, that’s because this time round we

shortened the lead-time. 

This allowed our new-look trophies to be

presented, for the first time, at DIVE 2017,

October’s Dive Show at the NEC, which is

organised by divErGroup. 

With so many winners present among the

exhibitors over the weekend, it makes sense

to make the presentations at the UK’s biggest

diving event. 

Intrepid globe-trotting diver and TV

personality Paul Rose was there on stage to

do the honours.  

If you were there you know the winners, 

if you weren’t you may not, so here they are.

And our sincere thanks to all you hard-

worked voters for playing your part – you 

can take a break for a while before the 2018

voting takes place! 

THEdivEr
AWARDS AT 20

Which badge on your dive gear speaks
volumes about quality and reliability? Your
first and second choices remain unswerving
and a familiar name is back in third.

1st Apeks Initially associated with
reliable regulators, Apeks has long been
recognised as a maker of a diverse range of
equipment. Significant additions  this year

have included items such as the MTX-R
regulator (see below). Divers clearly trust the
badge, and by combining a commitment to
quality, reliability and innovation with stylish

designs that they like to
be seen using, it has once
again swept to the top as
brand of 2017.

2nd Suunto It’s now five times in six
years that Suunto has been brand runner-up,
an incredible record for a company associated
among divers primarily with computers. Its

high level of aftercare has to be a factor, and
sets a fine example for other suppliers.

3rd Mares The Italian manufacturer of
a comprehensive range of diving equipment
is back in the top three this year after an
absence of several years. One factor is
perhaps its continued expansion into gear
designed for extended-range diving. 

Which company is best at arranging diving
package holidays? This category is hotly
contested by the big wheels in UK dive
tourism – and we have to tell you, the order
is unchanged from last year. You can’t say
these guys lack consistency!  

1st blue o two “We’re delighted to
have been awarded this prestigious title for
the second year running,” said company
Director Jason Strickland. “Every member of
the team works extremely
hard to deliver superb

scuba-diving experiences and this is a
testament to them. A huge thank-you to 
our customers for voting blue o two – we
wouldn't be here without your support.”

2nd Scuba Travel That
Godalming-based rival was once again
nipping at blue o two’s ankles, and it too
offers global coverage, a long-established
reputation and strong connections with a
liveaboard fleet, Tornado Marine. It also has
a very loyal set of return customers, and you
don’t get that without delivering the goods!

3rd Regaldive Still sitting
comfortably in third, this Ely-based
former serial TOotY winner works hard to

stay ahead of the destination trends and
tribulations, which is at least half the battle

in this tough sector of the diving industry.

Which do you consider the most exciting
item of kit to emerge recently? 

1st Scubapro Hydros Pro
Built using the “Fluid-Form 3D Gel System”,
this wing-style BC is unlike any other on the
market, says its maker. Claims to fame
include a modular
design for easy
customisation and
repair; a body-
moulding back-
plate-and-harness
for comfort and
stability; little
inherent
buoyancy;
fast-drying
ability and
compactness. “We’d like

to thank all the divers who
voted for the Hydros Pro
and made this success
possible!” said Johnson
Outdoors Marketing
Manager Tina Kopsell.

2nd Apeks MTX-R The
recreational derivative of the military-
grade MTX, we're told that design
innovations allow this regulator to
perform in almost-freezing water
below 60m deep. Cool!

3rd Suunto Eon Steel
This computer with its bright colour

display designed for high contrast and
a wide angle of view has been around a
while, but with software updates this

year it’s still attracting mass votes.

divEr BRAND OF THE YEAR

divEr PRODUCT OF THE YEAR divEr TOUR OPERATOR OF THE YEAR
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Which centre, anywhere in the world, seems
to get it right more often than not? For years
all roads led to Egypt, but the world has
changed and for many divers Hampshire
now seems to host the location of choice.

1st Andark Diving &
Watersports Last year it shot in as
runner-up and now it reigns supreme – this
PADI 5* instructor-development centre has a
shop, indoor pool and  purpose-built 7m-
deep lake (below) designed for dive-training,

gear-testing and other water sports, and it’s
been drawing in divers in the South.

2nd Maltaqua This multi-agency
dive-centre in St Paul’s Bay, Malta has a big
shop and its own apartments, the Sands,
purpose-designed to cater for divers. Malta is
proving a big draw for divers these days, and
with 45 years of experience, Maltaqua knows
how to meet their needs.

3rd Stoney Cove Also flying the
flag for Britain is last
year’s winner, the
National Diving Centre in
Leicestershire. With its
sturdy fan-base and ever-
expanding facilities, it’s
more than likely to stay 
a top-three fixture.

DIVER AWARDS 2017
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It may be the facilities, the
crew or the itinerary – what
makes your ideal boat?

1st Hurricane
“We’re really pleased for the
guides and crew of Hurricane
(right) for winning for the
second year running,” said
Angela Nordin of Scuba Travel. “This can be
achieved only with a vast amount of hard
work. The season diving-wise down south
has been epic. The food is also fab, and we
never have hungry divers. And she’s quick!
These are the areas that beat other boats
and why she has picked up such an accolade.
Customers keep coming back for more.”

2nd blue Horizon It could the last
divErAwards hurrah for the flagship of

the blue o two liveaboard fleet under this
name, because after 12 years the 41m motor
yacht is due to be rebadged as Red Sea
Master. It can carry up to 26 divers.

3rd Nautilus Explorer is world-
famous for being one of very few liveaboards
able to take divers to world-class eastern
Pacific destinations Guadalupe (great
whites) and Socorro (giant mantas). It is built
for safety on ocean-going cruise-ship lines.

We asked you to name the best country for
divers to visit, and you know what you like!

1st Egypt The news may still be grim
for Egypt as a mass-tourism destination, but
UK divers see things differently. “We’re
naturally very pleased to win this award
again,” said UK Tourism Director Amr El
Ezabi. “It’s a testament not only to the

numerous world-class dive-sites Egypt has,
but also the facilities and the highly qualified
individuals working in the country’s diving
industry. Just a five-hour flight from London,
the clear waters and beautiful coral reefs
ensure an easy escape to diving paradise.”

2nd Malta has cemented its place
among UK divers’ big three, offering wrecks,

marine-life and interesting
topography, plus shore-tour
diving combined with affordable
pricing and in easy reach of home.

3rd Maldives In the
halfway-house between the
Middle and Far East, the quality of
the big-animal diving especially
keeps the atolls popular, and the
Maldives ever in the top three.

Which dive-store has given you good value
and exemplary service? Our perennial
winner has found the magic formula…

1st Simply Scuba “We’re thrilled
and honoured to be named Retailer of the
Year for the ninth consecutive year,” said MD
Gerard Dennis. “In 2017 we undertook a
large-scale project to replatform our website
and align this with our other business

processes. To still be credited with this award
is a testament to the effort that has gone
into this venture. We’d like to thank our
customers, suppliers and partners for their
support during this time.”

2nd Mike’s Dive Store, which
describes itself as London’s biggest dive-
store, cements its runner-up placing from
last year, offering “a tradition of good

service and advice from a position
of a wealth of knowledge”.

3rd Andark Diving &
Watersports has not only
won the Dive Centre category but
retains third place in this one. Its
retail base near Southampton has
been selling dive-gear for longer
than the other stores – since 1982!

With readers’ votes always 
in mind, diver also gets
involved in judging the
outstanding innovations or
arrivals on the scene. 

1st Paralenz The Danish
diver-designed action-cam that
can compensate for colour loss
at depth automatically scored
highly. “We’re very honoured to
receive this award; it shows us that we’re on
the right path and that there is a need for
the Paralenz,” said mastermind Martin
Holmberg (above). The product’s “amazing
journey could not have been done without
the support of the backers and A-testers!”

2nd Ocean Turtle This PADI 5*
IDC, which is based in Basingstoke and

arranges training, holidays, dive-gear sales,
hire and servicing, was swept to our
attention on a mighty tide of votes!

3rd Ratio iDive Easy Sports
This new computer can be integrated with
one or two transmitters, handles two nitrox
mixes, has a 3D compass and a rechargeable
battery – and has hit that sweet third spot.

divEr DIVE CENTRE OF THE YEAR

divEr DESTINATION OF THE YEAR divEr RETAILER OF THE YEAR

divEr NEWCOMER OF THE YEAR
Colin Doeg is the elder
statesman of British
underwater photography. 
A boy reporter during WW2, he
took up photography and
became an award-winning
sports photographer. 
He started diving in the 
early 1960s, and was soon
portraying the underwater
world on film. In 1965 he won
the first International underwater
photography competition – organised by
divEr. Colin also took the world’s first
pictures of feeding basking sharks. 

For all his own achievements in
underwater photography, it is for his selfless
contributions to helping others attain
success that he is receiving this award. 
In 1967, with the late Peter Scoones, Colin 

co-founded the British
Society of Underwater
Photographers. Fifty years
on, BSoUP continues to
mentor new photographers
and has amassed an
outstanding body of alumni,
all of whom are indebted to
Peter and Colin’s influence.

Through his articles 
over the decades Colin has

educated photographers globally, and he 
is cited as an inspiration by National
Geographic underwater photographer David
Doubilet. As co-founder of the Visions in the
Sea underwater photography conference,
Colin introduced many of the world’s best
professional image-makers and cameramen
to an audience of British photographers who
would not otherwise have seen them.

divEr LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT

divEr LIVEABOARD OF THE YEAR
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Call us to find out how you can Go Pro in the
UK, Spain or Caribbean.

info@prodiveuk.com
www.prodiveuk.com

07854 554809 / 07585 020303

ProDive UK is the pro training arm
of Ocean Turtle Diving

Pro Dive UK
Professional training from the best dive
centre in the ‘Newcomer of the Year’
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Amy was a professional dive-guide. At
the time this incident occurred, she had
been working in diving for 12 years and
had logged well in excess of 2500 dives. 

She was on holiday, diving off the
island of Halmahera in north-east
Indonesia. It was the first dive of the day. 

She slipped her gear on in the boat,
did her usual checks and back-rolled into
the water. She had a problem descending
at first, so exhaled a little more fully than
usual, ducked headfirst below the surface
and kicked down. 

Amy was doing a muck-dive on a sand
slope, and she was concentrating as usual
on trying to find stuff. 

Fifteen minutes into the dive, at a
depth of around 30m, her tank-valve
started banging into her head. This was 
a bit annoying, so she took her gear off,
adjusted her tank-strap and put her gear
back on. 

She set off again, but soon started
finding it hard to breathe. “Damn it,” she

1) IT COULDN’T 
HAPPEN TO ME!

The more experienced you are
as a diver, the less likely things
are to go wrong, right? No,
wrong! says SIMON PRIDMORE

thought, “this is going to be one of those
irritating dives when everything goes
wrong.” She tried switching to her
octopus, but it was breathing hard too,
so she switched back to her primary and
kept going. 

Then she checked her pressure-gauge.
She didn’t think that she had an air-
supply problem – after all, she was still
less than halfway through her dive. She
was just making her usual routine
occasional check. 

The needle was at zero! 
“Hmm, I need my buddy,” she

thought. Fortunately, he was nearby
taking pictures and proved to be a very
capable dive-partner. 

He had air to spare and escorted her to
the surface without any further drama.

When Amy got back to the dive-centre,
her first mission was to find out what
had happened. Apparently, the staff on
the boat had not changed her cylinder
overnight and she had gone into the
water just with the 80bar or so

remaining from her last dive
of the previous day. 

Although the dive-centre
had made a mistake, Amy
accepted that the
responsibility for her running

out of air was hers alone, completely. 
She said that, before this incident, if

you had asked her if she always checked
her air before entering the water, and
then again frequently during the dive,
she would have categorically said:
“Absolutely; 100%, every dive!” 

Well, apparently not! She concluded
that, possibly because her air-
consumption was always better than
anyone she ever dived with, over the
years, without realising it, she had lost
the habit of checking.

In addition to failing to check her
gauge, she had completely missed a
number of warning signs that, given her
experience, she should have picked up. 

The reason why she had difficulty in
making her initial descent, and why her
tank-valve started banging against the
back of her head, was that the air in her
tank was low and therefore the tank was
more buoyant than usual.

Finally, she started to have difficulty
breathing because the air-pressure in the
tank had dropped to a level below that
required to enable the regulator to work
properly at depth. ☛

WHAT HAD HAPPENED?

THE THREAT OF
COMPLACENCY

FROM A SURVIVAL point of view,
it is essential that scuba-divers
should acquire and retain an

understanding of the danger that
complacency poses. 

The victims of diving accidents are
just as likely to be experienced divers as
new divers. No matter how much diving
you have done, you’re not immune. 

In fact, the more experienced you are,
the more you’re at risk.

The following case-histories show
how complacency can sneak up on you
unnoticed, until one day an incident
takes place that makes you realise that
you are not the careful, conscientious
diver that you thought you were – and
that some of the things you thought you
knew about scuba-diving were
completely wrong.
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Looking back on the episode later, she
wondered why, despite these warning
signs, it did not dawn on her earlier that
she might be dangerously low on air. 

She could only think that it was a
combination of narcosis at depth
slowing down her thought processes and,
as mentioned earlier, her subconscious
(and misplaced) confidence that, with all
her experience, she could never
experience an air-supply problem.

Ben is a master instructor and was
diving in South Komodo, Indonesia,
when he had an unusual experience.

Ten minutes into his first dive of the
day, at a depth of around 18m, he
simultaneously felt and heard a massive
explosion, the pressure wave battering
him from above.

His first thought was that he had been
fish-bombed. After all, he was in remote
south-east Asia and it had happened to
him before. 

It was only when the thunderous noise
did not stop that it occurred to him that
this could not be a bomb. He concluded
(correctly this time) that a catastrophic
air-supply failure had just taken place
somewhere right behind his head

The next few thoughts, actions and
decisions came quickly, one after the
other. He looked at his pressure-gauge,
which was already down to 100bar and
falling fast. 

He could actually see the needle
moving. He could still breathe, but this
would not be the case for long. 

Ben’s first thought was to slip his BC
off and bring it round to the front so
that he could find out what had really
happened and see if he could deal with it

himself, but he was afraid he wouldn’t
have enough time. 

He realised then that he was going to
need some help. The other divers in the
group were not too far away and, as he
swam towards them, with a fountain of
bubbles streaming behind him, one of
them correctly guessed what the problem
was, deployed her regulator and
ascended with him to the surface.

When Ben got back on board the boat he
found that the O-ring in the valve face of
his cylinder had split. 

It had probably been showing signs of
damage for a while, allowing a little high-
pressure air to bubble past it gently, but

he hadn’t even noticed. Even if he had
seen it, he reflected, he probably
wouldn’t have considered it worth
bothering about. 

However, when it had failed, it got his
complete attention. 

He had seen a damaged O-ring blow at
the surface before a dive many times, but
had never experienced it under water. 

Ben had always thought that he would
be able to deal with anything that
happened to him on a dive without any
difficulty, but he hadn’t expected to have
so little time when his O-ring blew. 

He did some research online and
found details of tests run by Advanced
Diver magazine in the USA. These tests
showed that a failure such as Ben
experienced would empty a full scuba-
cylinder in fewer than 90 seconds. Ben
had had no idea. 

What does Ben do differently now? He
replaces all O-rings as soon as he notices
bubbles, and he doesn’t do deep dives
alone with just a single cylinder. 

He is also trying to keep himself, and
his students, much better informed.

Read more from Simon Pridmore in: 

Scuba Confidential – An Insider’s Guide to Becoming a Better Diver

Scuba Professional – Insights into Sport Diver Training & Operations

Scuba Fundamental – Start Diving the Right Way

All are available on Amazon in a variety of formats.

2) RUNNING OUT FAST!

Above: Back-rolling into the
water – by this stage, you
want to be sure that all’s well
with your equipment.

WHAT HAD HAPPENED?
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THE NIGHTS DRAW IN, the daylight hours
dwindle. The window of opportunity for
British divers is closing fast. Winter is here. 

As if to taunt us, the BBC’s epic Blue Planet II
series is now the must-watch TV show. It has
replaced the weather and the weekend’s football
results as the universal conversation of choice in
every office. It’s inescapable.

For divers, this is a strangely delightful form of
torture. Bamboozled by jaw-dropping images of
the underwater world, we can only yearn to be
immersed in those scenes, while the chances of
doing so feels so far away.

The choice now is two-fold: you’re either
counting the days until you can fly away to bluer
and kinder seas, or you’re scrubbing the duck-poo
from your drysuit boots while wishing you could
import some of those bird-snaffling giant trevally
into Stoney Cove. 

Perhaps we should simply inspire the resident pike by showing it
the relevant episode, because fish appear to be a good deal smarter
than we previously believed.

Let’s be brutally honest, that wouldn’t be difficult. The bar was
not set high. It shows great skill on the part of David Attenborough
that he can express his super-impressed-ness with a fish that picks
up a clam and repeatedly smashes it against a block of coral
without seeming patronising.

Yes, the Blue Planet programme-makers would have us believe
that all that mooching about in big shoals looking gormless is just a
fishy front. If it was a Disney production, they’d call it Finding
Nemo’s IQ. 

WHEN I THINK THAT I HAVE YET to be convinced about the
intelligence of creatures that respond to shiny-shiny objects

by gobbling them up, I’m forced to look at my own “feeding
frenzy” behaviour at Dive Shows.

Examples of diver daftness abound. I recall the horrified look on
the face of a dive-guide as I deliberately swam into the middle of a
large shoal of fierce-looking barracuda. She didn’t realise that I was
completely invisible to them – because I was filming on my Go-Pro!
It’s a commonly shared delusion.

When I watch the Blue Planet II episode that features the pod of
dolphins turning to greet, rather than attack, the false killer whales
pursuing them, I find it genuinely impressive. It shows that there 
is active co-operation, and what humans might interpret as
friendship, between these different species of marine life.

Just contrast this behaviour with the antagonism between rival
groups of human beings around the world.

Observing the natural world throws a spotlight on human
behaviour in so many ways. We are actively poisoning the seas with
sewage, chemicals and plastics. We appear determined to wipe out
entire species – and wreck our own food supply – through
persistent over-fishing. Unchecked, our daily activities seem likely
to cause catastrophic changes to the climate. 

Yet we blunder on, failing to agree on the measures that could
limit the damage. Who’s stupid now?

If there’s one thing we should wish for as New Year approaches,
it’s that we could all behave more like those dolphins. The fish, it
seems, are getting smarter. It’s humans that fail to learn.
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Comfort and longevity are key issues on the wetsuit choice.
This is the reason why the best Italian designers have created the Komoda. The Komoda is the perfect combination 
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abrasion polyurethane protections the new Komoda has been anatomically designed for both, man and woman, to make 

it so comfortable as a second skin.  Seac is synonymous quality, all of our products are rigorously tested and subjected to 
the highest standards and quality controls.
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WE BROUGHT YOU FOUR OF THE
Wildlife Photographer of the Year
2017 diving-related finalist images in

last month’s issue, and now the winners in the
various categories have been revealed. 

None of those finalists, striking as they 
were, won through, and the winners can be 
seen here. However, all the images are included
in the exhibition at the Natural History Museum
(NHM) in London, which runs until late May.
They will also be taken on a UK and
international tour. 

This 53rd competition, intended to showcase
the world’s best nature photography and
photo-journalism, attracted almost 50,000
entries from professionals and amateurs across
92 countries.

The Ice Monster by Laurent Ballesta, France 
(Winner, Earth’s Environments) 

Ballesta and his expedition team had been
silenced by the magnitude of the ice-blocks –
mountainous pieces of the ice-shelf – awed in
the knowledge that only 10% of their volume 
is ever visible above the surface. 

They were working out of the French Dumont
d’Urville scientific base in east Antarctica,
recording on film and in photographs the
impact of global warming. Ice-shelves in some
parts of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet are melting
faster than scientists had previously assumed,
threatening a movement of land ice into the sea
to raise sea levels dramatically. 

When Ballesta spotted this relatively small
iceberg, he saw the chance to realise a
long-held ambition – to show the
entire underwater part. 

The ‘berg was stuck in the ice
field – “hovering like a frozen
planet” – unable to flip over so safe
to explore. But it took three days, in
virtually freezing water, to check out
the location, install a grid of lines from the
seabed to buoys (so that Ballesta could
maintain a definite distance from it) and then
take the pictures with a very wide-angle lens to
capture the entire scene.

“None of us could see the whole thing under
water,” he says.  “Close-to, it was overflowing
from our view. From a distance, it disappeared
into the fog.” So back at the station there was a
tense wait at the computer while the result of
147 stitched images came together on screen.

The front of the vast foot of the frozen
monster, polished by the current probably over
years, shone turquoise and blue in the light
penetrating the ice ceiling, dwarfing Ballesta’s
companions as they lit its sides. 
YTaken with a Nikon D4S & 13mm f2.8 lens; 1/30 to
1/60sec @ f6.3 – 147 stitched images; ISO 3200;
Seacam housing; flashlights. 
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AND OTHER BIG WINNERS

PHOTO DIVER

☛
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Crab Surprise,  
by Justin Gilligan, Australia 
(Winner, Behaviour: Invertebrates )4

Out of the blue, an aggregation of
giant spider-crabs the size of a football
field wandered past. Known to
converge in their thousands elsewhere
in Australian waters – probably
seeking safety in numbers before
moulting – such gatherings were
unknown in Mercury Passage off the
east coast of Tasmania. 

Gilligan (who divEr readers may
know as an contributor) was busy
documenting a University of Tasmania
kelp transplant experiment ,and was
taken completely by surprise. 

A single giant spider-crab can be
hard to spot – algae and sponges often
attach to its shell, providing excellent
camouflage – but there was no missing
this mass march-past, scavenging
whatever food lay in their path on the
seabed. 

“About 15 minutes later, I noticed an odd
shape in the distance, moving among the
writhing crabs,” says Gilligan. It was a Maori
octopus that seemed equally delighted with the
unexpected bounty. 

Though large – the biggest octopus in the
southern hemisphere, with muscular arms
spanning up to 3m and knobbly, white-spotted

the jelly, turning it around at speed as it moved
away from Anthony. 

The odd thing about the jelly was that it had
few tentacles left, suggesting that the little
hitch-hiker was using it as a convenient source 
of snacks. In fact, a phyllosoma has a special
digestion to deal with jellyfish stinging cells,
coating them with a membrane that stops the
stings penetrating its gut. 

In several hundred night dives, Berberian met
only a few lobster larvae, and it took many shots
of the jellyfish jockey to get a composition with
which he was happy – a portrait of a creature
rarely observed alive in its natural surroundings.
YTaken with a Nikon D810 & 60mm f2.8 lens; 1/250
sec @ f22; ISO 64; Nauticam housing & SMC-1 super-
macro converter; Inon Z-240 strobes. 

Giant Gathering, by Tony Wu, USA
(Winner, Behaviour: Mammals) 5

Dozens of sperm whales mingled noisily off Sri
Lanka’s north-east coast, stacked as far down 
as Wu could see. This was part of something
special – a congregation of dozens, perhaps
hundreds, of social units, like a kind of gathering
of the clans. 

Sperm whales are intelligent, long-lived and
gregarious, and groups play, forage, interact 
and communicate in different ways and have
distinctive cultures. Aggregations like this could
be a critical part of their rich social lives, but are
rarely reported. 

Some two-thirds of the sperm-whale
population was wiped out during the peak of
industrialised whaling in the 20th century. 

But commercial whaling was banned in 1986,
and this kind of major gathering could be “a sign
that populations are recovering”, says Wu, who
has spent 17 years studying and photographing
sperm whales. 

Tactile contact is an important part of sperm-
whale social life, but rubbing against each other

skin – it was having trouble choosing and
catching a crab. 

Luckily for Justin, the stage was set with clear
water and sunlight reflecting off the sand. He
quickly adjusted his camera and framed the
octopus finally making its catch. 
YTaken with a Nikon D810 & 15mm f2.8 lens; 1/100

sec @ f14; ISO 400; Nauticam housing; two Ikelite

DS161 strobes.

The Jellyfish Jockey, 
by Anthony Berberian,
France 
(Winner, Underwater)3

In open ocean far off Tahiti,
French Polynesia, Berberian
regularly dives at night in
water more than 1.25 miles
deep. His aim is to
photograph deep-sea
creatures – tiny ones, that
migrate to the surface under
cover of darkness to feed on
plankton. 

This lobster larva (on
top), just 1.2cm across, with
spiny legs, a flattened,
transparent body and eyes
on stalks, was at a stage at
which its form is called a
phyllosoma. Its spindly legs
were gripping the dome of a
small mauve stinger
jellyfish. 

The pair were drifting in
the current, the phyllosoma
saving energy and possibly
gaining protection from
predators deterred by the
jelly’s stings, its own hard
shell probably protecting it
from stings. The phyllosoma
also seemed able to steer
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also helps slough off dead skin. So the water was
filled with a blizzard of skin flakes. 

More photographically challenging was the
smearing of the camera-housing dome with oily
secretions from the whales, and thick clouds of
dung released as they emerged from the
gigantic cluster. But by continually swimming 
to reposition himself and the tolerance of the
whales themselves, Wu got a unique photograph
of the mysterious Indian Ocean gathering. 
YTaken with a Canon EOS 5D Mark III & 15mm f2.8

lens; 1/250 sec @ f6.3; ISO 800; Zillion housing + Pro-

One optical dome-port.

The Ancient Ritual, by Brian Skerry, USA 
Winner, Behaviour: Amphibians and Reptiles) 6

Like generations before her, this leatherback
turtle shifts her considerable weight with her
outsized, strong front flippers and moves
steadily back to the ocean. 

Leatherbacks are the largest, deepest-diving
and widest-ranging sea turtles, the only
survivors of an evolutionary lineage that
diverged from other sea turtles 100-150 million
years ago. Much of their lives are spent at sea,
shrouded in mystery. When mature, their

leathery shells now averaging 1.6m-long,
females return to the shores where they
themselves hatched to lay their own eggs. 

Sandy Point National Wildlife Refuge on St
Croix, in the US Virgin Islands, provides a critical
nesting habitat, successfully managed for
decades. Elsewhere, leatherbacks are not so
lucky, threatened primarily by fisheries bycatch
as well as factors including human consumption,
coastal development and climate change. 

The females each lay about 100 eggs in nests
dug deep in the sand. Some 60 days later, the
hatchlings emerge, their sex influenced by

incubation temperatures (hotter nests
produce more females). 

Nesting turtles are not seen every night at
Sandy Point, and were often too far away for
Brian to reach. When after two weeks he got
the encounter he wanted – under clear skies,
with no distant city lights – he hand-held a
long exposure under the full moon, artfully
evoking a primordial atmosphere in this
timeless scene. 
YTaken with a Nikon D5 & 17–35mm f2.8 lens at

24mm; 10 sec @ f8; ISO 1600; Nikon flash at 1/64th

power & tungsten gel; Nikon remote release. 

Admission to the NHM exhibition is from
10am to 5.15pm (open until 5.50), adult
tickets cost £14, children’s £8, and they can
be booked ahead at nhm.ac.uk/wpy

The 2018 competition is open for entries
from 23 October to 14 December this year –
to enter go to nhm.ac.uk/visit/
competition.html
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These new hand painted shark fins are the
ideal gift for the ultimate shark lover. The

resin sculptures are cast before being
hand finished in paint and metal
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in the Dark Water
Gallery, Brighton.
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I’VE BEEN GUILTY OF NEGLECTING
our beloved inland dive-sites for a few
years now – with the South Coast on

my doorstep, I guess they’ve just been out
of sight and out of mind. 

But why? After all, you know what
you’re going to get visibility-wise, the
water is always flat and fresh, and as far as
getting your kit from the car to the water
is concerned, by the time you’ve parked,
you’re almost in it!

To make amends and to rekindle that
old but not forgotten flame, I thought 
I would make the effort to revisit what 
I consider the UK’s best-known four. 

I was also keen to find out what kind of
life these sites now harboured, rather than
solely focusing on their more obvious,
purposely placed attractions.

I put together a little scorecard for each
one too – a kind of “Top Trumps” for UK
inland diving, if you like! 

Vobster Quay,
Somerset 
The first stop on my freshwater diving
tour is Vobster Quay, quietly tucked away
in the county of Somerset and a couple of
miles from the village of Vobster itself.

Originally a quarry, Vobster began life
in the 1800s, and stone-removal drew to 
a close only in the 1950s, when it began 
to flood. Vobster’s Tim Clements told me
that for the next 25 years, what is now the
lake was used by “local swimmers and for
unofficial diver training”. 

During the 1980s, Defence Ministry
contractors developed the site to simulate
acoustic-warfare techniques, with a wave
machine, periscope simulations and
acoustic sonobuoy drops. You can still
find evidence of this activity such as wire
and parachutes around the lake.

I picked a suitably rainy morning for
my visit, but the dive-centre boasts several
covered kitting-up areas right next to the
car park, so this wasn’t really an issue. 

I turned up on a Monday, when most
people are looking for diving holidays at
their desks – sorry, working – which
meant that I had the pick of the parking
spaces. I do know, however, that a queue
of eager divers forms outside the gates at
the weekends. 

Furnished with a couple of fresh
cylinders, my partner Ana and I made for
the water’s edge. 

After consulting the handy waterside
navigation map, I decided on a loose

WILL APPLEYARD might have
been overdoing the salt water, 
if that’s possible, so with winter

approaching he took time out to tour four
of the UK’s best-known inland sites

FRESHWATER
FOUR

☛

Above: Entering the water
at Vobster.

Left: On Vobster’s plane
wreck.
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plan to take us to around 20m to see the
“crushing works” (a metal structure that
formed part of the quarry’s heavy
equipment) and then up into shallower
water, where a couple of aircraft sections
lay at 14m. 

My first reaction on descent was:
“Wow, fish!” I had never seen fish in
Vobster before, but stacks of perch had
immediately presented themselves. 

Freshwater mussels clung to the posts
and underside of the training platform
too – great to see. But hang on, Vobster,
where was the stupendously good
visibility you’re famed for? 

An algal bloom perhaps? It wasn’t bad-
bad, but I have seen it better and I guess
conditions are always going to fluctuate,
even inland. 

The crushing works is a super-spooky-
looking structure with a doom-laden
name to go with it. 

I could see that Ana was a little wide-
eyed as we passed over the labyrinth of
worked metal with seemingly no end to it,
so I thought twice about taking her down
to the bottom – which is actually quite
fun if you haven’t been there before. 

Aircraft are often the star attraction for
inland dive-sites, and Vobster’s Hawker
Siddeley HS748 (for all you plane-spotters
out there) is no exception. 

It provides a great little swim-through,
and was also home for many of my new
perch friends. 

Boats, armoured vehicles, a tunnel, a
blockhouse, cars and a truck all compete
for divers’ attention at Vobster, and with
depths ranging from 6-36m I think there
genuinely is something for every diver. 

The website strapline claims it to be
“the UK’s friendliest inland diving-
centre” – well, so far so good, Vobster! 

We found the shop to be pretty well
stocked and the hot-food van did what it
was supposed to do too, so it was an all-
round good experience. 

How would the other sites on my list
measure up? 

National Diving &
Activity Centre,
Chepstow 
Until this little project came about I had
never been to NDAC, the main reason
being that I had I thought it was miles
from anywhere. 

I was reasonably wrong about that.
Well, yes, I think most people would 
need to invest in some motorway time,
but I found it well-situated, with few of
those annoyingly twiddly little roads to
navigate. 

We arrived the evening before our
planned dive, so Ashley, one of the site’s
managers, invited us to check out its 
on-site drive-in movie screening 
(A Nightmare on Elm Street). What great
use of a car park! 

NDAC handily has space for a few
camper-vans too, which suited us
accommodation-wise. It’s also possible to
rent one of its many wooden cabins,
which I thought was a great touch (along

with the bar, of course). 
It isn’t possible to drive to the water’s

edge. Instead two minibuses provide 
a shuttle service, ferrying divers down 
a steepish track that ends at a pontoon. 

This worked pretty efficiently as far as 
I could see, and also limited the flow of
divers (of which there are many on a
Saturday) to the water. 

The first thing I noticed on arrival at
one of the designated pontoon kitting-up
areas was that the water was blue! Also,
watching a pair of divers descend before
we hopped in, I could that see that the
visibility was fantastic! 

We chose to dive the 23m shelf, and
worked out from the navigation map that
we could take in a good handful of the
underwater attractions in one dive,
including a double-decker bus, a BAE 146
aircraft, a Devon aircraft (for the plane-
spotters again) and a great big explosives
cabinet. 

The BAE plane is huge, and provides 
a fab swim-through at 26m in length.
Side-note: It never ceases to amaze me

Above: The car at Vobster.

Above right: Kitting up at
NDAC.

Below: BAE 146 aircraft at
NDAC.
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that people feel it’s OK to draw knobs and 
the like on the side of quarry diving
attractions. Would the offender daub that
on the side of the James Eagan Layne, 
I wonder? I doubt it. Anyway… 

The floor of the quarry is of a light-
coloured, almost sand-like substance,
giving you the feeling of being on a sea-
dive. We passed hardly any divers apart
from a couple of tekkie-types with 10
cylinders between them, almost wedged
into the lower level of the double-decker.

NDAC has filled its dive-site with no
fewer than 36 attractions to keep divers
amused and, with the deepest point at
75m and the shallowest 7m, that should
certainly cover all certification levels. 

The only thing the place is missing is
fish! One of the shuttle-van drivers told
me that there used to be a fair number,
but they were all killed off during a Navy
explosives-training exercise. 

That said, what the site lacks in aquatic
life, it makes up for elsewhere. 

So far on my inland diving tour, apart
from its slightly chaotic website, I think

NDAC was coming out in the lead. 
My next stop was Stoney Cove, and 

I wondered how the National Diving
Centre was looking, since my last visit
more than 10 years ago? 

National Diving
Centre, Stoney Cove,
Leicestershire
When I first looked at dipping my toe
into UK diving in the early ’noughties,
Stoney Cove was at once brought to my
attention as the place to start. Green and
keen, I turned up with none of my own
equipment under the wing of a friend
who “sort of knew what they were doing”. 

This time, as I had done in the past, 
I arrived at 7.30am, remembering that
cars would be queuing at the gates at that
time on a Saturday morning. 

To my surprise, however, on this
occasion there was no queue. I quizzed a
friendly guy at the gate called Rob, who

told me that sometimes Stoney has
quieter weekends, owing perhaps to 
a football match or great sea-diving
conditions or Strictly Come Dancing etc. 

Whatever the reason, fewer people in
the lake often means better visibility, so I
was happy with that. 

Having dived the Stanegarth tugboat
wreck and other deeper features on a
good few occasions before, this time I was
keen to focus on Stoney’s aquatic life –
pike in particular. 

If you’re not familiar with this
predatory fish, imagine a green barracuda
and you’re about there. The former
granite quarry is famous for pike, along
with oodles of perch and roach and, like
Vobster, is home to crayfish too. 

It’s possible to park pretty close to the
water’s edge at Stoney and, having done
so, we hopped in. Rob had told me that
the pike would usually flank either side of
the main water-entry area if they hadn’t
disappeared deeper, so we took a punt on
heading left, or south-east. 

This way we would also eventually take
in the remains of the Gresham, a 16th-
century ship section relocated from
Portsmouth to Stoney Cove in 2012 along
with its anchor to create a “museum with
a twist” – as Stoney’s old yet informative
website puts it (check it out).

Minutes into our pike expedition we
passed the Nautilus submarine ☛

Clockwise from top left:
On the double-decker bus
cab at NDAC; looking for pike
in Canadian pondweed at
Stoney Cove; on the Nautilus
sub at the same site.

Below: Kitting up at Stoney.
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attraction (no knob drawings to speak of
there), and the two concrete blockhouses
found just after this make for fun swim-
throughs en route. 

We peered over the drop-off that leads
to the 22m shelf, passing some lively
crayfish. Crayfish numbers had certainly
increased in the years since my last visit. 

The roach and perch population was
thriving too, with almost clouds of both
species in every direction. 

This part of the quarry is also where
many of the training dives happen, in a
depth of just 7m, and with that often
comes some pretty snotty vis. 

On this occasion, with very few divers
in the water, we were able to enjoy a heady
7m-plus visibility. 

We began to approach the bright green
Canadian-pondweed beds, which reach in
long lengths from the lake-bed to near the
surface. Pike were said to lurk there in
ambush mode. 

These fine fellas can grow to in excess
of 20kg and, it’s said, can live for up to 25
years, although 10-15 is more typical. 

I had also heard reports of a lone ghost
carp living in the lake, so had one eye out
for that, although I’m told that you’re
more likely to find rocking-horse manure
during your dive. 

The “rocking horse” adage appeared to
be true of the pike situation too – perhaps
they were at the other end of the lake, or
maybe deeper? 

We finned past the Gresham, which
took us to the nearest corner of the Cove,
and it was cool to think that these remains
had been pulled from the Thames after
400 years of burial. I hadn’t realised that
the anchor was also part of the vessel until
reading about it after our dive. It’s a big

one, and certainly worth a look. 
Sadly, the pike eluded us this time, but

don’t be put off by my pathetic attempt to
hunt them down. If you visit Stoney Cove,
you have a good chance of seeing at least
one. Just remain stealthy and approach
them slowly if you do. 

The vis stayed good as we headed back
towards our starting point, but before we
left the lake, I had to go for a quick nose
around the cockpit of the Viscount plane,
which has sat on the 7m shelf since 1967. 

As a swim-through it’s less impressive
than its NDAC equivalent, but it makes 
a great habitat for lots of juvenile fish. 

One thing that I did find impressive at
Stoney Cove was its dive-shop. If you ever
wanted to give someone a hint about gift
ideas for your own Christmas stocking,
shove them in there! 

The Stanegarth is a real highlight at
22m, and you’ll find a helicopter and a
bus at that depth too, along with a second
tugboat, Defiant. 

As far as underwater playgrounds go,
Stoney Cove certainly isn’t short of toys. 

Capernwray,
Carnforth, Lancashire 
Red Bull recently posted a feature
detailing its top 10 places to dive around
the UK, and Capernwray was the only
inland site included. What made it so
special? I was quite excited to check the
place out for the first time. 

Capernwray Diving Centre’s website
makes the place sound very inviting, with
its talk of “crystal clear water”, “amazing
fish life” and “numerous underwater
attractions”. The village of Over Kellet,
where the former quarry can be found,
sits only a few miles south of the beautiful
Lake District as well, so that has to be a
good reason to visit in itself.

We turned up when the dive-centre
opened at a civilised 9am and on a
Saturday morning, but we had no
problem finding a good parking spot near
the reception area.

I was keen to check out a map of the
lake’s layout once we’d put our kit
together, but could find only one, on the
wall in the dive-shop/reception area. 

Alternatively, you could hand over £5
for a small laminated version, presumably
to take along on your dive. I gave it a miss. 

I was slightly miffed at the entry-
pricing set-up too, and wondered why the
centre didn’t simply offer one price for
members and one for non-members,
rather than supplying two types of
membership plus an entry fee. 

We entered the lake via a gently sloping
gravel-covered slipway, which makes for 
a very leisurely start to the dive and keeps
the visibility in check from the off. 

The information board in the shop
listed perch, roach, trout and sturgeon as

Above: The historic remains
of the Gresham.

Below: Meeting one of
Stoney’s permanent
residents.
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diving must-sees, and at least six beefy
trout came on the scene as soon as we left
the surface. 

The vis lived up to the website’s claims,
within the first 8m anyway, though as we
levelled off at 17m, which is, in the main,
the deepest one can go, it did close in a
tad. Nevertheless, not bad at all! 

Perch are the main players in terms of
fish in most of these quarry-sites and
Capernwray has a lot of them. I noticed
however that these perch behaved very
differently compared to those in Stoney
or Vobster Quay. These guys actually
follow divers around – and in gangs! 

This makes them far better models for
photography, of course, but it wasn’t until
later that day that we discovered why they
behaved like this – the dive-centre sells
fish-food. That’s why, like the herring
gulls on Brighton Pier, they’re all over you
in the hope of snatching a free meal. 

We gave the lake’s aircraft wreck a
knowing nod as we finned past it but
didn’t hang around, having dived about
six of them already during this project.
Capernwray’s example is a beast, however,
so worth a scoot-through for sure. 

We did check out the skeletal 

remains of one of the helicopter wrecks,
which sits on top of a container known as
the Cave, and passed a couple of smaller
wooden vessels too. 

Students with instructors came into
view from time to time, and with several

training platforms combined with the
good vis, I could see that this site suited
new divers’ requirements very well. 

Like Stoney’s pike, Capernwray’s
sturgeon gave us the slip, but I’ve been
told that a couple are 2m whoppers. 

The shallower areas of the lake are very
pretty, especially when the sun’s out, and
after several compass “malfunctions” we
found ourselves back in the shallows of
the entry-point to finish our dive. 

Capernwray’s lake is a lovely little place
to dive, but would I feature it among my
top 10 UK dive-sites? Probably not. 

I would go back, however, though as 
it’s a six-hour drive from my home on the
South Coast, next time I would combine
it with a trip to the Lake District. 

It’s very difficult for me to announce
any of these inland sites as being “the
best” or a “favourite”, because they all
offer something different and, of course,
some have an advantage over others in
terms of depth, aquatic life or visibility. 

But although I’m an avid UK sea-diver,
I know I won’t be leaving such a long gap
again before my return to at least one of
these UK inland-diving gems!

Website usability
Facilities 
Parking
Dive shop
Aquatic life
Diving attractions
Visibility
Day entry
(non-member)
Website

Vobster
4
5
4
5
3
5
4

£18
vobster.com 

NDAC
2
5
5
3
0
5

5+

£18
ndac.co.uk 

Stoney Cove
4
5
5

5+
4
5
4

£20
stoneycove.com 

Capernwray
5
5
5
4
5
4
4

£14 + £10
dive-site.co.uk

Scorecard 

Clockwise from top left:
Entering via the gravel
slipway at Capernwray; 
tiger trout; Ana with a
Capernwray perch.
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  01 Sangat Island Resort
  02  Mike’s Dive Resort
  03 Buceo Anilao Resort
 04  Solitude Liveaboard
 05  Fishermen’s Cove
 06  Amun Ini Resort

CORON With 11 Japanese wrecks all in close range  
and within recreational limits Coron is no doubt  
Asia’s premier wreck diving location. Topside the 
region is simply breath taking with dramatic  
limestone cliffs and beautiful white sand beaches.

Anilao For the best critter diving in Philippines head 
to Anilao. There are around 50 dives sites to choose 
from and all within close proximity of the resort,  
break up your time for some excellent reef diving  
on a full day trip to Verde Island.

Puerto Galera For a nice balance of everything  
choose Puerto Galera, you’ll find excellent reef diving, 
great critters and some wreck diving all within easy 
reach of Manila. This all makes for a great starting  
off point before visiting another destination.

Dauin With its combination of excellent reefs and 
superb muck diving, Dauin offers a huge diversity of 
sites and marine life. Set amongst a network of marine 
reserves and within easy reach of the renowned Apo 
Island, Mike’s is the perfect location for an outstanding 
diving experience.

Tubbataha The Philippines’ number one location for 
big fish diving. Combine this with some of the most 
remote and pristine reefs found anywhere on the 
planet and you have all the ingredients for a top 
dive destination. Solitude One operates out of both 
Tubbataha & Palau.

BOHOL Our pick for a honeymoon or secluded escape 
with some great diving along the way.  
Beautiful reefs and diverse marine life can be found  
off the coast of Anda whilst Amun Ini Resort boasts  
a private 300m beach a few steps from your room.

MIKE’S DIVE RESORT

Buceo Anilao Resort

FISHERMEN’S COVE AMUN INI RESORT

Solitude Liveaboard

SANGAT ISLAND RESORT

DIVER’S GUIDE  
TO PHILIPPINES

Choose the destinations that offer the style  
of diving you love with our range of Asia based  
dive safaris. 

We’ve handpicked locations that can be 
seamlessly mixed and matched over a multi-centre 
trip. Create your own adventure in the Philippines, 
get in touch to start planning today.

01
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Thresher sharks are a
treasured sight for divers,
all the more so as their
numbers worldwide have
fallen, and are often

associated with the Philippines.
JAMIE WATTS looks further into
this literally stunning shark, with
photography by MALCOLM NOBBS

61

AFTER AN UNCIVILISED early
start, Malcolm found himself in
the dawn twilight at 30m, atop an

uninspiring rubble reef shoal. But the
hour, the surroundings and the early
light didn’t temper an excitement that
had been building for years; 

“I’ll never forget my first sighting of a
thresher shark,” he says. “I was both
thrilled and stunned. With its
disproportionately large eyes and
huge, slender scythe-like tail, half
the length of its body, its
appearance is unlike that of
any other shark. I’ve been
privileged to see and
photograph many
sharks, but this
species is
particularly
special.”

The
three
species
of
threshers
(although recent DNA studies suggest
that there might be a fourth) are all
rather large, partly warm-blooded
sharks, most closely akin to the great
white and its cousins. 

If you ignore the length of that
enormous, elegant tapering tail,
threshers are similar in size and build to
the larger and bulkier requiem sharks –
maybe most similar to an oceanic
whitetip or silky – or to the threshers’
slightly closer cousins the makos and
porbeagles. 

The smallest species, the pelagic
thresher found at Monad Shoal in the
Philippines and right through the warm
Indo-Pacific, matures at about the same
size and bulk as a human, at about 12

THE WHIPLASH
SHARK

Pictured: Malcolm Nobbs’
images on this and the
following pages are of
pelagic thresher sharks
(Alopias pelagicus).

years old. A large adult female might be
2m long to the fork in her tail and weigh
100kg, and with the long upper tail more
than 3.5m in total. 

The basic body is that of the stocky,
muscular, active pelagic shark, but then
attached is that gorgeous, bizarre tail. 

Basically the oversized top lobe of the
tail, just shy of the same  length of the
entire body again, has become a giant
whip. The shark uses it to stun its prey. 

In recent years threshers have been
observed a few times hunting under
water, and have been seen flicking their
tail both over the top of their heads and
around to the side into shoals of small
fish, stunning them. 

The tail flows behind the animal like 
a ribbon as it swims relaxed, but snaps
with incredible force when used in
hunting. Orcas use their rather different
tails to stun herring in a similar way. ☛

SHARK DIVER
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combined with the huge eyes – threshers
hunt rather deep in dark waters – gives 
a somewhat comical, cartoonish startled
and scared look to these sharks. 

They are all rather small-toothed for
such large sharks, and their prey consists
mainly of moderately small fish. 

The pelagic threshers Malcolm saw in
the Philippines have large eyes, the
temperate common thresher smaller,
more normal-sized eyes and the bigeye
thresher very odd, giant eyes that wrap
around to the top of its head, enabling 
it to look upwards at depth for prey
silhouetted against the dim light
flittering down. 

The pelagic thresher that visits Monad
Shoal off Malapascua Island seems to live
a similar life to its closest cousin, the
better studied, slightly larger bigeye
thresher found in warm seas worldwide. 

Both prefer tropical seas, reaching into
warm temperate areas as large adults,
when their body size retains heat, and

their partial warm-bloodedness allows
them to tolerate slightly cooler seas,
where food is more plentiful. Pelagic
threshers live in the tropical Indo-
Pacific. 

Threshers stay in warm shallow water
at night, straying occasionally into diving
depths, then dive deeper, far beyond the
range of divers, to hunt during the day in
colder, richer waters. 

Bigeyes have been known to dive more
than 700m deep, into water at just 5- 6°C,
though 250m and 10° is more normal.
Pelagic threshers seem to live their lives 
a little shallower, and a little warmer. 

THE TWO (OR THREE) SPECIES
of tropical threshers have a heat-

retention system, warming in particular
the blood supply to their large eyes and
brain, albeit not nearly as well-developed
a warming system as makos and
coolwater giant tuna have for their
swimming muscles. The blood warming

to eyes and brain is also found in bigeye
tuna, another tropical hunter dipping
into richer, deeper water for prey. 

Threshers normally cruise slowly, like
most other large sharks, at around 1-2
knots, certainly much more slowly than
their more active and powerful mako
and great white cousins. 

They are constantly on the move,
however, and tropical threshers can still
cover huge distances; they are known to
migrate thousands of kilometres. 

The biggest of the threshers, the
stocky, smaller-eyed common thresher,
spreads into cooler, richer temperate
waters. It grows and matures a little
faster, and has a better developed
counter-current blood-warming system
for its core swimming muscles than its
smaller cousins, very much like that in
makos, porbeagles and great whites. 

This partial warm-bloodedness is
what allows this species to remain active
in cooler seas, where the sharks forage
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naturally provides a lot of fin. 
It’s difficult to appreciate how much 

of a change this has made to thresher
populations, partly because of patchy and
incomplete fisheries records, but some
stocks have certainly almost collapsed
completely. Mediterranean thresher
catches have declined by more than 95%
in the past century. 

Threshers were probably always less
abundant than blues or oceanic
whitetips, but probably a little more
abundant than the more energetic
makos. They seem to reproduce relatively
well, often away from where there are
concentrations of people. 

Best estimates are that threshers make
up 10-15% of pelagic shark catches, so
original populations worldwide were
once probably in the low millions. It’s
difficult to clearly estimate now, but I’d
hazard a very rough guess that tens to
hundreds of thousands of threshers
remain, spread far and wide.

be hotspot areas for threshers, although
few of them bring these sharks into
contact with divers. 

THERE ARE AREAS OF
concentration, perhaps breeding

and nursery areas, off Cuba, the
Atlantic coasts of Spain and Portugal,
the Maldives, some of the central
Pacific seamounts east of the Marianas
Trench, and the edge of the shelf off
north-western Australia.

Monad Shoal is one of a handful of
areas in which divers can regularly
encounter threshers, as they come in to
be cleaned at dawn before heading
deeper. Friends working off Bali’s Nusa
Penida report occasional encounters, 
as do friends diving in some areas of the
Red Sea off central and southern Egypt. 

Like all the big pelagic sharks,
thresher numbers worldwide dropped
in the 1980s and particularly the ’90s
with the rise of shark-finning. That tail

over the edges of continental shelves. 
Like other cool-tolerant sharks such 

as blues and makos, common threshers
drift with the warmth and productivity
of the waters in their local summer
season. Access to these richer seas allows
common threshers the luxury of not
having to range as widely as their
tropical cousins to get their food. 

A very big common thresher these
days would be a 3m, 200kg shark – 5.5m
long with the tail. A few decades ago
fishermen were bringing in much bigger
sharks, but average and maximum sizes
have dropped since then, reflecting the
fisheries-driven decline in populations 
of large sharks all over the world. 

Intriguingly, however, the biggest
thresher ever caught, a monster
massively larger than any other ever
measured, at 9.75m to the tip of its tail
and weighing 567kg, was caught in a
trawl as recently as 2007. 

A few areas around the world seem to

SHARK DIVER
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DIVING
Tailor-made Holidays in over 25 
top dive destinations worldwide 6% SAVING FOR BSAC MEMBERS
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BAROTRAUMA
IN BONAIRE 
THE DIVER
On a recent trip to Bonaire with his dive-
club, Rick (a pseudonym) was completing
his fourth dive of the day, which was his
14th dive in a three-day series, and his
145th lifetime dive. 

Certified some two years earlier, Rick
was 38 and in good health, with no
significant medical history except for
what he described as “athlete’s asthma” 
as a child.

THE INCIDENT
Before beginning his third dive of the day,
Rick had felt tightness in his chest. He put
it down to eating leftover pizza for lunch,
and had even mentioned that he needed
to take an antacid. 

The chest discomfort resolved itself
during the boat-ride to the dive-site, so he
proceeded with the dive, descending to a
maximum depth of 14m. 

Rick took a lot of photographs during

Tell-tale signs
during a
training course
could have
given a diver 
a vital clue, but
they were
missed. A year
later his
symptoms
were back with
a vengeance.
So what is a
bleb, anyway?
LANA SORRELL
explains all  
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the dive, and would occasionally invert
himself to see inside the reef. 

After he surfaced from the following
dive, Rick boarded the boat and
immediately noticed a change in his voice,
a sore throat and crackles under the skin
around his neck.

When Rick had been completing the
second dive of his wreck-diver
certification a year before, he had
surfaced completely exhausted, with a
burning sensation in his throat. 

After he removed his gear he had
noticed a change in his voice, and what he
described as water under the skin around
his neck. Other divers in his group
discounted his symptoms as bad gas or
water in the ears. 

That evening, Rick had taken an over-
the-counter pain-reliever and Benadryl,
and went to bed early. 

All the symptoms had gone by the
following morning, and he had completed

the last two dives of the course without
any problems. 

THE DIAGNOSIS
A doctor at the local hospital on Bonaire
carried out a complete neurological
assessment of Rick and diagnosed
pulmonary barotrauma (pressure injury
to the lungs) and subcutaneous
emphysema (air under the skin). 

The chest X-ray was unremarkable.
The doctor noted no complications apart
from the subcutaneous emphysema in the
neck, which did not affect the airway, so
he administered high-flow oxygen and
allowed Rick to return to his resort. 

A CT scan the following day revealed
abundant mediastinal air around the
heart and lungs and in the neck. It also
showed at least two large “blebs” (cystic
air-pockets) in the upper parts of Rick’s
lungs. He returned to hospital daily so
that doctors could monitor his progress.

MEDICAL VIEW

DAN Europe is a not-for-profit
worldwide organisation that
provides emergency medical advice
and assistance for underwater diving
injuries. It also promotes diving
safety through research, education,
products and services

MEDICAL DIVER

☛
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Because of the risk of a pneumothorax
during air travel, Rick was admitted to the
hospital two days after the incident to
breathe 100% oxygen for six hours. The
doctor took these aggressive measures to
speed Rick’s recovery and allow him to
travel home with his group. 

A follow-up CT scan three days after
the incident (and one day before his
scheduled departure) showed the same
blebs as before, but much less extra-
alveolar air in the mediastinum. 

After consulting with pulmonary
specialists both locally and in the USA,
the treating doctor cleared Rick to fly
home with his group.

DISCUSSION
Pulmonary barotrauma generally occurs
at the end of a dive, when trapped gas
causes alveoli (air sacs in the lungs) to
expand during ascent and ultimately
rupture if normal exhalation is impaired
by breath-holding or a lung problem. 

Gas from a ruptured lung can leak into
one or more of four places:

1. The area around the heart
(pneumomediastinum, also known as
mediastinal emphysema)

2. The pleural space between the lungs
and chest wall (pneumothorax)

3. The bloodstream (arterial gas
embolism [AGE])

4. Under the skin around the upper chest
and neck (subcutaneous emphysema)

The risk of pulmonary barotrauma is
greater in people who have blebs in their
lungs. Blebs are abnormal, balloonlike air-
sacs most often caused by inflammation,
which destroys the thin walls that
separate alveoli. 

Although these are common in
smokers, they have also been found in
non-smokers. Blebs empty air slowly
because of their thin, non-elastic wall. On
exhalation during ascent, pressure can
build, causing rupture.

People with blebs are also at risk of
spontaneous pneumothorax (collapsed
lung). Those with a history of
spontaneous pneumothorax are
automatically disqualified from diving,
because of the high risk of pulmonary
barotrauma. 

There is a consensus among diving
doctors that, despite the appearance of
normal lungs via testing or imaging,
someone with a history of spontaneous
pneumothorax should not dive under 
any circumstances.

Rick’s pulmonary barotrauma
manifested as pneumomediastinum, 
the principal symptom of which is a
substernal ache, or chest tightness. 

This is likely to be what Rick was
feeling before his third dive. Occasionally
a diver might experience sharp pain in 

MEDICAL DIVER

the shoulders, back or neck that may be
aggravated by deep breathing,
swallowing, movement of the neck or
trunk, coughing or lying flat.

Voice changes, such as the Donald
Duck voice that results from breathing
helium, are also common. 

The crackling sensation Rick described
under the skin around his neck is known
as subcutaneous crepitation (grating or
rattling). The air was trapped under the
skin when it escaped from the chest cavity
and into the soft tissues of the neck.

Breath-holding, rapid ascent and
certain lung diseases can cause
pulmonary barotrauma, the risk of which
is increased by lung diseases such as
asthma (if not optimally medicated)
because of the risk of bronchospasm
and/or obstruction of air passages. 

Lung scarring or inflammation caused
by sarcoidosis or interstitial fibrosis
prevents proper gas exchange and
increases risk of pulmonary barotrauma. 

In addition, people who have
previously experienced a spontaneous
pneumothorax or pneumomediastinum
are at increased risk. Generally, anyone
with lung conditions that might increase
the risk of pulmonary barotrauma is
advised to avoid scuba-diving. 

For those with underlying lung
diseases, risk of pulmonary barotrauma
increases with rapid ascents, especially
conducted close to the surface, where the
relative pressure changes are greatest.

Diving doctors recommend that
anyone who has experienced pulmonary
barotrauma be properly evaluated before
returning to diving. Unfortunately, Rick
didn’t recognise his symptoms during the
training dives a year earlier as
subcutaneous emphysema, so went on
diving without talking to a doctor. 

Fortunately for him, he recognised his
symptoms after the second occurrence
and was properly treated. He has since
returned to diving after two successful
operations to correct the blebs. 

ASK DAN’S EXPERTS
When trying to provide rescue breaths in the water to
an injured diver, why couldn’t I use my spare
regulator’s purge button? That seems easier to me
than trying to manage a pocket mask.

Using the purge button of a regulator second-stage
has been proposed many times, but any advantage
it may seem to offer does not outweigh the
potential risks and complications. 

If the regulator mouthpiece is not already in an
unresponsive diver’s mouth, trying to replace it can
be difficult and time-consuming. Without a good
seal and a means to occlude the diver’s nostrils, any
attempts to ventilate will be unsuccessful. 

Even if the mouthpiece can be successfully placed
in the diver’s mouth, there is a risk of it pushing the
relaxed tongue to the back of the throat and
blocking the airway. 

If the mouthpiece remained or was placed in the
diver’s mouth without blocking the airway, the next
challenge would be administering air. 

Purge-buttons have no true regulatory capability.
They effectively override the second stage’s
function of stepping down gas from intermediate
pressure to ambient pressure, and so deliver

intermediate-pressure gas
directly from the first stage.
Delivering breathing gas to
the lungs at too high a
pressure might over-inflate
them, potentially leading to
serious injury. 

If the diver’s airway is not
maintained in an open
position, the breathing gas delivered by the purge-
button could be forced into the stomach, causing
gastric distention. This places the diver at risk of
regurgitation, which can further compromise the
airway and lead to aspiration. 

Delivering rescue breaths using a pocket-mask or
similar method provides tactile feedback via
changes in pressure required to ventilate the lungs,
while supplying rescue breaths with the purge-
valve eliminates this important feedback. 

Using a purge-valve also precludes the option of
supplementing the gas with 100% oxygen. 

Rescue methods currently taught by training
agencies are the result of years of practical
experience. Purge-valves were never designed to
function as rescue equipment. When ventilating an
injured diver, rely on established methods. 
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What makes
Triton Bay in Raja
Ampat so special?
THOMAS HAIDER
analyses the

peculiar set of circumstances
that make the area both 
a joy and a challenge for
underwater photographers

Pictured: A pair of
midnight snapper.

Above right: Mixed
schools of different
sweeper circle the 
soft corals.

Right: Marine species
overload in a cave of a
karst rock.
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IN INDONESIA’S TRITON BAY the
most impressive dive-sites are located
around karstic rocks in the Iris Strait,

a passage between Aiduma Island and the
mainland of West Papua with its towering
mountains. 

In this funnel-shaped passage divers
are always exposed to strong currents. but
on the other hand the sites are often quite
sheltered from wind and waves. 

The calm sea surface may in addition
be flattened by the currents, but the
impression is misleading, because

SPECIES 
OVERLOAD
IN WONDERLAND ☛
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beneath the surface tremendous action
takes place!

Delicate coral reefs are nourished by
the currents. What would normally be
sparsely populated surf zones are full of
life. Every nook is covered with marine
life of all colours and shapes, competing
for nutrients, space and light.

Gigantic schools of anchovies and
fusiliers stream over extensive gardens of
rainbow-coloured soft corals and black-
coral bushes with white polyps. These
clouds of fish are under permanent
pressure from hunting jack, constantly
shifting and blocking the ambient light. 

This frenetic behaviour seems to be
infectious. Grouper, normally shy in 
the presence of divers, move around in
midwater and lurk on top of the black-
coral bushes in the hope of catching 
some fish.

This close to the mainland, the
seawater is also affected by nutrient-rich
river water descending from the
mountains. This leads to reduced
visibility and a shift through various 
cyan colour nuances from a blueish- to 
a greenish-coloured sea.

MEANWHILE, STRONG upwellings
channel more nutrient-rich but

cooler and clearer water into the strait.
Strong seasonal variations in water
temperature help to relieve the corals
from stress and reduce the chances of
them bleaching. 

It’s this dynamic combination of the
clear upwellings and murky river run-off
that creates so many possibilities for
underwater photography. 

Underwater lighting moods cover the
spectrum, from subtle, low-contrast
pastel colours in the murk to saturated,
full colours where the water is clearer. 

When the gloomier water so frowned
upon by some divers combines with
sunlight, the rich colours and shapes 
can create an almost-psychedelic
impression, akin to diving into some 
mystical wonderland. 

Those black-coral gardens with the
white polyps, and enormous schools of
fish, provide Triton Bay’s signature
impression, reminding me of the first
white frost of a European winter but with
swarms of fish rather than birds flying
over the snowy forest.

These conditions and the exuberant
underwater life offer a challenge to wide-
angle photographers, but one worth
taking up. Usually one would concentrate
on a single subject isolated from the
background, simplifying the message but
losing information in the process. 

But in this environment one has to try
to transform the infinite chaos, which at
first sight looks quite distracting, into a
pleasant picture. 

This page, clockwise from
right: Soft corals lit by
sunrays shining through the
canopy of the rainforest; a
Satomi’s pygmy seahorse
swimming; Ardeadoris
cruenta nudibranch; a green
hairy shrimp camouflaged 
to match the green barrel
sea-squirt.
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This page, clockwise from
top: Karst rock overgrown
with soft and orange tube
corals; Thecacera picta
nudibranch; school of mixed
cardinalfish beneath
a karst rock in the Iris Strait;
spectacular courtship
behaviour of the endemic
Nursalim flasher wrasse –
males are harassing a female
(left) which is just about to
release her eggs, indicated
by the fully blown-up belly; 
hairy shrimp (Phycocaris
simulans) on a sponge.

Be in the right place at the right time,
and the schooling fish streaming around
will add intrigue to the shot, while the
glowing rainbow colours of the reef scenes
add sparkle. Together they can create a
multi-dimensional sense of space – the
viewer's eyes will linger over your shot,
trying to absorb all that’s going on.

GIGANTIC SCHOOLS of baitfish are 
a rare sighting in the tropics, but not

in Triton Bay. When the silverside activity
is at its peak, local fishermen anchor in
the Iris Strait with their bagans or fishing
platforms, lowering the lifting nets at
night to attract the little fish.

This in turn attracts bigger predators
such as whale sharks. The bagans are
often positioned inside small passages,
and it’s easy enough to visit the fishermen
and get attractive images of whale sharks
in and out of the water. 

Marine biodiversity in Triton Bay is
second to none, and almost all the rare
and elusive critters found in other parts 
of Indonesia can be seen there. The
experienced eyes of the dive-guides, who
often trained in Lembeh Strait, are well
able to spot these cryptic creatures.

During my stay with Triton Bay Divers,
guide Andi were able to find examples of
almost all the pygmy seahorses so far
described on one single dive.

We were also able to see recently
discovered invertebrates, such as the hairy
shrimp and green shrimp. 

One highlight occurs at a dive-site on
the house-reef. The daily late-afternoon
show is presented by the endemic
Nursalim flasher wrasse (Paracheilinus
nursalim), showing off its flamboyant
courtship behaviour.

In trying to attract female attention, the
males perform “flashes” with their dorsal
and anal fins, giving the impression of
bodies glowing in vivid colours. 

These flashings last only for a split-
second during quick bursts of acceleration
as various males harrass a female, which
make it incredibly hard to photograph
this dramatic courtship behaviour. 

ONE AFTERNOON, the guide spotted
within the courting clouds of male

and female flasher wrasse a blue-ringed
octopus. The wrasse were quite oblivious
to its presence, so focused where they. 
It was quite funny to see, and from an
underwater photography perspective,
certainly a case of species overload!

Triton Bay Divers, the only resort 
in this remote area, is a partnership
between founders Leeza English (from
England) and Jimmy Thai and the local
Kamakaula family, which owns much of
the land around Aiduma island. 

The local connection allows guests to
dive throughout the area, which is not ☛
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FACTFILE
GETTING THERE8 Fly to  Jakarta and on

with Lion Air/Batik Air/ Wings Group or
Garuda Indonesia to Kaimana (KNG) airport. Some

flights transit in Ambon, others in Sorong. Garuda
allows extra weight for dive gear

DIVING & ACCOMMODATION8Triton Bay Divers,
tritonbaydivers.com

WHEN TO GO: Season mid-September to mid-June.
The beginning and end are best for critter-divers as
visibility falls and waters get cooler. Calmer, warmer
waters from mid-November to late April.

HEALTH: Nearest chamber Ambon or Waisai in Raja
Ampat.  

MONEY: Indonesian rupiah. The resort does not have
credit-card facilities but accepts euros or dollars.

PRICES: A seven-night full board, 15-boat-dive
package (two sharing) costs from £1752pp. Return
flights London-Jakarta from £460-500. Return flights
Jakarta-KNG from £280.

VISITOR INFORMATION: indonesia.travel

the case for liveaboards. Often struggling
to get dive permission, few operate there.

There are only four bungalows, set
under coconut palm trees on the white-
sand beachfront, and no jetty to disrupt
the natural view. Leeza is full of passion
and enthusiasm about fulfilling her
dream of owning a diving paradise. 

The diving is made very comfortable,
with the two twin-engined dive-boats
landing directly on the beach in front of
the dive-centre and bungalows. There are
very few steps from bed to diving.

Each bungalow has a little veranda, 
a very comfortable bed with mosquito 
net and a ceiling-fan. There is no air-con,
but the beach is east-facing so doesn’t
overheat in the afternoon, when the sun is
behind the jungle mountain, and the fan
is sufficient to provide a breeze. At night,
it grew cool enough for me to need sheets. 

FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS there is a
table for camera maintenance and

sockets for charging batteries in the
bungalows. The outdoor bathroom has a
hot-water shower – fresh water comes
from a spring on the hill. 

A chef from Manado spoiled us with
plentiful freshly prepared meals, taking
into account everyone’s preferences. 

The fish in particular was cooked to
perfection, and worthy of mention is a
delicious liquid-chocolate cake, the sort 
of cuisine I would never have expected in
such a remote area.

The combination of extraordinary
diving and warm hospitality makes this
location well worth a long journey. My
thanks to Subal housings (subal.com) 
for supporting this photo-project.

INDONESIA DIVER

Left: Fairytale seascape
in Triton Bay, with colourful

featherstars surrounded by 
a school of silvery anchovies.

Clockwise from above:
Slender pinjalo snapper in a
cave; blue-ringed octopus
on an orange sponge; the
secluded Triton Bay resort; 
a Denise’s pygmy seahorse
matches the stem of its
gorgonian host; Wunderpus
photogenicus; Pontoh’s
pygmy seahorse.
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Worldwide liveaboards
THE TREMENDOUS 10

Red Sea – Maldives – Indonesia

See them all at www.emperordivers.com

• Great value and variety of boats
• Quality and service
• Iconic routes
• Also perfect for snorkellers and non-divers

+20 122 2340 995
From UK: 0203 695 0974
LIVE CHAT: via our website
reservations@emperordivers.com

Leading the way for over 25 years
Quality | Excellence | Service | Flexibility | Value

HHHHH
QUALITY RATING
by our guests5

FREE
NITROX
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Cage Dive
Written & directed 
by Gerald Rascionato

THE MOVIE THAT DIVERS DETEST
above all others, Open Water, a story
of folks left by their dive-boat to float
around with the sharks, was made 
on a modest budget of US $120,000 
back in 2003. It went on to gross $55
million worldwide.

The recent 47 Metres Down, a story
of shark cage-diving gone mind-
bogglingly wrong, cost rather more 
at around $5.5 million but has already
grossed $673 million. 

That’s investments multiplied by
460 and 122 respectively, thank you
very much, cinema-goers. 

TOP 10 BEST-SELLING DIVING BOOKS
as listed by amazon.co.uk (19 October, 2017)

1. Fifty Places to Dive Before You Die, by Chris Santella
2. Scuba Diving Hand Signals: Pocket Companion for Recreational Scuba Divers, by Lars Behnke
3. Scuba Diving, by Monty Halls & Miranda Krestovnikoff
4. The Diver's Universe: A Guide to Interacting with Marine Life, by Danja & Annemarie Kohler
5. Scuba Confidential, by Simon Pridmore
6. Diver Down: Real-World SCUBA Accidents and How to Avoid Them, by Michael R Ange
7. Diving & Snorkelling Bahamas, by Michael Lawrence
8. Complete Guide to Diving and Snorkelling the Bahamas, by Lawson Wood
9. Sharks, by Andrea & Antonella Ferrari
10. Underwater Guide to Seychelles, by Christophe Mason-Parker & Rowana Walton

Dive Weekends in 
South West England
by Anita Sherwood

ANITA SHERWOOD has
delivered another well-
polished, neatly presented 
UK dive-guide that is a tidy
follow-on book from her 
Top 100 British Shore Dives
book published back in 2009. 

I know that a colossal
amount of time and effort has
to go into putting a book like
this together, and I also know
that the job is often made
difficult by the sometimes
fickle UK visibility and
weather conditions, not to
mention the huge amounts
of mileage that are necessary to
complete this kind of project – so
great work!  

The photography is enticing, and
thumbing through the pages will
have readers reaching for their dive-
gear and a spare weekend. 

Sherwood’s images showcase
some of the best scenic dives around
this part of the country, along with 
a few accompanying critters, and 
is packed with all the kind of
information you would expect from a
dive-guide, including a selection of
useful maps when required. 

It’s delightfully written, and each
wreck-dive site comes with a fair
chunk of information on the former
vessel’s history. A nice little touch
that stands this book out from the
crowd is the well-thought-out nine-
page “anatomy of a steamship”

section at the end.  This makes real
sense of some of the twisted metal
remains we might overlook while on
a UK wreck-dive.  

Something that is always difficult 
to achieve when putting together a
UK-based dive-guide is to capture
photographically the sheer majesty
of some of our finer, more intact UK
wrecks, such as the Maine, James
Eagan Layne and the M2 and
although by no means a criticism,
this remains true here. 

This book is yet another testament
to UK diving and I’m certain it’s
capable of converting a good few
warmwater divers into giving it a go.

Hedgehog Marketing
britishshoredives.co.uk
Softback, 128pp, 15 x 21cm, £14.95

Review by Will Appleyard

There’s money to be made from
sharky disasters that get a general
cinema release, and the lower the
budget the better. Cage Dive,
however, might just be a step too far.

You really couldn’t get any more
low-budget than Cage Dive (which 
is sold as Open Water 3: Cage Dive in
the USA). 

It brazenly embraces cheapness by
shooting almost the entire 80-minute
film on a handheld camera, based on
the premise that the three first-time
cage-divers are recording everything
they do on their holidays for a TV
reality show audition tape.

Their broken camcorder is found 
by a diver with its memory card intact
at the start of the film, and for the rest

of the proceedings
we have to follow its
shaky contents
towards their
inevitable end.

Here is the studio
synopis, and note
the key words here: 
“In this intense
thriller, three friends
from California 
head to the rugged
Australian coast 
for a cage-dive
encounter with
deadly great white
sharks. But after
attracting a swarm
of vicious sharks,
their tour boat is
destroyed by a
massive rogue
wave.

“As clouds gather and darkness
descends, the three friends find
themselves alone and defenceless,
afloat in the chilly ocean as hungry
man-eaters begin to circle. With little
hope of rescue, they must fight to
survive using only their courage.”

Deadly, swarm, vicious, hungry
man-eaters – these are words that
might still cheer sections of the public
but will cause any diver to approach
this film with teeth bared, and I was
no exception.

The characters, two men and 
a woman with all the romantic
complications you might expect with
such a grouping, mug endlessly and
irritatingly for the camera, even when
they’re in the shark-cage. 

The sound is all over the place 
(but of course, it’s meant to be), and
the sharks in open water have been
edited-in not entirely convincingly. 

To be fair, however, the chaotic
hand-held, eye-level format does suit
the subject matter.

My favourite moment occurs near
the start of Cage Dive. It lasts only 

a couple of seconds, but consists of 
a supposed news bulletin showing 
a toy boat being neatly overturned 
by a perfectly formed wave. 

If this was a knowing homage to 
the sort of special effects employed 
in the early days of film, I salute the
film-makers.

My second favourite moment was
when the end-credits started rolling.
To say I hated the film would be to
overstate it – it was mercifully short; 
as actors, Joel Hogan, Josh Potthoff
and Megan Peta Hill were OK (perhaps
they were just being themselves); 
and I was entertained in a perverse, 
nit-picking sort of way. 

But I couldn’t in all conscience
recommend such an exploitative film
to a diving audience. With its low
overheads one might expect the film-
makers at least to recoup their costs. 
If they make any profits, they should
give them to Bite-Back.

Lionsgate Home Entertainment
DVD (& Digital)
80min, £7.99 on Amazon

Review by Steve Weinman 

SHARXPLOITATION MOVIE

SOMETHING FOR THE WEEKENDS

www.divErNEt.com
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Here’s an Indonesian combo idea –
superior muck-diving in Lembeh
Strait in North Sulawesi with Eco
Divers, and some  “frontier” diving
in east Indonesia at the new Sali
Bay Resort in South Halmahera. 

The two resorts have assembled
an 11-day holiday package. For 1770
euros pp you get five nights and 12
day-dives in Lembeh and six nights

with eight day-dives in South
Halmahera, with full-board
throughout and all car and boat
transfers. No flights are included.

There is also a book six, one goes
free group offer. Bookings must be
made before the end of November,
however, and the holiday taken
before the end of March.
8eco-divers.com
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Manta Bay Resort & Yap Diving
reckons divers can save “hundreds of
dollars” by booking a combination
Micronesian resort-and-liveaboard
package through its offices. 

You would still be paying at least
US $4764pp, mind, without the cost
of getting there, marine-park fees
and departure taxes. However, for
that you could anticipate a week’s
diving in Palau on Ocean Hunter plus
a week in Yap, with “guaranteed big
animals, clear water, schools of fish,
healthy reefs and an exclusive diving
experience at uncrowded sites”.

The package includes seven days
of liveaboard accommodation and
diving with nitrox and five days of
two-tank diving with nitrox at the
resort (breakfast only).
8mantaray.com

MICRONESIAN
COMBO OFFER

Emperor Echo, sailing from Hurghada
and Marsa Ghalib, has just arrived to
boost the Emperor Red Sea fleet of
liveaboards to four. 

The vessel has space for 24 guests
in en-suite cabins with individual air-
conditioning, carries two dive-guides
and offers free nitrox, wi-fi and red
wine with dinner.

Echo is sailing the Simply the Best,
Famous Five, Southern Sharks, 
South & St Johns, Safaga, Brothers 
& Elphinstone and Reefs & Wrecks

routes when the weather and
sightings are at their peak. Prices for
seven days start from £597pp (two
sharing) with six days’ diving, local
transfers, taxes and fees.

Meanwhile in the Maldives, where
the operator already runs another six
liveaboards, Emperor Orion has had an
inside-and-out facelift said to have
been guided by guest feedback.

Seven-night trips start from
£1322pp (two sharing a twin cabin).
8emperordivers.com

Echo in Egypt

Sounds like a Sulawesi plan
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Baros Maldives in North Male
atoll is encouraging its guests
to get hands-on and support
its Manta Ray Survey by
photographing rays spotted
on dives around its extensive
house-reef. 

The dive-centre, the first 
to open in the archipelago
almost 40 years ago, has its
own marine biologists, and
will upload images showing

manta belly markings, which
are as unique as a human
fingerprint, to its database. 

Maintained in association
with the Manta Matcher
Organisation, it features 159
rays recognised over the past
10 years. 

Guests who photograph
an unidentified manta have
the opportunity to name it,
and there is an adoption

scheme too.
Sightings are 

most frequent from
January to April and
May to November.
B&B room rates at
Baros, which features
45 beachside and 30
water villas, start from
US $675 per night.
8baros.com

CATCH SOME RAYS AT BAROS

With the BBC’s Blue Planet II informing
conversations among divers at the moment,
tour operator Dive Worldwide has sensibly
looked to provide access to some of the
mouth-watering diving locations featured.

Among trips reflecting inspirational
sequences in the series are a Sardine Run
adventure in South Africa; whale sharks in
Galapagos; walls, schools and critters in
Lembeh Strait;  sperm whales with calves in
Dominica; and the depths of Antarctica. But

we were particularly taken with the idea  of
witnessing the giant cuttlefish annual
mating aggregation in South Australia, with
an extended liveaboard expedition
beginning on the Neptune Islands.

You’ll also go down in a great white shark
cage, and dive (we hope) with seadragons,
sea-lions and other marine life. The trip costs
from £3435pp (two sharing) for nine nights’
full-board, nine days’ diving and transfers.
8diveworldwide.com
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INSPIRED BY BLUE PLANET II
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Are you tec-curious – or an existing
technical-diver looking to develop
your skills? The now-biennial
technical-diving masterclass
TEKCamp returns to Vobster Quay in
Somerset from 3 to 6
September next year. 

Sponsored by Fourth
Element, the four-day event
offers divers the rare chance
to train under the direct
guidance of a range of big
names from different
technical training agencies. 

“TEKCamp 2018 will
make you a more capable,
more confident and far
safer diver,” claim the

organisers. You bring the tent and the
camp-site is provided, as are evening
barbecues. You attend two diving
workshops daily, along with talks and
presentations, and get the chance to

try out
closed-circuit
rebreathers,
DPVs and/or
sidemounts. And if you don't own the
necessary equipment yet, Apeks UK

will loan attendees a full set of
twin-set or sidemount gear at
no charge throughout their
stay – just bring drysuit, fins 
and mask.

This early Booking Now
warning comes because
TEKCamp attendance is limited.
You can opt for two-, three- or
four-day tickets for £295, £440
and £575 respectively.
8tekcamp.co.uk
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blue o two and its partner Master
Liveaboards have added the waters
around the 992 Solomon Islands and
the 600 islands of Papua New Guinea
to their range of joint offerings, and
say that liveaboard access means that
many pristine dive-sites can be dived
with no pressure from the presence of
other dive-boats.

Caverns, coral reefs, deep walls with
pelagics and abundant macro life is

promised, along with the Solomons’
Iron Bottom Sound, where 200 ships,
690 aircraft and landing barges were
sunk during WW2 and are now well-
colonised. Providing the transport for
up to 20 guests will be Solomons PNG
Master (formerly Taka, built in 2004)
with air-conditioned cabins and en
suite facilities in upper-deck cabins. 
It offers nitrox and caters for
rebreather and technical divers.

There are three itineraries with the
option of seven- or 10-night trips in
both locations and transitional trips
too. Prices from £2519pp, flights extra.

Over in the Maldives, meanwhile,
blue o two reports that its liveaboard
blue Voyager has been given a
“substantial upgrade”, with new
indoor dining and outdoor lounging
areas and redecorated cabins.
8blueotwo.com

JUSTIN GILLIGAN

Into the Solomons 
& Papua New Guinea

Take a UK break at TEKCamp

Ultimate Diving is launching two
solo-diver weeks, the idea being
that single divers don't have to
worry about paying supplements
to enjoy the sort of dive-trips room-
sharers expect. You’ll have a bit of 
a wait, however – the next trip is to
Tobago in September, and you get
seven nights with flights, airport
transfers and 10 dives for £1555pp.

In 2019 there is a nine-night trip
to South Africa and Mozambique
with flights, transfers and diving for
£2185pp. Deposits start from £600,
if you‘re confident of staying single
that long. Quoting “SOLODIVER” on
booking earns a £50 discount too.
8ultimatediving.co.uk

Specialist travel company Caribbean
Fun Travel has added four island
destinations – St Lucia, Guadeloupe,
Dominica and Antigua – to its
offering, putting them alongside
Aruba, Bonaire, Curaçao, Grenada, St
Martin and Saba. It describes them all
as islands that “value their natural
environment, are less commercialised
and have fantastic diving!” CFT is
building a new website, has a new
brochure out and says it is working on
adding other islands in the Caribbean.
8caribbeanfuntravel.co.uk

Park Hyatt Maldives Hadahaa says
it provides ready access to the
deepest and one of the best
conserved atolls in the Maldives,
with more than 30 dive-sites well
away from any crowds to visit. 

Booking until 15 December for
stays from March through to mid-
December next year, it reckons 
its “Sleep, Eat, Dive and Repeat”
package at US $550 per villa per 
night (two sharing) will appeal. 

A four-night stay includes one
orientation dive per person and
unlimited unguided house-reef
dives with certification and your
own dive-gear. For six nights’ stay
and above you also get a five-dive
package per person included.
Quote “PHMDVS“ when booking. 

Round-trip flights from Male
with Maldivian Airlines cost $520.
8maldiveshadahaa.park.   

hyatt.com

Planning ahead
for lone divers 

Four for CFT

Located in the unforgettably named
Hat Noppharat Thara-Mu Ko Phi Phi
Marine National Park in Thailand, 
Phi Phi Island Village Beach Resort has
launched a series of diving excursions
to complement its new interactive
Marine Discovery Centre, which
showcases the life-cycles of local

marine life, with profits supporting
conservation work.

The PADI dive-centre offers tailored
trips to local sites and the resort has
its own offshore reef to promote coral
growth. B&B rates start from £228 per
night for a superior bungalow for two. 
8phiphiislandvillage.com

SLEEP, EAT,  DIVE, REPEAT…

That Phi Phi feeling
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LAST CALL FOR SHOOTOUT

World Diving Lembongan has a range
of packages for divers interested in
regular encounters with resident
manta rays and the ever-present
possibility of mola mola, or oceanic
sunfish. It promises a great diversity of
fish, corals and crustaceans besides.

The centre was the first to be set up
on the island of Nusa Lembongan off
south-eastern Bali almost 20 years
ago, and it has a range of dive-boats
designed to help divers explore the
waters around the island as well as
Ceningan and Nusa Penida. 

Drift-dives are the order of the day,
and currents probably make some 
of the channel diving best suited to

more advanced divers.
Accommodation is provided at the

centre’s guesthouse Pondok Baruna
on the beach, with Frangipani Guest
House as an alternative and others
that the centre says can suit a wide
range of budgets.

Packages include airport transfers,
B&B accommodation and diving – a
seven-night programme with 14 dives
would cost from £521 (two sharing). 

WDL also has a low-season special
offer with 15% off prices of trips
booked between 1 December and 
1 July, and if you dive for five days or
more you get one dive free.
8world-diving.com
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Bohio Dive Resort on Grand Turk reopens
on 15 December, following the damage
inflicted on the Turks & Caicos Islands 
by this summer’s devastating hurricane
season – and it has a message.

“We want to let all the divers and

travellers out there know that we are back
in business,” says Tom Allan, who runs the
resort with wife Ginny.  “It’s going to be a
lot of hard work but we are excited to be
able to refresh the rooms, rebuild the
dive-facilities better than ever… the reef

is in great shape and we can’t wait to
show the place off as we head into our
high season”.  That’s December-March. 

All-inclusive week-long packages with
10 dives start from US $2015.
8bohioresort.com

Underwater photographer 
Saeed Rashid is hosting coaching
workshops at Magic Oceans in
Anda in the Philippines from 28
June next year, with seven-night
(£2295),10-night (£2895) and 
14-night (£3395) itineraries
available to this “high-yield”
destination. 

The prices include flights with
Emirates from London to Cebu,
ferry transfers, full board, 3-4
boat-dives daily and unlimited
house-reef diving.

Bookings through The Scuba
Place, which has a new website… 
8thescubaplace.co.uk

Saeed 
shares 
the 
magic

In partnership with US-based research
body Coral Reef CPR, Carpe Diem
Maldives Cruises has announced its
2018 “Dive with a Purpose” series of
hands-on marine-science expeditions
for leisure divers. 

It is planning three “Rescue a Reef”
crown-of-thorns starfish (COTS)
removal weeks, working with CRCPR
experts, and has added a “Great
Megafauna Migration” week, tracking
whale sharks, manta rays and turtles
with Maldives Whale Shark Research.

Each week up to 20 sport-divers 
can join the expeditions – you need 
to be at least a PADI Advanced Diver 
or equivalent, to have done at least 
70 dives and have “excellent”
buoyancy control.

Prices start from US $1863pp and
include seven nights on one of Carpe
Diem Maldives’ liveaboards, full board,
3-4 dives a day, airport transfers and
evening workshops with the on-board
marine biologists. 

Starting dates are 19 May, 15 July
and 8 September for the COTS
removal trips and 26 May for the
megafauna week aboard Carpe Novo.
8carpediemmaldives.com

In the wake 
of the 
hurricanes

Sift out stars 
or track
megafauna
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Five-day/four-night special accommodation & diving
packages are being offered at various resorts in
Anilao in the Philippines to encourage overseas
competitors to enter the fifth Anilao Underwater
Shootout, from 28 November to 2 December. 

Organised by the Philippines Department of
Tourism and Philippines Airlines, the event is
claimed to be the biggest underwater macro
photography competition of its kind in the world.  

You would clearly need to get your skates on at
this stage, but Pier Uno Resort is offering a package
for US $565pp for groups of six or more; Mayumi
Resort will charge $550 for at least five divers; and
for at least two Crystal Blue Resort has a price of
$630pp, and Aiyanar Beach & Dive Resort $710.

The judging panel of six is headed by David
Doubilet and wife Jen Hayes, and there are more
than $50,000-worth of prizes to be won. The aim is to
attract more than 200 photographers to compete in
categories such as Nudibranch, Marine Behaviour,
Fish Portrait and Creative Macro.
8anilaoshootout.ph
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Available from Underwater World Publications
at £19.99 plus £2.50 postage & packing

* p&p applies to UK and BFPO addresses only;  for overseas rates, call 020 8941 8152

This is the fourth edition of a popular guide-book
for a popular destination, and this big bright
volume shows
continued evolution
in terms of up-to-date
diving details, new
photography and
more sites than
before, including
Tugboat 2 and
Middle Finger on
Gozo. The author,
Peter G. Lemon,
dives tirelessly to
provide his readers
with all they need
to know, whether
for shore- or boat-
dives.

SCUBA DIVING
MALTA GOZO COMINO
THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO 
DIVING THE MALTESE ISLANDS
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same size and weight as a house-brick, and
when you unzip  it and take out the housing
you’ll understand why. Made of a combination
of metal and heavy-grade acrylics, the Weefine
stands comparison for build quality with any
housing on the market.  

Also in the case is a suspiciously medical-
looking device – about which more later –
a wrist lanyard, two spare O-rings, an O-ring
picker and an instruction sheet. The instruction

WELL AND TRULY 

www.divErNEt.com

sheet could have been more helpful, but let’s
not be too critical. 

I dislike using phone cameras, because
they’re an ergonomic disaster and just not
natural to hold. I’ll admit that they’re
convenient, but given a choice I’m one of those
people who still prefer a proper camera. 

Stick the phone in the Weefine housing,
however, and the handling is transformed.
There’s a chunky hand-grip on the front right 
for your fingers, a neat little pad top right of the
rear for your thumb, and your forefinger
naturally rests on a proper shutter-release. 

It all feels just like holding an actual camera,
albeit on the large side, and it’s marvellous.

The front of the housing is dominated by 
a large window at the right-hand end as you
look at it from the front. It’s large because
Weefine says you can use any smartphone in
the housing, and different phones have the
camera lens in different places. 

If your phone has a flash setting, you’ll also be
able to set up a fibre-optic connection to an off-
camera strobe using the window. 

You’ll note the big blue knurled knob, too,
also to be referred to later on.

Round the back, pretty much everything is
window. You’ll be using the screen of your
phone as the viewfinder and you need to see all
of it, so it has to be. There’s a vertical row of five

TEN YEARS AGO,  the compact-camera
marketplace was booming. New models were
being announced pretty much every week,
and sooner or later an underwater housing
became available for nearly all of them. 

Today, the segment is more like the
end of the party, when the lights go on
and the few remaining guests stand
around blinking and shuffling their
feet and looking embarrassed 
as they search for their coats to 
go home.

And why? Well, pretty much
everybody has a smartphone with 
a camera these days, and it’s always 
in your pocket when you want to snap
a picture, so what’s the point of
carrying a dedicated camera when 
you have such a wonderful multi-
purpose device?

Which brings us to the Weefine Smart
Housing for smartphones. Let’s make one thing
clear from the start – this is a proper housing
for proper underwater photographers. 

The only real question is whether the
picture-quality of your phone camera is up 
to the job. Topside, it does seem to be for most
of us for most of the time, otherwise we’d all
still be buying cameras. 

The Design
Now that’s sorted out, the housing comes in a
high-quality black zippered case roughly the

If you’re up for getting
your smartphone wet
(but not literally) there’s
a new housing designed
to make it feel like a

“proper” camera under water. MIKE WARD
tests it, while STEVE WARREN gets suited up 

80divEr

The rear of the housing with phone showing
standard viewing display. The red light indicates that there is no vacuum seal.

PHONE HOUSING
WEEFINE SMART HOUSING
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buttons at the right-
hand side, however, and
these are used to control
the camera in the
housing. 

They fall easily to the
thumb if and when you
need to press one.

Sealing
You unlock the housing
using the large rotary-
action knob on the right
side, then open the back
door. You’ll need to
insert two AAA batteries
to power the housing. The compartment is
accessible with the back open, then you simply
drop the phone in place. 

There’s a sliding blade towards the bottom
right to hold the phone firmly against the left
edge of the housing, though nothing to hold it
in place vertically. 

In the set I was sent there was a block of soft
material that would be ideal to cut to make a
shim to hold the phone exactly in place. 

Not that it matters too much, because when
you close and lock the back the phone is
sandwiched firmly but gently in place, and
doesn’t move.

Back to the blue knob round the front –
unscrew it, and you realise that it’s actually 
a cap, under which is a valve. Take out the
medical device, a syringe attached to a rubber
tube with a cup at the end, place the cup 
over the valve and half-a-dozen pumps of the
syringe evacuates the air from the housing.
Now you know it’s sealed. 

A red light around the back changes to
green to confirm that you have a good seal
and the housing isn’t leaking. With phones
costing what they do, that’s nice to know
before you drop into the oggin. Not that real
’togs worry about the cost of flooded
equipment. If you’re going to let trifles like that
concern you, you might as well not bother. 

Remember to replace the cap before you
dive, and you’ll need to release the vacuum
before you can open the housing again, which
is done by removing the blue cap and pushing
the valve to one side.

Accessories
Which leaves just two more features to
mention: a tripod bush on the bottom to mount
your housing to the tray of your choice, and a
couple of threaded holes beneath the front
window for mounting an adapter, so that you
can use wet-mount accessory lenses. 

Just because you’re using your phone, the
basics of underwater photography don’t
change, and a wide-angle lens remains an
essential accessory. 

You’ll need to adjust the position of the
adapter to centre your wet lens over the camera
lens, but you should only need to do that once.
That’s why I’d like to shim the phone so that it
always sits in the same place in the housing. 

The mount takes 52mm lenses, and
conversion rings will allow you to use the more
common 46 and 67mm lenses, as I did. 

The App
And then we’re into the realms of the app. 
This is the clever bit, and the bit where the
instructions could have been a little clearer. 

You need to download the Weefine housing
app to your phone,  make your phone visible to
the housing and pair using Bluetooth, then put
the phone in the housing. 

The housing then controls the phone via
Bluetooth and the app, and you have full control
of the camera, just as you do with any camera
and housing combination. 

For example, the most common setting you’ll
need to access on dives is colour balance. 
Press the bottom button on the right rear of the
housing, the one marked Filter, and you get 
a pop-up allowing you to choose from auto
colour balance or red or magenta filters, for blue
and green water respectively. 

Each filter has five strength settings, so you
look at the picture on the rear screen and
choose the setting that looks right. Simple. 

And there’s more. The housing also monitors
your current and maximum depth, dive-time
and water temperature, and can stamp your
pictures with date and GPS co-ordinates if you
want it to. You select the units it uses, and can
choose between salt or fresh water, set a
maximum depth alarm and more. 

In Use
In water, the housing is easy to use. The set-up 
is surprisingly large and remains quite heavy,

DIVER TESTS
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TESTER8 Mike Ward

PRICE8 £279, lens mount £35

SIZE8 20 x 10.5 x 6.5cm

WEIGHT8875g

DEPTH RATING8 80m

CONTACT8 weefine.com

DIVER GUIDE ★★★★★★★★★✩

SPECS
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☛

especially with a wet-mount lens attached, 
but that’s no bad thing. 

Add a bolt-snap to the lanyard and you can
clip it off if you need a rest. The rear buttons are
a bit fiddly with thick gloves, but more usable
than most compact-camera housings. 

Picture-quality will be determined by how
well the camera in your phone performs, of
course, and Weefine says that  its housing will
work with any phone, regardless of operating
system, although the UK importer is currently
recommending the housing for use with
iPhones only. 

I tried an iPhone and two different Android
phones and found that the iPhone worked
nicely, whereas the Androids were a bit
temperamental. Expect to see new Android
software soon. 

Oh, yes, and expect to recharge your phone
after every dive, just like you did with your
proper camera!

Conclusion
This is an impressively well-made piece of kit,
and it does the job for which it’s intended
extremely well. ■

Housing rear with phone showing set-up menu.

Weefine Smart Housing with case and vacuum pump.

Housing in the hand, showing the accessory-lens mount (left) and with add-on wide-angle lens (right).
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THE CHEST LABEL BOLDLY ANNOUNCES
Beuchat, France, 1934. Beuchat is a company
with a rich history that predates Cousteau’s
Aqualung, having its origins in the interwar 
years of goggling, made famous by the Antibes-
based American Guy Gilpatrick and Parisian Yves
Le Prieur’s diving club, founded on his invention 
of a small air-cylinder coupled with a freeflow
regulator. 

But Beuchat would later become suit-
makers to the celebrated captain, providing
the signature black suits with yellow piping 
for the shows that, in the late 1960s and ’70s,
made Cousteau a household name. 

After a succession of dealership changes in
the UK over the decades, with mixed results,
Beuchat is now distributed by Midland Diving
Equipment. MDE’s own history dates back to
the 1950s and it has a strong track-record for
marketing some iconic scuba brands.

The Design
The Focea 5 is a one-piece, back-entry suit with
seals at wrists and ankles, which makes it a
semi-dry. It’s one of a range available in men’s
and women’s styles, thicknesses of 5mm or
7mm (only the 5mm tested here is sold in the
UK) and with or without a built-in hood. 

Beuchat does offer a hood-attached over-
shorty as an optional extra for the Focea 5
Comfort Overall Collar but it is the hoodless
model that’s reviewed here. 

Wetsuits don’t so much generate warmth as
slow heat loss. Neoprene is a poor conductor of
heat and so delays body warmth being lost to
the water, which absorbs heat about 20 times
faster than air. So the
thicker the
neoprene

because, with more than 40 individual panels
allowing 20 different grades of neoprene to be
used in various places, it has a lot of seams. 

Some areas of a suit such as joints need a lot
of flexibility while others, like knees, need to 
be abrasion-resistant. Warmth is prioritised
around the torso, ease of movement around
the shoulders. But the many panels also allow
the suit to be better shaped for a closer fit,
virtually eliminating water-inviting gaps. 

Suspend the Focea 5 from a hanger and
you’ll see that the elbows and knees are bent
and the back follows the curve of your spine. 

The anatomic cut also increases comfort. For
example, the pre-bent joints help to prevent
neoprene bunching up behind your knees as
you swim, which can cause abrasions. 

The underarms are raglan types to avoid
seams needing to meet in the armpit, an area
that can be vulnerable to tearing. 

A yoke off the hood seals under the Focea’s collar.

WETSUIT
BEUCHAT FOCEA 5
COMFORT OVERALL
COLLAR

the longer you can dive
comfortably. The deeper you
dive, the more neoprene
compresses and the less
efficient it is, so you cool faster,
not helped by water usually
being cooler at depth. 

Flushing, or water
movement through your
wetsuit, is the fastest way
to lose body heat. In the
past UK manufacturers often
made suits to measure,
sculpting them around the
diver and virtually eliminating
flushing, such that you could
remove it and it would only be
damp inside. Those tailors are
mostly long gone. 

“Designed in France”, says one
Focea logo proudly – made in
Cambodia, admits another. It’s
cheaper to make suits outside
Europe, and most big diving
brands do so. But without the
option of a custom-fit, how do you minimise
flushing in a stock suit? 

As a semi-dry, the Focea depends on seals,
baffles and seam construction to minimise
water-flow through the main entry and exit
points. You want as little water in your suit as
possible and, once in, to keep it there. 

Wrists and ankles have long cuffs with
rubber-faced neoprene designed to be turned
in, so that the rubber is against your skin. It
“sticks” to your skin and makes a much better
seal than the nylon lining, intended to help
you slip your suit on easily and add strength. 

To protect the seals, the forearms and calves
have fold-over sleeves. These are zippered, to
make it easier for you to invert the seals. 

The neck-seal is designed to dock with a
matching one on the hood-yoke, and the hood
sports a face seal. 

It also has a baffle that allows any air
seeping in from your mask during clearing or
ascents to exit through small holes in the top,
and works to prevent cold water entering. 

The back zip has an underlying flap, ridged
and slotted to seal across the back and
minimise flushing through the zip. 

Finally, the seams are dry-stitched – after the
edges of the suit are glued together it’s
stitched twice, once from each side, but the
needle never penetrates the suit.

Dry-stitching adds to the time and cost of
making a wetsuit, but it does prevent heat-loss
via the seams. This is important in the Focea 5
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Along with reinforced knees and elbows,
areas such as the shoulders, apt to be scuffed
by BC straps, or the butt, which can get worn
from sitting, have a non-slip synthetic coating.

The hood has a built-in snap-hook that tucks
away when not in use. It clips to a D-ring on
the right hip, so you can carry it around the
dive-site until needed. 

The Focea 5 also includes a universal
computer-holder – a neoprene patch into
which you thread the wrist-strap. 

A touch-fastener panel sticks to the left
forearm to stop the computer moving around
as the suit compresses and the strap slackens. 

In Use
I tested the Focea 5, with some trepidation, at
Wraysbury Dive Centre’s lake near Heathrow, an
ideal location for testing equipment that
doesn't require deep water. 

On arrival I was confronted by a bunch of
divers wandering around in drysuits, to remind
me of the grim reality of testing a suit – it’s
about seeing whether you get cold! 

Adding to my concern was the fact that 
MDE had not supplied the over-shorty, so I’d be
confronting the 15° water in a suit considerably
thinner than the 7mm ones in which I have
previously frozen in 24° temperatures. 

The Focea 5 is very easy to get into
unassisted, and the fold-back cuffs made
inverting the seals straightforward. The collar
touch-fastener allows you to adjust the fit and
retains the zip to prevent it sliding open on your
dive. It is a very comfortable suit to wear at the
surface, and that’s important too.

On the dive I wore gloves and they fitted well,
despite the combined thickness of the glove
cuff and the Focea’s doubled-back wrist-seal
and over-sleeve. 

I had initially maligned the Universal
Computer Holder as a gimmick, but it
conveniently held my computer-watch in place
while I fastened the strap. Nice touch, Beuchat. 

Hitting the water, I quickly
became aware of a problem –
not with the Focea, but with me.
This is important, because I had
requested a medium suit, and
this proved a little large for me.
So during the dive I became
aware of water shifting around
the suit as I swam. 

This flushing rather unfairly
stacked my test criteria against
the Focea. It also underlined that
the best place to buy a wetsuit is
in a shop, where you can try it on. 

To test the neck-seal, where it
docks to the hood-seal, I did a
succession of crazy breakdance
head moves to try to flush cold
water past it. Not a chance. 

I also tested the vents in the
hood by pulling the face-seal
away (the seal, on me at least,
fitted very well, coming up high
on the chin, yet not really
interfering with the skirt of the
mask I was also evaluating) and
blowing air into it. The air
escaped instantly. 

Ear Protection
The hood contains mysterious
holes beside the ears. Beuchat
calls them equalisers, though the
spec-sheet does not explain their
purpose. They allow water through the hood
and into your outer ear canal. 

Why? A hood that seals well around neck 
and face won’t necessarily flood unless you
deliberately break the face-seal. It’s easy to
forget to do this, especially if making fast
descents, or with your hands taken up by
cameras, and then the hood can seal over your
outer ear like an earplug. 

As you descend, increasing pressure in your
body tissues will cause the outer ear canal to
swell and the eardrum to bulge. It’s called
reverse ear, and I put a micro-tear in my own
eardrum once in this way. 

Top marks to Beuchat for a simple solution. 
It certainly works, though perhaps the
manufacturer should let people know why it’s
done it! The holes might also improve hearing
through the hood, but I didn't check that. 

My computer stayed firmly in place, too –
I’d like a holdfast on the other wrist for my
compass.

Wraysbury had provided me with a safety
diver and guide, and Jon Calloway took me
along at an average swimming pace. The
suppleness of the Focea made it a very easy suit
in which to swim. 

Pace makes a huge difference to body
temperature, and is one of many factors that
make testing a wetsuit objectively difficult. 

Not only does the individual’s own
disposition to cold vary enormously (I feel it)
but so does depth, current, number of previous
dives that day or trip and so on. 

Staying static, as I often do as an underwater

TESTER8 Steve Warren

PRICE8 £275, hood £43

SIZES8M & F - S, M, L, XL, XXL

WEIGHT8 3kg (L)

COLOURS8 Black with red trim

CONTACT8 midlanddiving.com

DIVER GUIDE ★★★★★★★★★✩

SPECS

☛
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photographer, can chill you fast. 
After 45 minutes I was just starting to feel a

little cold, but nowhere near needing to surface,
and a long way off shivering. 

When we exited, the excess water that had
seeped in because of the fit pooled in the legs,
held in by the ankle-seals. I had used a simple
trick to try to determine the Focea’s effectiveness
at minimising flushing – I had poured a little
diluted shampoo into the suit before diving.
When I stripped off, it was still there. 

It provided a marker that the suit fitted me
well around the torso, for instance, and the
Focea really doesn’t flush. I have dandruff-free
chest-hair! 

Conclusion
Extrapolating a little because the loose fit made
an entirely fair test tricky, this is a superb semi--
dry. It greatly exceeded my expectations. And I
was glad of that, as I walked back past all those
guys in their drysuits.  ■

A zipped-back cuff makes inverting the seal easy.

A tongue-and-groove seal arrangement restricts water-flow through the zip (top).
The Universal Computer Holder secures wrist instruments in place very effectively.
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SEALIFE HAS BEEN MAKING underwater
cameras for a while now, so it ought to know a
thing or two about it, and the DC2000 is its
most advanced model yet.

The Design
At the heart of the camera is the highly
regarded Sony EXMOR backlit 1-inch 20-
megapixel CMOS sensor, as used by Sony and
Canon in a number of their enthusiast models.
This sensor is a good bit bigger than those
usually found in compact cameras, so
photographs will look smoother and with
more even tonal gradation. 

It’s a relatively subtle effect, but once you
get used to looking at large-sensor pictures,
small-sensor pictures can seem harsh. 

Bigger sensors also allow for higher ISOs
without as much image noise as smaller
sensors, which will benefit your low-light shots. 

On the front of the camera is a lens with 
a maximum aperture of f1.8, which means that

it allows a lot of light to pass through to the
sensor. Even on a sunny day there’s much less
light under water than topside, and the 
deeper you go the darker it gets, so the wide
maximum aperture combined with the larger
sensor should make available-light
photography much more productive.

The lens has a focal length equivalent to
31mm on 35mm film, not much different from
the 35mm standard lens Nikon chose for the
Nikonos range and Sea&Sea for the
Motormarine. 

There’s no zoom, presumably to keep the
camera size down, but it’s a reasonable choice
for fish portraits and macro shots. 

Don’t forget that effective focal length
increases by a third under water, however, due
to diffraction, so we’ll also need to talk about
the Sealife wide-angle lens.

Photographic controls are comprehensive.
You can let the camera control aperture,

shutter-speed, ISO, flash and white balance, or
you can set everything yourself. 

Take white balance: the DC2000 offers auto
white balance, pre-sets for various above-water
lighting conditions, two different bluewater
modes, a greenwater mode and proper manual
white balance.

A half-press of the shutter-button sets focus
and exposure, then a full press and the picture
is saved as a Normal-, Fine- or Superfine-
quality jpeg in one of four different aspect
ratios – 3:2, 4:3, 16:9 or 1:1. 

If you prefer, you can save RAW files, which
allow for more image manipulation later and
are especially useful for getting decent
underwater colour, but are larger than jpegs
and take up more space on the memory card.
It’s the provision of a RAW file that allows this
camera to appeal to enthusiast photographers. 

The built-in flash isn’t hugely powerful, but 
it does the job and can be used to trigger an

external flash.

Video
If you’re into video, the DC2000
offers full HD, 1920 x 1080 at
60fps, or you can shoot at a

number of lower resolutions
more suitable for sharing on
social media, if that’s what you
want. There’s a dedicated video
button, so the camera is always
video-ready and the rear screen
is big and easy to use for stills or

video.
Pictures and video are saved to a

micro-SD card, though you’ll need a
decent card to shoot video. Use a slow

CAMERA
SEALIFE 
DC2000

Sealife DC2000 camera, housing
and wide-angle lens.

Above:  The rear of the housing.

Sealife DC2000 Camera information screen.
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card and the camera will refuse to record
video until you put a faster one in, though at
least it tells you it isn’t playing. 

The battery provided plenty of life for 
a couple of hour-long dives, taking around
three hours to fully charge using the USB
charger supplied.

The camera itself is waterproof to 18m, but
in the kit is a substantial 60m-rated housing
that allows access to all the camera controls,
but still isn’t huge. 

I really like this combination of a waterproof
camera in a proper housing. Sooner or later
any housing will leak – it’s not if, it’s when –but
if the inner camera itself is waterproof, the
consequences aren’t likely to be costly.

Also in the kit is a lanyard and a nice case,
plus an instruction book.

Wide-angle
Sealife calls its wide-angle wet lens a fisheye. 
It reduces the effective focal length of the
camera lens to around 24mm, which is wide,
but nowhere near fisheye-wide. 

Nevertheless, it’s pretty much essential for
any serious underwater photography, where
getting close to eliminate as much water as
possible is the name of the game.

The lens is supplied with a nice neoprene
cover for front and back, and a handy dock that
fits to the bottom of your camera tray to hold
the lens when it’s not in use. 

The lens push-fits to the front of the housing
and snaps on and off smartly, although the
unique fitting means that the more common
screw-on lenses or other bayonet-fitting lenses

won’t work. The lens comes with
an attached lanyard and clip that
proved useful more than once
when the lens became detached
as I entered the water.

In Use
The housed camera handles
beautifully. It’s a perfect size to
hold without being over-large, 
the controls all fall easily to hand
and the buttons are large enough
to press even when wearing 
thick gloves. 

As usual with digital cameras
there are multiple options and
adjustments available, so some
time spent in a comfy chair
playing with camera and housing
in one hand and instruction book
in t’other will make life under
water more productive and less
frustrating. Ultimately, every
camera function is accessible in
the housing.

One feature I really liked was
the ability to set a custom function, accessed
with a long press of the OK button. I chose to
have this set colour balance, though you might
prefer something else. 

As you’d expect from a camera using the 1in
Sony sensor, the pictures the Sealife produces
are bright, punchy and well-exposed direct
from the camera, needing minimal tweaking in
post-processing software to make them pop. 

The pre-set colour-balance options worked
well, but I found the manual
option to be better, and with the
custom function set to colour
balance, that’s a one-button
operation. I was able to get
good colour down to 20m-plus
in the Red Sea, and even
managed to get some colour at
40m, which is remarkable.

Camera-lens sharpness was
good across the frame, but
adding the wide-conversion
lens made the edges and
corners soft, with some 
colour fringing in the corners,
effects especially noticeable
above water.

Focus
Which brings me to the major
issue I have with this camera. 
In low-contrast situations, it
struggles to focus. You press the
button and hear the mechanism
whirring back and forth and see
the picture on the screen come
in and out of focus, and then it
gives up and delivers a blur. 

The only solution I found was
to focus on something else with
a half-press of the shutter
button, then re-compose. 

It’s not much of an issue when shooting
stills, except that locking focus also locks
exposure, so you might also need to go to
manual-exposure mode. However, it makes
shooting video a bit hit-and-miss.

When you press the dedicated video button
there’s a second or two’s delay before the
camera starts to record. It uses whatever white-
balance settings you have selected, but it 
e-focuses, and the only way to check if the
footage is in focus is to check the rear screen. 

There were times when I had to try three or
four times to get a video-clip in focus, and
times when it simply wouldn’t achieve focus 
at all. Very frustrating, especially when it
delivers such nice clean footage when it does
work. I even tried setting the focus mode to
infinity focus, but with no success when using
the conversion lens.

Conclusion
The images the DC2000 produces have a really
nice look to them, even if they are soft at the
edges. The monochrome conversions are good,
and I adored the peach-pie-perfect housing. 

But with that focusing issue niggling around
in the back of my mind, if I really had to get the
shot I’d take a different camera. ■

TESTER8 Mike Ward

PRICE8 Camera and housing £669,
conversion lens £255

SIZE8Housing  14.5 x 10.5 x 8cm, 
lens 10 x 5cm

WEIGHTS8 Housing with camera 670g, 
lens 375g

DEPTH RATING8 Camera 18m, housing 60m

WEBSITE8 sealife-cameras.com

DIVER GUIDE ★★★★★★★✩✩✩

SPECS

Sealife DC2000 with wide-angle lens full-frame (top); and showing wide-angle lens
edge sharpness.

Giannis D stern at 20m using the manual white balance.
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Apeks XL4 Regulator 4444
This newcomer from Apeks is travel-friendly, weighing in at only 905gm, and
designed to be fused with extreme coldwater performance. Apeks has
used an over-moulded end-cap to minimise ice build-up on the
first stage which, like the second stage, uses heat-exchangers 
to prevent the freezing that can lead to freeflows. Expecting the
regulator to have general appeal, Apeks anticipates that it will be
especially attractive to technical divers who want a lightweight and
compact unit on which they can depend in demanding environments. It
costs £339 for DIN or yoke models, and £363 for the M26 nitrox version. 
8apeksdiving.com/uk 

Suunto EON Core 
Computer 4444
Outstanding readability is just one of the
benefits Suunto claims for its EON Core
computer. The large LED screen is always
back-lit, and large icons and
contrasting colours with
user-selected display
layouts should make for
intuitive use under any
conditions. Logs can be
downloaded wirelessly.
Equipped with Air and
Nitrox modes, the EON Core
can optionally be upgraded
for mixed-gas and rebreather
diving. It is aimed at those
divers intending to progress
from recreational to technical diving and
wanting a unit that can see them through such 
a transition. Suunto’s optional POD transmitter
adds gas-integration for up to 10 cylinders. The
EON Core costs £599.
8suunto.com Nauticam NA-D850 Camera Housing 6666

Nikon’s all-professional D850 camera with full-frame 47.5-megapixel sensor shoots
7 frames per second stills and 4K video. This housing is made from aluminium, is
depth-rated to 100m and features Nauticam’s fast-change port system. It is
equipped with LED triggers connected to the camera's hot-shoe for rapid strobe
firing via fibre-optic cables. A leak alarm is built in, and a vacuum tester can be
specified. The comprehensive set of controls should take full advantage of the
Nikon 850’s capabilities. Options include a choice of viewfinders, electrical strobe

circuits and monitor housings. This housing costs from £3512. 
8nauticam.co.uk

Scubapro 
Runner Jacket 
4444

With winter entrenched in the
Northern Hemisphere, the
Scubapro Runner Jacket
might be just the thing to
keep you warm before
and after dives. It
features handwarmer
pockets and an
attached hood. It
comes in men's sizes
S to 2XL, and
women's S to L, 
and costs £80.
8scubapro.com

Waterproof G50 Glove 6666
The G50 glove from Swedish coldwater diving expert
Waterproof is made from
5mm Superstretch
neoprene and aims to
provide both
warmth and
dexterity. Blind-
stitching should
ensure against
flushing, preventing
heat-loss through
the seams as you flex
your hand. A reinforced
palm and fingers protects
against abrasion. The G50
costs £40.
8cpspartnership.co.uk
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The latest kit to hit the dive shops this Christmas
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Pandora Tool 5555
This device is offered for divers with enough knowledge to carry
out basic maintenance on their regulators in the field. The credit-
card sized scuba tool has the usual array of fittings to let you
remove and replace ports and assemble and disassemble hoses,
but it also, according to the maker, enables you to reset
intermediate first-stage pressure and adjust the second-stage
orifice, the common causes of dive-cancelling freeflows. These
features are said to set the Pandora Tool apart from other multi-
tools and to make it especially useful for expedition divers. The
stainless version costs £50, and in titanium it will set you back £70. 
8facebook.com/PandoraLabUK

Beuchat Explorer HD Holdalls 6666
These two new holdalls are claimed to make
versatile touring companions. They are
actually drybags, made from heavy-duty
tarpaulin material with welded seams to
keep them watertight. A U-shaped zipper
provides easy access to your kit, with a
separate inner pocket for keys and
documents. Beuchat claims that these
capacious bags even accommodate
freediving and long-bladed scuba fins. Along with
keeping your kit dry from the elements or preventing wet gear
leaking out, a drain-valve means that you can even use the bags as
portable rinse tanks. A 90-litre bag costs £90, the 114-litre version £110.
8midlanddiving.com

Typhoon Spectre Drysuit 3333
The Spectre is a lightweight drysuit, said to be

ideal for travelling but also ruggedly
constructed from TX5 material for

long-term durability. Typhoon has
included HD wrist- and neck-seals,

with a warm neck-collar for
added comfort. The Spectre has
built-in socks designed to be
worn with rock-boots. Owners
can choose from rear-entry 
or front-zip self-donning

versions. A bellows pocket 
is included, and the Spectre
comes complete with valves,

hose and bag for £775.
8typhoon-int.co.uk

Ikelite SLR Camera Housing 3333
Ikelite’s popular SLR housing range spans many different camera models. Newly
redesigned, the maker says that additional features include wider ports to accept

larger lenses and a grey finish to eliminate internal reflections. The
polycarbonate housings come ready with a fitting for an optional
vacuum-tester for  preventing leaks. The housings are rated to 60m.
Options include a choice of viewfinders and fibre-optic as well as
electronic and TTL strobe circuits. These housings start from £1400.
8camerasunderwater.co.uk

www.divErNEt.com

JUST SURFACED

Scubapro S620Ti Regulator Second Stage 4444
Scubapro says that its new second stage offers lower work of breathing as a result
of advances in optimising air-flow, with the balanced design allowing use of 
a lighter spring that reduces cracking effort for easier
inhalation. Air is directed through the new wider
mouthpiece-stem and larger mouthpiece, it says, while 
a wide-bore hose delivers high flow-rates from the first
stage. Inhalation effort is regulated by dual controls that
adjust the cracking effort and venturi assist. Exhalation effort has also
been improved, says Scubapro, with the exhaust tee directing bubbles away from
the diver’s field of vision. Durability should be assured with the 620Ti being made
from titanium, stainless steel and technopolymer. Coupled with the Mk 17EVO first
stage the S620Ti costs £549, with the Mk25 £619 and with the Mk25T £1459.
8scubapro.com
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NEXT ISSUE
Vanderbilt’s Warrior
Deep-wreck adventurer Leigh Bishop is back with a doozy

Fjord Killers 
We follow Michael AW in hot pursuit of orcas 

Free for All
Shed the scuba for a change, says Marcus Greatwood 

Magnetic Attraction
What makes divers keep going back to Cyprus’s Zenobia?

DESTINATION 2018

divErwill be
ready with
ideas and
advice on
planning next
year’s diving
holidays ON SALE 14 DECEMBER

JUST SURFACED

Scubapro Zoom Evo Mask 6666
This mask offers the user a choice of corrective

lenses that Scubapro says can be user-switched
without tools in under a minute,

which would seem to make the
Zoom Evo an ideal rental
mask for the service-focused
dive-centre. For owners,
changing prescriptions
yourself as your eyesight

changes looks to be a cinch.
You can also choose from

Scubapro’s spray-painted sub-
frames, so that you can match your mask

to your kit – or, if you are an underwater
photographer, colour-co-ordinate your model.

The low-volume fit should make for easy clearing and
provide a wide field of view. This mask costs £39.

8scubapro.com

Marine Art Studio 
Jewellery 5555
Brighton-based underwater
photographer Pash Baker has
developed a new range of handmade
fused glass jewellery inspired by her
photographs and encounters while
diving. All pieces are individually
hand-made, and include seahorses,
rays, sharks and starfish. Prices range
between £15 to £45, and
commissions are also taken. Perfect
as a gift for the other diver in your
life, she says! Items available online.
8etsy.com/shop/marineartstudio

Fantasea FA6000 
Camera Housing 4444
Fantasea’s new 60m-rated housing for the
Sony mirrorless A6000 camera is made
from tough but lightweight polycarbonate,
and the maker says that access to all
required controls is provided. It features
a double-O-ring door-seal and built-in
audio-visual leak-detector. A choice of
ports accommodates a range of Sony
lenses, with the option of using selected
wet lenses. The housing comes ready-
equipped for use with strobes using fibre-
optic cables, and accepts third-party vacuum
testers. Its price is £899.
8blue-orb.uk
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To advertise in the divEr Holiday Directory contact Alex on 020 8941 4568 • e-mail: alex@divermag.co.uk90

HOLIDAY DIRECTORY
Suitable for familiesEquipment for hireSelf-cateringHotel or guesthouse Packages from UKFACILITIES

INCLUDE:
Dive boat charter arranged NitroxCompressed Air

BSAC School PADI Training NAUI Training SSI TrainingTDI Training DAN Training Disability DivingTechnical Gases

CANARY ISLANDS

LARNACA
RECOMPRESSION CHAMBER
24/7 professionally manned and fully computerised,
privately owned and operated 14-man recompression
chamber, internationally approved and the DAN
Preferred Provider for the island. If in doubt … SHOUT!
Poseidonia Medical Centre, 47a Eleftherias Avenue,
Aradippou, Larnaca 7102, Cyprus.
24hr Emergency Dive Line: +357 99 518837.
E-mail: info@hbocyprus.com  www.hbocyprus.com

LANZAROTE
SAFARI DIVING LANZAROTE
Playa Chica, Puerto del Carmen, Lanzarote.
Tel: (00 34) 625 059713, (00 34) 928 511992.
www.safaridiving.com E-mail: enquiry@safaridiving.com
English owned, award-winning dive centre. Approved by
the MoD – one of only 10 dive centres worldwide! BSAC,
SSI and PADI dive school. Open every day of the year.
Daily pleasure shore, boat and night dives – all same price.
Great deals for groups, universities and the solo diver.

CYPRUS

TO ADVERTISE
YOUR DIVE CENTRE

HERE, CALL
020 8941 4568

PAPHOS
CYDIVE LTD
Myrra Complex, 1 Poseidonos Avenue, Marina Court 44-46,
Kato Paphos. www.cydive.com  Tel: (00 357) 26 934271.
Fax: (00 357) 26 939680. E-mail: info@cydive.com
PADI 5* CDC. First Career Development Centre in
Cyprus and Eastern Mediterranean.

DIVE POINT
Parmenionos St. No4, Tombs of the Kings Rd, Kato
Paphos, Cyprus 8045. Tel/fax: (00 357) 26 938730.
E-mail: divepointcyprus@hotmail.com
www.divepointcyprus.co.uk
British BSAC/PADI instructors.

PAPHOS/PISSOURI
CYPRUS DIVING ADVENTURES
Makedonias 40, Shop 1, Pissouri Village, 4607.
Tel: (00 357) 97 661046. www.cyprusdivingadventures.com
E-mail: info@cyprusdivingadventures.com
PADI 5*. TDI. UK trained professionals.

BORNEO, SABAH
THE REEF DIVE RESORT
(Mataking Island), TB212, Jalan Bunga, Fajar Complex,
91000 Tawau, Sabah. Tel: (00 60) 89 786045. Fax: (00 60)
89 770023. E-mail: sales@mataking.com
www.mataking.com   PADI 5* Dive Resort.

MALAYSIA

MALTA (inc. GOZO & COMINO

GOZO
GOZO AQUA SPORTS
Rabat Road, Marsalforn, MFN9014, Gozo, Malta.
Tel: (00 356) 2156 3037. www.gozoaquasports.com
E-mail: dive@gozoaquasports.com
PADI 5* IDC & DSAT Tec Rec Centre, BSAC Dive Resort.
Premier Technical Diving Support Service.

MALTA
AQUAVENTURE LTD
The Waters Edge, Mellieha Bay Hotel, 
Mellieha MLH 02.  www.aquaventuremalta.com
Tel: (00 356) 2152 2141  Fax: (00 356) 2152 1053
e-mail:info@aquaventuremalta.com
PADI 5* Gold Palm. Watersports available.

PHILIPPINES
THRESHER SHARK DIVERS 
Malapascua Island, Daanbantayan, Cebu 6013.
Tel: (00 63) 927 612 3359.  www.thresherdivers.com
E-mail: dive@thresherdivers.com 
British, PADI 5* IDC,  IANTD.

PHUKET/SIMILANS
SHARKEY SCUBA
363/10 Patak Road, Karon, Muang, Phuket 83100.
Tel: (00 66) (0)89 725 1935, (00 66) (0)86 892 2966.
E-mail: info@sharkeyscuba.com
www.sharkeyscuba.com Fun and smiles with Sharkey, the
British company with the personal touch.

THAILAND

SURAT THANI/KOH TAO
DAVY JONES’ LOCKER (DJL DIVING)
9/21 Moo 2, Mae Haad, Koh Tao, Koh Phangan, Surat
Thani, Thailand 84280. Tel: (00 66) 77 456126.
Mob: (00 66) 79 700913. www.techdivethailand.com
E-mail: djl_kohtao@hotmail.com
Recreational, reef, tech, deep, wreck.

divErMagazine online - with Xtras! www.divernet.com

• latest news • competitions
• great prizes • UK boat spaces

• FREE personal ads • holiday offers
and much more
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SAVE up to 60% 
off Top Diving Titles

TITLE                                                                           PRICE (inc. p&p*) QTY
Dive West Scotland                                                            £7.45 _____
Dive Sussex                                                                           £7.45 _____
Dive St Abbs & Eyemouth                                               £7.45 _____
Dive South Cornwall                                                         £7.45 _____
Dive Isles of Scilly & North Cornwall                           £7.45 _____
South Coast Shipwrecks off East Dorset …             £21.95 _____
Dive Wight & Hampshire                                                 £7.45 _____
Dive Isle of Man                                                                  £7.45 _____
The Sports Diving Medical                                             £10.00 _____
The Art of Diving and adventure  …                          £17.50 _____
Essentials of Deeper Sport Diving                               £11.45 _____
Deeper Into Diving                                                            £21.45 _____
Wreck Tour: a divEr Guide                                             £10.45 _____
British Sea Fishes                                                                £11.95 _____
Truk: The Ultimate Wreck Site                                        £10.45 _____
                                                                                                  ______

TOTAL COST     
______ _____

For details of the above titles go to www.divernet.com/diver-bookshop/

WINTER 

SPECIALS!

YOUR DETAILS (Block capitals please)

Name_______________________________ Address _____________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________ Postcode____________________________

Telephone____________________ Email ______________________________________

I enclose my cheque for £  ________  made payable to 
Underwater World Publications Ltd.

Please debit my :  ■■ Mastercard        ■■ Visa         ■■ Maestro        ■■ AMEX

Card number

Expiry date

Signature ___________________________________

TO ORDER POST COUPON TO Underwater World Publications, 
Suite B, 74 Oldfield Road, HAMPTON, TW12 2HR
OR CALL 020 8941 8152

■■ If you do not wish to receive correspondence from other relevant companies, please tick.

/
(3-digit number from reverse of card.

AMEX: 4-digit number from front.)

Maestro
Issue No

Security
Code

Dive West Scotland

Normally £14.95
YOU PAY ONLY £5.95

(+ £1.50 p&p)

SAVE 
60%

South Coast Shipwrecks
off East Dorset and

Wight 1870-1979

Normally £25.00
YOU PAY ONLY £19.95

(+ £2.00 p&p)

SAVE 
20%

Essentials of Deeper
Sport Diving

Normally £16.95
YOU PAY ONLY £8.95

(+ £2.50 p&p)

SAVE 
£8

Dive Sussex

Normally £14.95
YOU PAY ONLY £5.95

(+ £1.50 p&p)

SAVE 
60%

Dive Wight & 
Hampshire

Normally £14.95
YOU PAY ONLY £5.95

(+ £1.50 p&p)

SAVE 
60%

Deeper Into Diving

Normally £32.95
YOU PAY ONLY £18.95

(+ £2.50 p&p)

SAVE 
£14

Dive St Abbs & 
Eyemouth

Normally £13.95
YOU PAY ONLY £5.95

(+ £1.50 p&p)

SAVE 
57%

Dive Isle of Man

Normally £13.95
YOU PAY ONLY £5.95

(+ £1.50 p&p)

SAVE 
57%

Wreck Tour: 
a divErGuide

Normally £16.95
YOU PAY ONLY £8.95

(+ £1.50 p&p)

SAVE 
47%

Dive South Cornwall

Normally £14.95
YOU PAY ONLY £5.95

(+ £1.50 p&p)

SAVE 
60%

The Sports Diving
Medical

Normally £12.50
YOU PAY ONLY £8.50

(+ £1.50 p&p)

SAVE 
£4

The Art of Diving and
adventure in the 

underwater world

Normally £20.00
YOU PAY ONLY £15.00

(+ £2.50 p&p)

SAVE 
£5

Dive Isles of Scilly &
North Cornwall

Normally £14.95
YOU PAY ONLY £5.95

(+ £1.50 p&p)

SAVE 
60%

British Sea Fishes

Normally £17.95
YOU PAY ONLY £9.95

(+ £2.00 p&p)

SAVE 
45%

Truk: The Ultimate
Wreck Site

Normally £17.95
YOU PAY ONLY £8.95

(+ £1.50 p&p)

SAVE 
47%

* p&p applies to UK and BFPO addresses only; for overseas rates call +44 (0)20 8941 8152

12/17
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MICRONESIA – Truk Lagoon
M.V. Odyssey
www.trukodyssey.com

Pax      16           Elec     220v,110v
Cab      9             Cour    Y
EnS      Y             A/C      Y
Lth       38.2m   Ntx      Y
Hull     Steel      CCR      Y
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Crusader Travel

Dive Worldwide

Divequest

Emperor

Holiday Designers

Oonasdivers

Original Diving

Regaldive

Scuba Tours Worldwide

Scuba Travel

Sportif

The Scuba Place

Ultimate Diving

CARIBBEAN – St. Maarten & St. Kitts
Caribbean Explorer II
www.explorerventures.com

Pax      18           Elec     110V
Cab      9             Cour    Y
EnS      Y             A/C      Y
Lth       35.1m   Ntx      Y
Hull     alum      CCR      N

GALAPAGOS
Humboldt Explorer
www.explorerventures.com

Pax      16           Elec     
Cab      8             Cour    N
EnS      Y             A/C      Y
Lth       32.3m   Ntx      Y
Hull                     CCR      N
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DWw

DQ

MALDIVES – Malé
Carpe Vita Explorer
www.explorerventures.com

Pax      20           Elec     240V
Cab      10           Cour    Y
EnS      Y             A/C      Y
Lth       38.2m   Ntx      Y
Hull     wood     CCR      N
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Please remember to mention divErMagazine when replying to any of these advertisements92

MEXICO – Socorro, Guadalupe
Nautilus Belle Amie
www.nautilusbelleamie.com

Pax      28-30    Elec     120V
Cab      16           Cour    N
EnS      Y             A/C      Y
Lth       41m       Ntx      Y
Hull     steel      CCR      Y

UDTSP

DQ

SOLOMON ISLANDS – Honiara
Taka
www.solomonsdiving.com

Pax      24           Elec     240V
Cab      12           Cour    Y
EnS      Y             A/C      Y
Lth       33m       Ntx      Y
Hull     steel      CCR      Y

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC – Silver Bank
Turks & Caicos Explorer II
www.explorerventures.com

Pax      20           Elec     110V
Cab      10           Cour    Y
EnS      Y             A/C      Y
Lth       37.8m   Ntx      Y
Hull     alum      CCR      N

DWw

DQ
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MEXICO – Socorro, Guadalupe
Nautilus Under Sea
http://nautilusliveaboards.com

Pax      18           Elec     240V
Cab      8             Cour    N
EnS      Y             A/C      Y
Lth       29m       Ntx      Y
Hull     steel      CCR      Y

UDTSP

DQ

AF

bo2

MEXICO – Socorro, Guadalupe
Nautilus Explorer
www.nautilusexplorer.com

Pax      25           Elec     120V
Cab      13           Cour    N
EnS      Y             A/C      Y
Lth       35m       Ntx      Y
Hull     steel      CCR      Y

UDTSP

DQbo2

STW

AF

Get Britain’s best-selling 
diving magazine on Apple, 
major Android devices, 
Kindle Fire and PC & Mac. 
How It Works
Simply go to Pocketmags.com and create an account. 
You will be able to take out a subscription to divEr for
less than the newsstand price and download new and
back issues.  There are free divEr supplements for you to
download as well – just by creating an account!
Don’t forget – once you create a Pocketmags account you can use the
same username and password to read divErMagazine on all Apple iPad
and iPhone devices running iOS 7.0 or above, any Android devices
running 4.0 or above, Kindle Fire tablets, PCs running Windows 8.1 and
above, Windows 8 phones and tablets and Macs with a silverlight plugin
by downloading the relevant App.

DON’T FORGETYou can also take out adigital subscription at 
www.divermagazine.co.uk
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✹ Take out a
ONE-YEAR
subscription to
Britain’s best-selling
diving magazine for
just £51.95 

✹ You also get a Northern Diver Varilux Micro
rechargeable dive light worth £39

✹ The Varilux Micro R has a variable output,
producing 800 lumens for 1.5 hours 
on the highest setting and 80 lumens 
for 24 hours on the lowest.

✹ Offer includes p&p for the 12 monthly
magazines

1-year subscription plus
Northern Diver Varilux

Micro rechargeable
dive torch, 

worth £39

SUBSCRIBE

YES, please send me 12 issues ofdivErplus dive light for £51.95
starting with the __________________________ issue

POST COUPON TO FREEPOST RTSA-BKTC-UHBG, 
divErMagazine, Suite B, 74 Oldfield Road, HAMPTON, TW12 2HR
YOUR DETAILS (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)  Name

Address

Postcode

Tel. E-mail

PAYMENT DETAILS  ■■ I enclose a cheque made payable to Eaton Publications Ltd for £51.95

Please debit my ■■ Visa  ■■ MasterCard  ■■ Amex  ■■ Maestro

Card no 

Expiry date Maestro Issue No 

Signature
(I am over 18)Offers open to new UK subscribers only.  Not to be used in conjunction with any other 

divEr subscription offer. If you do not wish to receive correspondence from other relevant companies, please tick.  ■■

ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO ORDER  Call the Subscription Hotline on 020 8941 8152
Or e-mail: subscriptions@divermag.co.uk Or go to: www.divernet.com
GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS: If you would like divEr to be sent to an address other than the one above, please write details
on a separate piece of paper and attach to the form. We’ll post you a gift letter to send on to the recipient. 12/17

Offer worth £91.80 – 
YOU PAY ONLY   £51.95

SUBSCRIBE

(3-digit number from reverse of card.
AMEX: 4-digit number from front.)

Security Code

TO divErMAGAZINE 
AND

SAVE
43%

Take out a
ONE-YEAR
subscription
to Britain’s
best-selling
scuba diving
magazine for
just £29.95*
for 12 issues
and save 43
per cent off
the normal price of £52.80. You get:
✹ Britain’s best-selling diving magazine

delivered to your door with no hidden costs
(p&p is included)

✹ No price rises during your subscription
period

✹ Guaranteed magazine every month – you
will never miss an issue of divEr

YES , please send me ■■ 12 issues of divEr for £29.95*
■■ 24 issues of divEr for £53.95*

starting with the ________________________________________ issue

POST COUPON TO FREEPOST RTSA-BKTC-UHBG, 
divErMagazine, Suite B, 74 Oldfield Road, HAMPTON, TW12 2HR
YOUR DETAILS (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)  Name

Address

Postcode

Tel. E-mail

PAYMENT DETAILS  ■■ I enclose a cheque made payable to Eaton Publications Ltd for £29.95
■■ I enclose a cheque made payable to Eaton Publications Ltd for £53.95

Please debit my ■■ Visa  ■■ MasterCard  ■■ Amex  ■■ Maestro

Card no 

Expiry date Maestro Issue No 

Signature
(I am over 18)Offers open to new UK subscribers only.  Not to be used in conjunction with any other 

divEr subscription offer. If you do not wish to receive correspondence from other relevant companies, please tick.  ■■
ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO ORDER  Call the Subscription Hotline on 020 8941 8152
Or e-mail: subscriptions@divermag.co.uk Or go to: www.divernet.com
GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS: If you would like divEr to be sent to an address other than the one above, please write details
on a separate piece of paper and attach to the form. We’ll post you a gift letter to send on to the recipient.

/

12/17

(3-digit number from reverse of card.
AMEX: 4-digit number from front.)

Security Code

Offer worth £52.80  
YOU PAY ONLY £29.95£29.95

SUBSCRIBE

ALSO AVAILABLE:

SAVE 49% WITH A TWO-YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO divEr
Take out a two-year subscription to Britain’s best-selling 
diving magazine for just £53.95* for 24 issues and save 49% 
off the normal price of £105.60. 

Offer worth £105.60  YOU PAY ONLY  £53.95£53.95

SUBSCRIBE
TO divErMAGAZINE 

AND PICK UP A
RECHARGEABLE 

DIVE TORCH
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WEBSITES

INSURANCE

REPAIRS/SERVICES

CLASSIFIED ADS

CHARTER BOATS

Wales

Quest Diving now Seacoast Diving. Anglesey Sports
diving fast RIB. Tel: 07974 249005. Visit:
www.seacoastdiving.co.uk                                        (72925)

WANT TO
ADVERTISE?

Email: Jenny Webb,
jenny@divermag.co.uk

DIVING MEDICALS

RESEARCH

SEAPRO - SUBSEA
MODULES 

are HOUSINGS for
SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT

and VIDEO SYSTEMS

GREENAWAY MARINE
Tel: (01793) 814992

Special Packages on
Video Cameras
and Housings

See web site:
www.greenawaymarine.com

“PACKAGE DEALS”

www.lumb-bros-das.co.uk

www.otterboxes.co.uk

www.tek-tite.co.uk

www.unidive.co.uk

Quality Diving Products

Rugged waterproof cases for
every environment

Torches, strobes, marker lights
for diving and outdoor pursuits

A quality range of masks, snorkels,
fins and knives

Scotland (Scapa Flow)

South West

Bovisand Lodge Estate, Plymouth. 4* Gold Award, self-
catering holiday park, 2.5 miles from Mountbatten Diving
Centre. Range of quality accommodations. Free parking
for RIBs. Indoor heated pool. Weekend and part week
bookings available. Tel: (01752) 403554
www.bovisand.com                                                    (71051)
Venture Dive Charters. For quality diving from
Plymouth, visit: www.venturecharters.co.uk or Tel: 07948
525030.                                                                         (73533)

Dive Littlehampton “Final Answer”. Shallow to deep,
we cater for all. Skipper and crew on board, availability
7 days a week. Maximum 10. Tel: (01243) 553977  or
07850 312068. Email: ourjoyboat@gmail.com
www.ourjoy.co.uk                                                      (73415)

Lymington - “Wight Spirit”. Diving West Wight, East
Dorset, English Channel. Beginners to technical and small
groups. Electric lift. Easy access, easy parking. Owner/
skipper Dave Wendes. Tel/Fax: (023) 8027 0390, e-mail:
wightspirit@btinternet.com www.wightspirit.co.uk        
                                                                                       (70252)

www.channeldiv ing.com Midweek diving for
individuals. Tel: 07970 674799.                               (73330)
www.sussexshipwrecks.co.uk “Sussex”, Eastbourne. Fast
Cat, lift, O2, toilet, tea/coffee. Groups and individuals.
Diver/skipper Mike mobile: 07840 219585, e-mail:
dive@sussexshipwrecks.co.uk                                  (70611)

Diving Medicals - Nottingham. Sport Diving medicals:
£55. HSE Commercial Diving medicals: £120. OGUK
Offshore medicals: £110. HGV/PSV medicals £55. Student
and Group discounts. Combine any two medicals and
pay only £5 extra for the cheaper of the two. Tel: 07802
850084 for appointment. Email: mclamp@doctors.org.uk
                                                                                       (70407)

South

      07764 58 53 53
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DIVE 125

www.dive125.co.uk Eastbourne Charters

WEEKEND SPACES – SEE WEBSITE

07764 585353

Custom built
42' dive 

vessel, huge
deck space,
Diver lift,

large wheel
house + 
separate 

toilet.O
nb

oa
rd
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ACCESSORIES

CLUB NOTICES
FREE OF CHARGE. (Max 25 words).
Non-commercial clubs, no sales.

10m cat with dive lift.
Individuals and groups. All levels,
novice to technical. BSAC
Advanced and trimix skipper. 

DIVE BRIGHTON
www.brightondiver.com

Call Paul: 07901 822375 NOW BOOKING 2018

HSE MEDICALS
and phone advice – Poole
Dr Gerry Roberts and Dr Mark Bettley-Smith.

Tel: (01202) 741370

Diving medicals: London. HSE, Sport and phone advice.
Tel: (020) 7806 4028 www.londondivingchamber.co.uk 
                                                                                       (70805)
Diving Medicals - Midlands (Rugby) - HSE, Sports
Medicals and advice at Midlands Diving Chamber.  Tel:
01788 579555  www.midlandsdivingchamber.co.uk         
                                                                                       (72756)

WETSUIT
and DRYSUIT

REPAIRS
ALL TYPES and

MAKES

email: repairs@gybe.co.uk
Gybe Sports 0161 304 8471

Established since 1990

www.Gybe.co.uk

Active and friendly BSAC club. All year diving in local
lake. New and qualified divers of all agencies welcome.
Own clubhouse with 7m RIB and compressor. For further
information visit www.mksac.co.uk                      (64403)
Alfreton (Derbys) BSAC 302. Welcomes new members
and qualified divers. A small but active club with own
RIB, wreck diving a speciality. Contact Charlie on (01246)
236328.                                                                         (68370)

Arnewood Divers, Christchurch. Where diving is a way
of life. From beginner to Jacques Cousteau! Training,
education, club boat and regular year-long diving. Search:
Facebook `Arnewood Divers’.
Banbury SAC. Friendly, active club with weekly meetings
and training sessions, own boat, compressor and
equipment. Welcome divers/non-divers. www.bansac.org
or call 07787 097 289.                                                (69308)
Bracknell Sub Aqua Club welcomes new and experienced
divers from all agencies. Meets poolside at Bracknell
Sports Centre, Thursdays from 8.30pm. Diving, training
and social calendar: www.bracknellscuba.org.uk or tel:
07951 855 725.                                                            (65792)
Braintree Riverside Sub Aqua Club based in Braintree,
Essex. A friendly club, we welcome divers of all abilities
and have an active diving and social programme. Come
and join us! email: denise.f.wright2@btinternet.com
www.braintreeriversidesac.co.uk                            (69397)
Bristol Scuba Club meets at Kingswood Leisure Centre,
BS16 4HR, every Friday, 8pm - 10pm. Diver access to a
large pool. www.bristol-scuba-club.co.uk or call: 07811
374944.                                                                         (63812)
Bromley/Lewisham Active divers required. Full
programme of hardboat diving throughout the year.
Check out Nekton SAC www.nekton.org.uk or contact
Jackie (01689) 850130.                                              (68537)
Buckingham Dive Centre. A small friendly club welcoming
all divers and those wanting to learn. We dive throughout
the year and run trips in the UK and abroad. www.stowe
subaqua.co.uk Tel: Roger 07802 765366.                  (69433)
Chelmsford and District SAC meet at 8pm every Friday
at Riverside Pool. New and qualified divers are welcome.
See our website for details: www.chelmsforddiveclub.co.uk
                                                                                       (68620)
Cockleshell Divers, Portsmouth, Hants. Small, friendly
club welcomes new and experienced divers from all
agencies. Meets at Cockleshell Community Centre, Fridays
at 8pm. Email: cockleshell.divers@aol.co.uk        (64762)
Chingford, London BSAC 365. Friendly and active club
welcomes divers from all agencies and trainees. Meet
Wednesday 8pm, Larkswood Leisure Centre E4 9EY.
Information: www.dive365.co.uk Email: loughton
divers365@gmail.com                                               (69208)
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Colchester Sub-Aqua Club welcomes experienced divers
and beginners. Sub-Aqua Association training. Diving at
home and abroad. Meets at Leisure World Friday
evenings. Contact Tony (01787) 475803.              (68263)
Cotswold BSAC, a friendly club based at Brockworth
Pool, Nr Cheltenham, Fridays 8pm. Regular inland diving
and coast trips. Tel: 07711 312078.
www.cotswoldbsac332.co.uk                                   (68577)
Darlington Dolphins Sub Aqua Club, small friendly
BSAC/PADI, open to new and experienced divers. Meet
Friday night in Dolphin Centre at 8.30. Tel: 07773 075631
or email robkilday@hotmail.co.uk                         (72665)
Darwen SAC, in Lancashire, with an active diving
programme. Own RIB. new members welcome regardless
of agency/training. We provide BSAC training. Weekly
pool sessions. www.darwensac.org.uk                   (69161)
Eastern Sub Aqua Club SAA 1073. We are a small friendly
dive club and welcome new and experienced divers alike.
We are situated north of Norwich for training. For more
information please see out website: www.esacdivers.co.uk
                                                                                       (65879)
Dream Divers. Very friendly dive club in Rotherham
welcomes divers of any level/club. Meet at the Ring O
Bells, Swinton, last Thursday of the month at 19.30.
Email: info@dreamdiversltd.co.uk                         (69699)
Ealing SAC, BSAC 514. Friendly, active club, own RIBs;
welcomes new and experienced divers. Meets Highgrove
Pool, Eastcote, Tuesday nights 8.30pm. www.esac.org.uk
                                                                                       (68413)
East Cheshire Sub Aqua. Macclesfield based BSAC club.
Purpose-built clubhouse, bar, two RIBs, minibus, nitrox,
compressor. Lower Bank Street, Macclesfield, SK11 7HL.
Tel: 01625 502367. www.scubadivingmacclesfield.com   
                                                                                       (65609)
East Durham Divers SAA welcome new/experienced
divers of any agency. Comprehensive facilities with own
premises half a mile from the sea. Contact: John: 07857
174125.                                                                         (68663)
East Lancs Diving Club based in Blackburn. Friendly,
active club welcomes new members at all levels of diving
from all organisations. Tel: 07784 828961 or email:
ELDC@ hotmail.co.uk  www.eastlancsdivers.co.uk          
                                                                                       (69411)
Eastbourne BSAC; RIB, Banked air (free) to 300bar,
Nitrox, Trimix. Enjoy some of the best diving on the
South Coast, all qualifications welcome.
www.sovereigndivers.co.uk                                      (65695)
Ellon Sub Aqua Club , Aberdeenshire, welcomes
newcomers and experienced divers. We dive year round
and meet on Thursday evenings. Contact
www.ellonsubaquaclub.co.uk                                  (65523)
Fife Scuba Divers Tel: 07575 372575.
www.fifescubadivers.com. SAA Club No203. Meetings:
Thu 19.30, 81 East Way, Hillend, KY11 9JF. Training Club,
Crossovers welcome.                                                 (72380)
Flintshire Sub Aqua Club based in Holywell, Flintshire,
welcomes new and experienced divers from all agencies.
Full dive programme. Meet Wednesdays. See us at
www.flintsac.co.uk or call 01352 731425.             (64293)
Hartford Scuba BSAC 0522, based in Northwich,
Cheshire. A friendly, active diving club. Compressor for
air and Nitrox fills. RIB stored in Anglesey.
www.hartfordscuba.co.uk                                        (67287)
Hereford Sub Aqua Club, is looking for new members.
Regular diving off the Pembrokeshire coast on own RIBs.
Training and social nights. Contact:
rusaqua@googlemail.com                                        (69146)
HGSAC. South Manchester based friendly, non-political
club welcomes newcomers and qualified divers. Lots of
diving and social events. Family. Three RIBs and
compressor. www.hgsac.com                                   (68501)
HUGSAC - BSAC 380. Experienced club, based around
Hertfordshire, with RIB on the South coast. Members
dive with passion for all underwater exploration. All
agencies welcome. www.hugsac.co.uk                   (63275)
Ifield Divers. Crawley-based club. Twin engine dive boat
with stern lift in Brighton Marina.Training for novices,
diving for the experienced - all qualifications welcome.
www.ifield-divers.org.uk  Email: info@ifield-divers.org.uk
or tel: 01883 345146.                                                 (64514)
Ilkeston & Kimberley SAA 945, between Nottingham
and Derby, welcomes beginners and experienced divers.
We meet every Friday night at Kimberley Leisure Centre
at 8.30pm. Contact through www.iksac.co.uk     (68559)
K2 Divers, covering West Sussex/Surrey. A friendly BSAC
club, but all qualifications welcome. Training in Crawley,
boat at Littlehampton. Email: k2divers@yahoo.co.uk or
tel: (01293) 612989.                                                   (68335)
Kingston BSAC, Surrey. Two RIBs , clubhouse and bar,
active dive programme, two compressors, Nitrox, Trimix,
full training offered at all levels. All very welcome.
www.kingstonsac.org or tel: 07842 622193.          (69176)
Lincoln - Imp Divers. Small, friendly, non-political diving
club with our own RIB are looking to welcome new and
experienced divers. Contact Richard: 07931 170205.       
                                                                                       (69383)
Lincoln and District BSAC. Active club with own RIB,
compressor and other facilities. Regular trips and training.
www.lincolndivingclub.co.uk                                  (69336)
Lincs Divers BSAC 1940. Friendly, active dive club
offering dive trips and training for new/experienced
divers. Lincoln based. www.lincsdivers.co.uk
Mansfield and District Scuba Diving Club.
www.scubamad.co.uk. Sub Aqua Association - club 942.
8 Beech Avenue, Mansfield, Notts. NG18 1EY.     (71643)

Llantrisant SAC, two RIBs, towing vehicle, welcomes
new and experienced divers. Meet at Llantrisant Leisure
Centre 8pm Mondays. Contact Phil: (01443) 227667.
www.llantrisantdivers.com                                      (68519)
Lutterworth Dive Club, active, social, friendly. Own RIB,
regular trips. Welcomes qualified divers, any agency.
Training at all levels. Most Tuesdays, Lutterworth Sports
Centre. www.lsac.co.uk                                             (70043)
Leeds based Rothwell & Stanley SAC welcomes new and
experienced divers, full SAA training given. Purpose built
clubhouse with bar, RIB, compressor. Meet Tuesday
evenings: 07738 060567 kevin.oddy@talktalk.net             
                                                                                       (69371)
Manta Divers. Norfolk wreck & reef  diving. Small,
friendly, experienced club. All agencies welcome. SAA
training. www.mantadivers.org                               (64088)
Mercian Divers (BSAC 2463) Active & Friendly club.
New, experienced & junior divers welcome. Own RIB.
Based in Bromsgrove, West Midlands. Tel: 01905 773406
www.mercian-divers.org.uk                                     (65391)
Millennium Divers. Active, friendly club for all levels
and certifications of diver, based in Portland, Dorset. UK
diving and holidays. Club social nights
www.millenniumdivers.org                                     (68351)
Mole Valley Sub Aqua Club. Surrey based SDI club, own
RIB, active diving UK & Abroad, training and social
events. Trainees/crossovers welcome. Contact: 07552
498558 or email: committee@mvsac.org.uk         (68691)
Monastery Dive Club (Dunkerton Branch). New divers
welcome to join our club. Trips to Plymouth and NDAC.
GSOH is a must. South Wales area (Crosskeys, Risca.)
Please text me: Flinty 07971 432803 or email:
welshflinty@hotmail.com                                        (65305)
Nekton SAC. Based in Bromley, we are a friendly and
active SAA Club that welcomes experienced and new
divers alike. Info@nekton.org.uk or call Steve: 020 8467
4599.                                                                             (68387)
Nemo Diving Club. Small friendly dive club offering dive
trips and training for non/experienced divers in Retford
and surrounding areas. Contact: www.nemodiver
training.co.uk                                                             (69640)
North Glos BSAC 80. Friendly, active club welcomes new
and experienced divers. Own boat and equipment with
weekly pool sessions, Thursdays, 8.30pm at GL1
Gloucester, (Gloucester Leisure Centre). www.nglos.co.uk
                                                                                       (68483)
North Wales Sub Aqua Club. Llandudno based and open
to new and experienced divers. Fun, friendly and active
SAA affiliated club. Training every weekend.
www.nwsac.wales                                                       (70688)
Nuneaton. Marlin BSAC welcomes experienced divers
to Pingles pool every Thursday. Active training, diving,
social programme in a flourishing club with no politics
allowed. www.marlinsac.com                                  (69322)
Orkney SAC. Small, friendly active dive club, based in
Kirkwall, welcomes divers of any level or club. Own RIB
and compressor. Contact Craig: 07888 690 986 or email:
craigbarclay31@hotmail.com                                  (69735)
Plymouth Sound Dive Club welcomes qualified and
experienced guest divers. See  www.plymouthdivers.
org.uk for more information/weekly club notices. Contact
relevant dive manager or divingofficer@plymouth
divers.org.uk to join a dive.                                      (72219)
Reading Sub-Aqua Club (BSAC 28). Active, friendly,
based Palmer Park. Clubhouse, licenced bar, compressor,
2 RIBs. Club night Thurs, all grades/agencies. Training
to Adv Diver +.  rbsacinfo@gmail.com www.rbsac.org.uk
Tel: Colin 07939 066524.                                          (72402)
Richmond (Surrey) SAC welcomes new and experienced
divers to join our active diving, training and social
calendar. Meet Mondays 8.30pm at Pools on the Park,
Richmond. Tel: 07825  166450 (Gemma) or email:
clubmembership@rsac1489.com                            (67103)
Robin Hood Dive Club. Yorkshire based and one of the
most active in the country with a full 2016 calendar of
trips. All agencies and grades welcome. No training or
pool, just a growing bunch of  regular divers.
www.robinhooddiveclub.com or find us on Facebook.   
                                                                                       (59245)
Rochdale Sub-Aqua Club. Beginners and experienced
divers welcome. Full training provided. Pool session every
Wednesday. Club has two boats. More info at
www.RochdaleDivers.co.uk or call Mick 07951 834 903.
                                                                                       (65103)
Preston Divers SAA 30. The friendliest dive club. Come
and meet us at Fulwood Leisure Centre, Preston on
Monday nights between 8.00pm - 9.00pm.
www.prestondivers.co.uk                                         (64198)
Reading Diving Club. Experience the best of UK diving
with a friendly and active club. All welcome.  Tel: 01183
216310 or email: info@thedivingclub.co.uk
www.thedivingclub.co.uk                                         (69447)
Ruislip & Northwood BSAC. Friendly, active club, RIB,
welcomes new and qualified divers. Meets Highgrove Pool
Thursday nights 8.30pm. www.rnbsac.co.uk Tel: 07843
738 646 for details.                                                     (69469)
Scotland Plug Divers. Small, friendly dive club welcomes
newly qualified and experienced divers to join us. Regular
hardboat diving around Bass Rock/Firth of  Forth/
Eyemouth and trips abroad. Tel George: 07793 018 540.
Email: plugdivers@btinternet.com                         (64638)
Sutton Coldfield SAC, friendly BSAC club, welcomes all
divers from trainee to advanced. All agencies. Own RIBs
and compressor. Meet every Wednesday, 8.15pm at
Wyndley (3.4m pool). For free try dive call Alan: 07970
573638 or Mark: 07787 106191.                              (64974)

TAKE OUT
a ONE-YEAR
Overseas Subscription to Britain’s 
best-selling scuba diving magazine for just £42.95* for 
12 issues and save 35% off the normal price.
OR TAKE OUT a TWO-YEAR Overseas Subscription to
Britain’s best-selling scuba diving magazine for just £79.95*
for 24 issues and save 38% off the normal price.
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OVERSEAS READERS
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FACILITIES
INCLUDE:

BSAC School PADI Training SSI Training TDI Training IANTD Training Member of SITA IDEST approved DAN Training
IANTD DAN
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DIVE CENTRE DIRECTORY
✓

Equipment for hireRegulator servicing Dive boat charter arrangedCylinder testing
�

Disability DivingNitroxCompressed Air Technical Gases

ENGLAND

CORNWALL

IANTD

DIVERS DOWN SWANAGE
The Pier, High Street, Swanage, Dorset.
Tel: (01929) 423565. Mob: (07977) 142661.
E-mail: medina@madasafish.com
www.diversdownswanage.co.uk  Open 7 days a week
during the dive season. The UK’s oldest dive centre.

UNDERWATER EXPLORERS
Unit 1, Maritime Business Centre, Mereside, Portland,
Dorset DT5 1FD. Tel: (01305) 824555.
E-mail: info@underwaterexplorers.co.uk
www.underwaterexplorers.co.uk  Open 7 days a week
0900-1700 minimum  Equipment for sale.

DORSET

DIVERS DOWN
139 Babbacombe Road, Babbacombe, Torquay TQ1 3SR.
Tel: (01803) 327111. Fax: (01803) 32463.
E-mail: info@diversdown.co.uk
www.diversdown.co.uk  Open Mon-Fri 1000-1730; Sat
0900-1730; Sun 1000-1600.  PADI 5* IDC.

DEVON

ANDARK DIVING
256 Bridge Road, Lower Swanwick, Southampton SO31
7FL. Tel: (01489) 581755. Fax: (01489) 575223.
E-mail: bookings@andark.co.uk  www.andark.co.uk
Open 7 days, PADI 5* IDC, RYA powerboat, 3.5m pool &
classrooms, large shop, mail order, kids parties, Club, helo
escape, disabled friendly, 300bar.

�✓ A N TDAN

DAN

HAMPSHIRE

�✓ A NDAN

DAN

PORTHKERRIS DIVERS
PADI 5* IDC Centre. Porthkerris, St. Keverne, Nr Helston
TR12 6QJ. Tel: (01326) 280620. www.porthkerris.com
E-mail: info@porthkerris.com  7 days a week, tuition
from novice to instructor, hardboat/RIB charters, escorted
dives, dive shop, beach café, basking shark trips, camping,
shore dive.

IANTD

�✓ A NDAN

DAN

OCEAN VIEW DIVING SERVICES
160 South Street, Lancing, West Sussex BN15 8AU.
Tel: (01903) 767224. E-mail: info@oceanviewdiving.co.uk
www.oceanviewdiving.co.uk  Open 7 days a week 0900-
1700. PADI TecRec Training. Diving Holidays.

WEST SUSSEX

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

DIVE CENTRE
DIRECTORY

Call Alex on 020 8941 4568

STONEY COVE – 
THE NATIONAL DIVE CENTRE
Leicester, LE9 4DW. www.stoneycove.co.uk
www.underwaterworld.co.uk  Sales & service: (01455)
273089; The Dive School (PADI 5* IDC): (01455) 272768;
Nemo’s Bar & Diner: (01455) 274198. UK’s leading dive
company. Dive “Stanegarth”, Britain’s biggest inland wreck.

IANTD

✓ A NDAN

DAN

LEICESTERSHIRE

WIRRAL SPORTS & LEISURE
164-192 Cleveland Street, Birkenhead CH41 3QQ.
Tel: (0151) 666 6629.
e-mail: sales@wirralsports.co.uk
www.wirralsports.co.uk Mon-Fri 0900-1730; Sat 0900-
1700. Air to 300bar. Diving, watersports, mail order and
online shopping.

✓ A N

MERSEYSIDE

G&H DIVING SERVICES
Unit 1 Willow House, River Gardens, North Feltham
Trading Estate, Feltham TW14 0RD. Tel: (020) 8751 3771.
Fax: (020) 8751 2591. E-mail: Ghdiving@aol.com
Mon-Fri 0900-1800; Sat 0900-1230. ANDI Training.

✓ A N T

MIDDLESEX

FLAGSHIP SCUBADIVING LTD
Jenkins Yard, Hudson Road, Sandycove, Co. Dublin.
Tel: (00 353) 284 5180. E-mail: info@flagshipscuba.com
www.flagshipscuba.com  Open Tue-Fri 1000-1730; Sat
0930-1700. Diving Malin Head to Rathlin Island.
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Diving Watch
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Britain’s best-selling diving magazine
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✹ You also receive an Apeks Professional
Diving Watch worth £88.

✹ Depth rated to 200 metres, the Apeks
Professional Diving Watch has a
stainless steel case and high-quality
movement

✹ Features include a uni-directional
bezel, luminous face and hands, date
window at 3 o’clock, and extra-long
strap

✹ Offer includes p&p for the Diving
Watch and for the 12 monthly
magazines
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SAVE 43% on a
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Pay only £29.95

(See page 93)
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THE PALE, GRITTY SAND stretches
away from me. I can see nothing
alive but my buddies, who are

clearly finding this as alien as I am. 
The gear I have dived in all over the

world now looks bizarre, with huge blocks
of lead strapped to the tank and the full-
face mask. It’s as if I’m on a science fiction
movie set.

I’m a regular visitor to the Red Sea and
am always on the look-out for unusual
destinations with unusual dives. While
diving in Eilat on one occasion I met Avi
Bresler, who runs Dead Sea Divers. 

He explained to me the incredible,
otherworldly experience of diving there. 
It was an easy sell – I was hooked.

The Dead Sea is an inland lake rather
than a true sea, between Israel, the
Palestinian Authority and Jordan. 

Cut off from both tidal flushing and
significant rainfall and exposed to
scorching conditions that evaporate water
from its surface, salt has concentrated here
to an incredible degree, so this dive is
unlike any other on Earth. 

In the parched air, evaporation is far
higher than the paltry rainfall. The dusty
desert area has hot, dry summers; warm,
dry winters.

The Dead Sea is just over 30 miles long
and nine wide. The surface is more than
430m below sea level, and road signs along
the way remind you just how far below sea
level you are getting. 

Landlocked and rain-shadowed, the sea
has only one source of water: the Jordan
River. The water level has dropped 40m in
the past 80 years, partly because the river
water has been diverted for other uses.

It’s not quite the saltiest sea in the
world, but at 300m deep it’s by far the
largest hypersaline body of water.
Potassium, calcium and sodium salts
precipitate out of the saturated water to
create magnificent sand-coloured crystal
formations on the lake floor.

THE DEAD SEA is almost completely
dead. The salt kills all but a tiny

handful of extremophile bacteria and
fungi, most living where fissures leach in
slightly less salt-rich water. 

On the rare occasions of significant
rainfall, dormant algae that can handle
astonishing levels of salt turn the sea red.
When conditions return to what passes for
normal, the salinity rises to quash even
these bizarre organisms.

We’d had a pool session to increase our
familiarity with full-face-mask diving.
Normal masks and regulator mouthpieces
would leave your eyes and mouth exposed
to the horrific levels of salt. The price you
pay is that the airspace in the mask makes
your head even more buoyant in this salty
sea than it would be in normal diving.

I had driven for almost three hours
from the centre of Israel. After Avi’s short
briefing we gear up, quite a process in
itself. To overcome my massive buoyancy,
I need to load myself with 50kg of lead. 

You don’t want to walk far carrying this.
We each have enormous weight-blocks on
either side of our tanks, more around the
waist, some in front of the body, on straps
on our BCs and in pockets. We end up

uncomfortably front-heavy, which pulls us
face-forward.

Because of the wide daytime
temperature variation and the scorching
summer surface conditions, early-summer
dives need to be organised in the morning
to avoid wrestling with gear in the heat. 

You assemble your gear as close as
possible to the entry-point, and suit up as
late as you can. Water temperature may
reach 40°C on a summer dive, making
respiration more difficult.

I climb down the few salt-encrusted
rough rock steps into the alien sea. The
water feels thick and oily. The surface is
ruffled, and descending is far more
awkward than on any normal dive. 

Every sensation is somehow different.
It’s not easy to sink, despite all the weight,

or to fin around in these syrupy waters. 
At 7m I size up the best angle on a tall

pillar of salt for a later dive, when I’ll bring
my camera. Just my luck: a drop of salty
water seeps into my mask and into my left
eye. An instant and horrible assault on the
senses follows, like a hornet sting. 

I can’t open my eye, or do anything. 
I signal to Avi and we go back to the
surface. After a thorough rinse with fresh
water, we return to finish this first dive.

WE SEE NOTHING ALIVE, and the
salt-dense water makes vis poor.

Field after field of creamy salt crystal
formations appear out of the gloom,
sometimes like sand dunes. 

Sometimes we see a monochrome,
lunar landscape; or one looking oddly like
bleached coral formations. 

Sometimes a sculpture, a salt cathedral,
appears out of the gloom, bringing to
mind the Genesis story of Lot and his wife
Edith. She disobeyed the order to not look
back, and turned into a pillar of salt. 

Sometimes walls of a canyon or a cave
appear. It’s an other-worldly seascape, and
a unique experience.

After a dive or two you may feel you’ve
seen it all, but Avi can’t imagine missing a
week diving the Dead Sea. 

He tells me of a gigantic cave accessible
only by boat, and a site where fresh water
seeps out of fissures in the ground into the
sea, so you can see patches of clear water
squeezing through the thick salted water
and escaping to the surface. 

Climbing out of the water is no small
feat. Releasable weights help, but I still
need assistance from a buddy to climb up
the beach. 

It’s almost time to drive back, but deco
considerations are different here. At Dead
Sea level, after surfacing you’re effectively
still diving about 3m below sea level. Dive
computers must be configured to allow for
this before the dive, and depending on the
dive depth and time you must wait up to
four hours before driving back to sea level.

The greasy-feeling water doesn’t dry,
and needs a good rinse in fresh water you
bring with you. Any not rinsed away will
cling to your gear for weeks.

Before the climb back up to sea level
and above, Avi sets a table with some food. 

One of the plates is, he says, the only
fish you can find in the Dead Sea – salted
herring. The vegetarian in me declines.
Besides, I’ve had enough salt today.

In this
Christmas issue
it seems
appropriate to
go back to the
part of the
Middle East
where the
festivities all
began. MICHAEL
BRAUNSTEIN
experiences 
a dive that
won’t appeal 
to everyone –
in the Dead Sea. 
Jamie Watts
contributed to
his story

Dead Sea
otherworldly 
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The RNLI is the charity that saves lives at sea
Royal National Lifeboat Institution, a charity registered in England and Wales (209603)  

and Scotland (SC037736). Registered charity number 20003326 in the Republic of Ireland
Other training providers may also offer the RNLI Diver Sea Survival Course or Workshop. 
Visit BDSG.org for a full list of members

THE RNLI DIVER  
SEA SURVIVAL  
COURSE AND  
WORKSHOP
Equip yourself  
with the skills  
and confidence you  
need to dive in the  
cold, challenging  
waters around UK  
and Irish coastlines 

Contact your local dive centre  
or club for more details
Visit RNLI.org/DiveCourse for more information

In partnership with: RNLI Diver Sea Survival  
Workshop provided by

RNLI Diver Sea Survival  
Course provided by
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EXPLORE MORE THIS CHRISTMAS

Whether you are new to diving or already an active diver, 
the Suunto Zoop Novo is all you need to suit up, dive 
down and enjoy the view. For those wanting to open up 
new possibilities of exploring new depths, the Suunto 
Vyper Novo is packed with advanced features that make 
it the perfect buddy for this.

ww.suunto.com

For more information call 01420 587272
Discover Moves at www.movescount.com

Follow us on             @SuuntoDivingUK and        at www.facebook.com/SuuntoDivingUK
` 

Celebrate Christmas and your love of diving 

by treating yourself to a brand new Suunto 

Vyper Novo or Suunto Zoop Novo and 

receive a FREE Suunto SK8 Strap mount 

(worth £59.00).

Purchase any Vyper Novo or 
Zoop Novo and receive a FREE 

SK8 wrist mount compass.

Visit your local participating Suunto Dealer 
for more information. All colour options are 
available with this offer. Offer valid from 
October 21st 2017 until December 31st 2017.
Suunto Diving UK reserve the right to with-
draw the offer at any time. Offer valid while 
stocks last.
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